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Swkrth
Dum spiro spero
Marcus Tullius Cicero
This is the second Ph.D. thesis that I have written. A long time ago, I completed my
first doctoral degree in Mathematical Logic, also at Iowa State, under the supervision of Don
Pigozzi, one of the founding fathers of Abstract Algebraic Logic, and a student of Alfred
Tarski.
To him I owe many of the things that I have learned about logic and life that have culmi-
nated in writing this dissertation. For better or for worse, it reflects who I am and the logical
journeys that I continue to crave so badly in my life...
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1GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This Ph.D. dissertation, referred to from now on as the (or this) dissertation (or this thesis),
contains some contributions to the area of modular description logics for creating ontologies
in the semantic web. This first section, titled General Introduction, contains a narrative and,
mostly, non-technical introduction to the various topics studied in this dissertation. It does
not contain formal definitions, nor does it provide precise statements or details of the results
obtained. It does not include any references to preceding work on which this dissertation is
based. It is solely intended to provide the reader with a general overview and an idea of the
topics covered. Technical details and references, which increase precision, will be postponed
to the technical introduction that follows and to the introductions of the various individual
chapters of the dissertation.
The dissertation consists of five chapters, all of which contain contributions to the general
area of knowledge representation in artificial intelligence. Virtually all logic-based applications
in artificial intelligence require methods for representing the knowledge of the participating
agents, for retrieving and reasoning with that knowledge and for making decisions based on
that knowledge. This has become recently increasingly important in applications involving
information that is stored in the world-wide web. To organize information stored in the web
and to logically manipulate such information, it is required that it be represented in such a
way so that its intended semantics is well-defined and unambiguous. One way of achieving this
is by representing information using semantic, or ontology, languages and using accompanying
automated reasoners that support drawing logical inferences. Most of the formal languages
that have been developed for this task are based on decidable fragments of first-order logic
or decidable extensions of such fragments with additional features, such as modal operators
2or probabilistic constructors. These are collectively known as description logics. They have
been at the forefront of research in knowledge representation for several decades and there is
a well-established workshop, the annual International Workshop on Description Logics, where
new ideas, advances and results in this area are presented.
The recent dominance of the web in several important human activity domains, such as
science, communications, commerce, government etc., and the distributed nature of the world-
wide web has encouraged the diversification of the area of knowledge representation, in general,
and of description logics, in particular, towards studying paradigms for representing, retrieving
and reasoning with knowledge that is reposited by various independent individuals or orga-
nizations in various physical locations in the web. However, the various parts constituting
this collective knowledge are not entirely disjoint. For instance, many web sites have links or
references to other web sites, where better or more extensive explanations of the terms that
they are using may be found. Therefore, a semantics that makes these interconnections precise
and coordinates reasoning with pieces of information originating from various modules is nec-
essary. In description logics, this new shift in emphasis has led to the introduction and study
of modular description logics. These are logical systems that consist of independently devel-
oped modules over the same logical language, but each with different local non-logical symbols,
such as constants, concept names and role names, which represent, respectively, elements of
the domain of discourse, sets of elements and relations between elements. Apart from the
general workshop on description logics, mentioned above, there is, by now, a well-established
more specialized workshop, the annual International Workshop on Modular Ontologies, which
focuses in both applied and theoretical aspects of knowledge representation and reasoning in
distributed environments and, more specifically, in methods for organizing and reasoning with
information on the semantic web.
In the dissertation various contributions are made to the area of modular description logics.
More specifically, in Chapter 1, we study a novel modular description logic, called F-ALCI, or
Federated ALCI. It is a modular extension of the well-known basic description logic ALCI,
incorporating features, like modularity and full contextualization of meanings for the logical
3connectives, that have not been studied together before. In Chapter 2, a distributed reasoning
algorithm is developed for processing and drawing conclusions from the information that is
stored in various modules of a federated ontology using the language F-ALCI. The theoretical
time complexity of the algorithm is not better than that of a centralized algorithm applied
on a single ontology resulting from integrating the various modules in a context-sensitive way.
Having, however, a distributed algorithm has the great advantage of making integration un-
necessary. On many occasions integrating the various modules in a single ontology may be
impossible due to the sheer sizes of the modules or due to the reluctance of the owners of the
modules to allow remote use of their entire local ontologies. In Chapter 3, we introduce an ex-
tension of F-ALCI that is able to handle imprecise or vague knowledge. In many applications,
such as commerce, security etc., handling imprecise knowledge is of paramount importance.
For instance, the concept Expensive when referring to commodities or the concept Secure
when referring to communications or classified information might not be crisply defined. An
item might be moderately expensive or very expensive or a piece of information may be clas-
sified or top secret. Thus, membership of individuals of a domain in a given set, or pairs of
individuals in a given relation, may only be true or false to a specific degree of certainty. The
language LF-ALCI has the same syntax as F-ALCI, but its semantics allows representations
of memberships in concepts and roles that are not either true or false, but are, rather, chosen
from elements of a certainty lattice L, which specify the degrees to which these membership
relations are believed to be valid. The language LF-ALCI is the first language that combines
the features of modularity and of reasoning with imprecise information. In Chapter 4, we
study another extension of F-ALCI, one that is able to incorporate probabilistic statements.
For instance, in a knowledge base consisting of information regarding the academic person-
nel at a college campus, we might want to express the fact that, although not all lecturers
are fully insured, they are fully insured with probability at least 0.7. In the probabilistic
extension PF-ALCI of F-ALCI, presented in Chapter 4, we allow statements of the form
(FullyInsured|Lecturer)[0.7, 1], which capture exactly this intuition. Again, we believe that
PF-ALCI is the first description logic that combines modularity with probabilistic features.
4Finally, in the last chapter, Chapter 5, we study the language F-ALCIK, yet another extension
of F-ALCI, which includes epistemic operators that, effectively, transform the underlying lan-
guage ALCI to ALCIK, which is a fragment of first-order non-monotonic modal logic. In the
single module case, the introduction of the epistemic operator formalizes procedural rules and,
in addition, enables more sophisticated forms of query formulation. Among these are various
forms of closed-world reasoning. It enables the queries to refer both to aspects of the exter-
nal world, as represented by the knowledge base, and to aspects of what the knowledge base
knows about the external world. These features are inherited also by the modular language
F-ALCIK.
5TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
This dissertation consists of five chapters, all of which contain contributions to the area
of modular description logics, a subarea of the area of knowledge representation in Artificial
Intelligence.
The current form of the world-wide web consists mostly of information geared towards
human understanding and consumption. Because of the large amount of data and services
that have, and continue to be, accumulated over the last few years, it has become increasingly
important to be able to represent them in a way that would make them amenable to machine
analysis and processing. This, in turn, implies that the duality between the stored data and the
information they represent should be taken into account in earnest and formally established.
As a result, logic-based languages, with formally defined semantics, have been proposed as the
appropriate languages for use when representing information in the web. This latter vision of
the web has been termed the semantic web [11].
In the semantic web, at its most general abstract level, information is organized in groups,
each of which consists of information about a specific domain of discourse, e.g., pharmacol-
ogy, veterinary medicine, food industry, wine-making, etc. Such a group is called an ontology.
Special logic-based knowledge representation languages have been devised to construct ontolo-
gies. The one currently recommended by the W3C Consortium is the OWL ontology language
[50, 9]. Ontology languages are based on underlying logical languages which are, most often,
decidable fragments of first-order logic. These have been called description logics [1]. In gen-
eral, a description logic allows one to define concepts, which are unary relations over the domain
of discourse, and roles, which are binary relations over the domain of discourse. Hierarchies
of concepts and of roles based on inclusion relationships compose the TBox (terminological
6box) of an ontology defined using a description logic. On the other hand, a description logic
allows also the representation of individuals in the domain of discourse using constants, and
memberships of these individuals in a concept or of pairs of these individuals in roles compose
the ABox (assertional box) of the ontology. Various description logics have been proposed
over the years. They differ depending on the constructors that they allow in the definition
of new concepts and roles based on existing ones. A general tradeoff in this area is between
the expresiveness of a description logic and the computational complexity of deciding problems,
such as concept satisfiability, for expressions in the description logic [58].
Another special feature of the information that has dominated the development of the
world-wide web is the fact that it is contributed by various independent individuals or organi-
zations and reposited in various physical locations in the web. Typically, the modules developed
in this way cover each a distinct domain of expertise. But the various modules include data re-
ferring to partially overlapping information. For instance, a module developed by wine experts
may need to reuse some terminology or other information included in a module developed by
culinary experts in order to recommend combinations of various wines with matching meals.
This interdependence is manifested in the web in various ways, for instance, by using links to
other web-sites or by referring to them for further information and clarification of borrowed
concepts and definitions.
In the envisioned semantic web, on the other hand, the combined need for independent
but interactive development and for transparent semantics has led to the consideration of
modular ontologies. The main goal here is, not only to be able to borrow or refer to data
included in other, independently created, web-sites, but to also have a clear meaning of how
this borrowed data is supposed to be interpreted in the context of the newly created ontology
and the information that it represents. To cope with this need, ontology languages have to be
extended to support modularity and contextuality [68]. That is, they should provide means for
developing various modules independently, partially importing information from other, already
existing or simultaneously developed, modules and for interpreting the imported information
in the new context where it is used, in connection with both the local information and the
7remote source where it had been originally defined.
At the level of description logics, this modularity requirement is shifting focus from ordi-
nary description logics to modular description logics. These are logical languages, based on
ordinary description logics that, roughly speaking, provide the additional support required for
modularization. In other words, they allow creation of various modules, based on the same
logical language, but make special provision for importing foreign terminology and information
and for providing specialized semantics to clarify how the imported information is to be inter-
preted locally and how it should interact with locally defined information. There have various
proposals for modular description logics. They differ depending on a variety of characteristics.
One is the underlying description logic used in each module to express local information. An-
other is the collection of constructs employed to allow importing foreign concepts and/or roles
in the newly created module. Yet another is the semantics used to interpret imported data
and, in particular, how context sensitive this interpretation is intended to be.
Examples of proposed modular description logics include distributed description logics
(DDL) [13, 40], E-Connections [28], semantic importing [73], semantic binding [104], and
package-based description logics (P-DL) [5, 8]. An alternative approach to importing knowl-
edge, or, rather, reusing knowledge from existing ontologies, relies on the logical notion of
conservative extension [41, 24, 23].
In Chapter 1 of the thesis, we study a novel modular description logic, called F-ALCI, or
Federated ALCI. It is a modular extension of the well-known basic description logic ALCI [85]
(see, also, [2]), incorporating features, like modularity and full contextualization of meanings
for the logical connectives, that have not been studied together before. More precisely, the
language has the following desirable features:
• Provision for use of the relatively rich description logic (DL) ALCI within each ontology
module.
• Contextualized interpretation of each logical connective used within the DL modules.
• Guarantee that the results of reasoning are always the same as those obtained by a
8standard reasoner over an integrated ontology resulting from combining the relevant
parts of the individual modules in a context-specific manner.
• Relaxation of the severe restrictions on the semantics imposed, in particular, on the
Package-based Description Logics (P-DL) paradigm.
On the other hand, some drawbacks, as compared to other approaches are:
• Other modular approaches have been studied based on even richer DLs than ALCI.
• We relegate the study of ABoxes to future work unlike other approaches which have
already dealt with ABoxes.
• The relaxation of the P-DL semantics occurs at the expense of losing some desirable
properties, such as propagation of subsumption and preservation of unsatisfiability, but
it is shown how these may be recovered by tightening the semantics, without, however,
making it as restrictive as that of P-DL.
Among the most important decision problems for DLs and, by extension, for modular DLs
is the concept satisfiability problem. This asks whether, given a TBox and a concept expression
in the description logic under consideration, there exists a model of the TBox in which the
extension of the concept expression is a nonempty subset of the domain. The importance of
this problem lies, in part, to the fact that, for relatively expressive DLs, such as ALCI, many
other decision problems of interest are reducible to concept satisfiability (see, e.g., [1, 95]). A
common method for showing the decidability of this problem in modular description logics is
to devise, if possible, a sound and complete reduction of the problem into the corresponding
problem for a similar ordinary (unimodule) description logic, in which concept satisfiability
has already been shown to be decidable. Such a reduction has been performed both for DDL
in [14] and for P-DL [8]. If the concept satisfiability problem for the ordinary DL is of known
computational complexity, then the reduction often allows one to pinpoint the complexity of
the same problem for the corresponding modular DL. In Chapter 1 a reduction from F-ALCI to
ALCI is given and this allows, as described above, the derivation of both the decidability and
9the computational complexity of this problem for F-ALCI, taking advantage of corresponding
results for ALCI.
Even though sound and complete reductions of a modular description logic to a correspond-
ing ordinary description logic show that, in principle, reasoning in the modular setting may
be simulated in the single-module framework, this counteracts the very reason for creating
and developing modular languages. Their nature and raison d’ eˆtre in supporting independent
ontology development, while allowing interactions between the modules, requires the devel-
opment of “genuine” distributed algorithms. These algorithms should allow reasoning in a
cooperative fashion between the local reasoners at the various physical locations where the dis-
tinct modules are residing, without the need to first transfer all modules into a single location
and to integrate them into a single ontology.
Numerous researchers, including Serafini et al. [81, 83, 82], have argued for such a genuinely
modular approach and have designed specific systems/architectures (DRAGO) to facilitate
decentralized reasoning over distributed ontologies. Some authors advocated partitioning of
large ontologies into smaller but computationally more efficient ontologies [94, 80]. In fact,
several algorithms have been presented for the three paradigms mentioned above. Serafini et
al. [81, 83, 82] introduced a tableau algorithm for reasoning with DDL. Grau et al. [28, 27]
present a tableau procedure for E-Connections. Finally, Bao et al. [4] present distributed
reasoning algorithms for P-DLs.
In Chapter 2 of the thesis, a distributed reasoning algorithm is developed for processing
and drawing conclusions from the information that is stored in various modules of a federated
ontology that uses the language F-ALCI. Although the time requirements of the algorithm
are not better than those of a centralized algorithm applied on a single ontology, resulting
from integrating the various modules in a context-sensitive way, the given algorithm has the
advantage of making integration unnecessary.
Much work in the area of ontology languages and description logics has been devoted to
extending ordinary DLs by adding features that would enable users to reason with imprecise
or uncertain knowledge and, also, perform epistemic reasoning. However, not many attempts
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have been carried out in combining these features with modularity so as to obtain a modular
description logic that can accommodate uncertain or epistemic reasoning. The three remaining
chapters of this first part of the dissertation deal with such extensions of the basis modular
DL F-ALCI, which is the subject of Chapters 1 and 2.
In Chapter 3, an extension LF-ALCI of F-ALCI is presented that maintains the same
syntax as the original language, but is geared towards a semantics over an arbitrary complete,
completely distributive lattice L with a negation operation, rather than over the usual 2-
element Boolean lattice. The elements of the lattice L are supposed to represent certainty
values. Accordingly, the lattice L is dubbed a certainty lattice. Membership of an individual
element of the domain of discourse in the extension of a concept, or of a pair of individuals in
the extension of a role, is assigned a certainty value from L, rather than being either true or
false. This value represents the degree of confidence in the corresponding membership relation.
This framework allows both a quantitative kind of reasoning, e.g., when taking the continuous
[0, 1] real interval as the underlying lattice, as well as a qualitative kind, when, for instance,
one considers a four element lattice, with values true, false, uncertain and inconsistent.
Knowledge management of uncertain or imprecise information has been considered before,
for instance in [47, 53, 64] using probability theory, [49] using possibility theory, [75, 90] using
many-valued logics and [12, 48, 91, 92, 96, 103] using fuzzy logic. This list is not exhaustive.
In the unimodule setting the ordinary description logic ALC has been endowed with a
lattice semantics by Straccia [93]. We follow his work and use his results to show that our
modular logic is decidable and to pinpoint the complexity of the concept satisfiability problem.
Our work is in some respects more general: It deals with the modular setting, adds to the
underlying DL inverse roles and introduces full contextualization of all logical connectives. On
the other hand, Straccia’s work is more general in that it allows reasoning with both TBoxes
and ABoxes. We restrict ourselves only to TBoxes, for the sake of simplicity, since we are
making a first attempt at building a modular DL combing all the aforementioned features.
An alternative approach in dealing with uncertain or imprecise information to reasoning
over an arbitrary uncertainty lattice is to use probabilistic methods. This has been explored
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previously in various areas in artificial intelligence, such as logic programming [62], knowledge
representation [47, 53, 54, 55, 64] and ontology engineering [33, 34, 102, 77, 37, 72, 30, 31]. In
Chapter 4 of the dissertation, based on previous work of Lukasiewicz [64], a modular description
logic PF-ALCI, extending F-ALCI with probabilistic features, is introduced.
More precisely, probabilistic terminological axioms will be added to the language F-ALCI to
obtain the probabilistic federated description logic PF-ALCI. Lukasiewicz in [64] introduces
probabilistic analogs of the very expressive description logics SHIF(D) and SHOIN (D).
Again, since our effort constitutes a first attempt at the creation of a relatively expressive
modular description logic with probabilistic features, we opt to deal with a rather simplified
version of the description logic used in [64]. In particular, when compared with the underlying
language used by Lukasiewicsz, our language has the following three limitations:
• It uses the significantly less expressive ALCI as the DL inside each module.
• Second, it does not allow the use of concrete domains, as does Lukasiewicz’s treatment.
• Finally, we deal only with terminological axioms, whereas Lukasiewicz deals with both
terminological and assertional axioms.
However, our work again constitutes a first attempt at combining several features collectively
for the first time in an ontology language: modularity, context and probabilistic features.
Moreover, we show that several of the nice probabilistic features of Lukasiewicz’s approach
pertaining to default and probabilistic terminological axioms still hold in the distributed con-
text, despite the limited expressivity of the underlying description logic.
Besides reasoning with uncertainty, non-monotonic reasoning and reasoning with proce-
dural rules are features that one may want to introduce to a description logic, but are not
directly expressible in fragments of first order logic. To accommodate these features in DLs,
Donini et al. introduced in [35] an epistemic operator in the description logic ALC [85]. This
operator effectively extends ALC to a fragment of first-order non-monotonic modal logic. It
achieves the goal of formalizing procedural rules and allows more sophisticated forms of query
formulation, including various forms of closed-world reasoning. The knowledge operator in [35]
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is interpreted as in [79, 59]. This enables the queries to refer both to aspects of the external
world, as represented by the knowledge base, and to the epistemological aspect of what the
knowledge base knows about the external world.
In the last chapter, Chapter 5, of this thesis the federated description logic F-ALCI is
extended to accommodate these epistemic features. More precisely, epistemic operators are
incorporated into F-ALCI, thus, creating a new modular ontology language F-ALCIK, that
allows exploiting non-monotonic aspects of reasoning and the expression of procedural rules.
This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first language that combines modularity, contextual-
ization and epistemic operators. When only one module is present, F-ALCIK reduces to the
ordinary DL ALCIK, an extension with inverse roles of the language ALCK, studied in [35].
For all extensions of the federated language F-ALCI, that are presented in Chapters 3,4 and
5 of the dissertation, sound and complete reductions are provided to corresponding uni-module
languages. These are exploited in each chapter to prove decidability of the newly introduced
modular ontology language. Furthermore, relying on known results on the computational
complexity of the concept satisfiability problem in the single-module case, we obtain estimates
of the computational complexity of the same problem in the modular case. Although, we do
not present in detail algorithms for solving concept satisfiability for the three extensions of
F-ALCI, LF-ALCI, PF-ALCI and F-ALCIK, treated in Chapters 3,4 and 5, respectively,
we, nevertheless, indicate how the algorithms available in the literature for the uni-module
languages may be modified and combined with our reductions to provide sound and complete
decision procedures for their modular counterparts.
In general, we postpone dealing with ABoxes and constructing genuinely distributed algo-
rithms for these problems, such as the one devised for F-ALCI itself in Chapter 2, to future
research.
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Chapter1. F-ALCI: A FULLY CONTEXTUALIZED, FEDERATED
LOGIC FOR THE SEMANTIC WEB
Abstract
We introduce F-ALCI, a federated version of the description logic ALCI. An F-ALCI
ontology, like its package-based counterpart ALCIP−, consists of multiple ALCI ontologies
that can import concepts or roles defined in other modules. Unlike ALCIP−, which supports
only contextualized negation, F-ALCI, supports contextualization of each of the logical con-
nectives, a feature that allows more flexible reuse of knowledge from independently developed
ontologies. We provide a new semantics for F-ALCI based on image domain relations and
establish the conditions that need to be imposed on domain relations to ensure properties,
such as preservation of unsatisfiability and monotonicity of inference, that are desirable in
distributed web applications. We also establish the decidability of F-ALCI.
1.1 Introduction
Recent efforts aimed at enriching the world-wide web with machine interpretable content
and interoperable resources and services, are transforming the web into the semantic web [11].
The semantic web, much like the world-wide web, relies on the network effect, that is, on lever-
aging the work of independent actors who contribute resources that are interlinked to form a
web of resources. The ontologies that provide a basis for establishing the intended semantics
of resources that constitute the semantic web (databases, knowledge bases, services) are typi-
cally developed independently to serve the needs of specific communities. They typically cover
different, partially overlapping, domains of discourse (e.g., biology, medicine, pharmacology).
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Inevitably, the axioms that make up the ontologies are applicable within the contexts that are
implicitly assumed by their authors. However, many application scenarios require selective
use of knowledge from multiple independently developed ontology modules. For example, a
group that is focused on translating discoveries that link genetic and environmental factors
to specific diseases into effective therapies might need to selectively reuse the contents of an
ontology created for use in one context (e.g., genetic studies) in a different, but related context
(e.g., drug design). Reaping the benefits of the network effect in such a setting requires theo-
retically well-founded yet practically useful approaches to selective, context-sensitive reuse of
knowledge from autonomous, distributed, ontology modules.
Early recognition of the importance of careful treatment of context in artificial intelligence
systems [68] was followed by work on non-montonic reasoning [68, 67, 70, 78], propositional
and quantificational (first order) logics of context [22, 20, 19, 21] and context-based logics for
distributed knowledge representation and reasoning [42, 39, 38, 15]. More closely related to
contextualizing information in the semantic web are the references [44, 74, 88, 89, 10].
Recently, several modular ontology formalisms that support reuse of knowledge from mul-
tiple distributed ontology modules, have been explored. Examples include distributed descrip-
tion logics (DDL)[13, 40], E-Connections [28], semantic importing [73], semantic binding [104],
and package-based description logics (P-DL) [5, 8]. Such frameworks typically assume that the
individual ontology modules are expressed in some decidable family of description logics (DL)
and provide constructs for the sharing of knowledge across ontology modules. An alternative
approach to knowledge reuse relies on a particular notion of modularity of knowledge bases
based on the notion of conservative extensions [41, 24, 23], which allows ontology modules to
be interpreted using standard semantics by requiring that they share the same interpretation
domain.
Existing modular ontology formalisms offer only limited ways to connect ontology mod-
ules, and hence, limited ability to reuse knowledge across modules. For instance, DDL does
not allow concept construction using foreign roles or concepts, or guarantee the transitivity
of inter-module concept subsumptions, known as bridge rules. It has recently been shown
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that allowing negated roles or cardinality restrictions in bridge rules or inverse bridge rules,
where the bridge rules are used to connect ALC-ontologies, makes the resulting DDL ontology
undecidable [7]. The E-Connections formalism does not allow concept subsumptions across
ontology modules or the use of foreign roles. Conservative extensions [24, 23, 65] require a
single global interpretation domain. Thus, the designers of different ontology modules have
to anticipate all possible contexts in which knowledge from a specific module might be reused
thereby precluding flexible and selective reuse of knowledge across ontology modules.
P-DL offers a richer syntax than the previous approaches but, to preserve contextuality of
knowledge and transitivity of role inclusions across ontology modules, and to guarantee decid-
ability of the resulting logic, the Package-based DL SHOIQP [8] imposes several restrictions.
In particular, P-DL requires partial isomorphisms between various local domains that are re-
lated via domain relations (that is, functions that link individuals across the different local
domains). Thus, it is interesting to explore whether some of these conditions can be relaxed,
in the process simplifying the semantics as well as the design of federated reasoners for the
resulting logic.
This paper, on the other hand, explores a family of logics, which we call contextualized fed-
erated description logics (CFDLs), paying special attention to characterization of the tradeoffs
between specific restrictions on semantics and some of the desirable features that are offered
by P-DLs. Specifically, we focus on the language F-ALCI, which is the contextualized feder-
ated counterpart of the P-DL ALCIP−, and where each of the individual ontology modules is
expressed in the DL ALCI. Some features of CFDL F-ALCI include:
• Provision for use of a relatively rich DL within each ontology module.
• Contextualized interpretation of each logical connective used within the DL modules
(unlike in P-DLs [5, 8] where only negation is contextualized). Locality of axioms in
ontology modules is obtained “for free” by its contextualized semantics. Thus, as in the
case of P-DLs, inferences are always drawn from the point of view of a witness module. It
follows that different modules might infer different consequences, based on the knowledge
that they import from other modules.
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• Guarantee that the results of reasoning are always the same as those obtained by a
standard reasoner over an integrated ontology resulting from combining the relevant
parts of the individual ontologies in a context-specific manner.
• Relaxation of the severe restrictions imposed on the P-DL semantics as much as possible
while, at the same time, retaining the desirable properties of P-DLs.
In particular, we show that in the general case, when only the most relaxed restrictions are
imposed on the semantics of F-ALCI, many of the properties that one might want to satisfy,
like, e.g., monotonicity of inference and preservation of unsatisfiability, are lost. Regaining
these properties requires strengthening the conditions on the semantics of F-ALCI. Thus, the
major contribution of this paper is a characterization of the tradeoffs between restrictions on
semantics and some of the desirable features of P-DLs. Specifically, we show that it is possible
to preserve many of the desirable properties of P-DLs, while at the same time imposing milder
restrictions.
1.2 The Federated Description Logic Language F-ALCI
In [8], given an ordinary description logic L, the notation LP is introduced to denote its
package-based counterpart, i.e., the package-based description logic which uses L as the logical
language in each of its packages. Furthermore, the notation LP− signifies that the importing
of concept names and role names across packages is acyclic. In the present work, we use the
prefix “F-”, standing for Federated, to denote a contextualized federated language and, since
our discussion is limited to acyclic importing, we omit the use of a superscript “−” from the
notation.
In this section, the syntax and the semantics of the language F-ALCI will be described in
some detail.
1.2.1 The Syntax
Suppose a directed acyclic graph G = 〈V,E〉, with V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, is given. The intuition
is that its n nodes correspond to local modules of a modular ontology and its edges correspond
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to the importing relations between these modules. For technical reasons, we add a loop on
each vertex of G.
For every node i ∈ V , the signature of the i-language always includes a set Ci of i-concept
names and a set Ri of i-role names. We assume that all sets of names are pairwise disjoint.
Out of these, a set of i-concept expressions Ĉi and a set of i-role expressions R̂i are built.
Recall that the description logic ALCI allows concept expressions that are constructed
recursively from its signature symbols, i.e., its role and concept names, using negation, con-
junction, disjunction, value and existential restriction and inverses of role names. Its formulas
are subsumptions between concept expressions.
The syntax of the description logic F-ALCI is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Roles and Concepts) The set of i-roles or i-role expressions R̂i consists
of expressions of the form R,R−, with R ∈ Rj , (j, i) ∈ E.
The set of i-concepts or i-concept expressions Ĉi, on the other hand, is defined recur-
sively as follows:
A ∈ Cj ,⊤j,⊥j ,¬jC,C ⊓j D,C ⊔j D,∃jR.C,∀jR.C, (1.1)
where (j, i) ∈ E, C,D ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj and R ∈ R̂i ∩ R̂j.
Using the concepts and roles of F-ALCI, we define its formulas, as follows:
Definition 2 (Formulas) The i-formulas are expressions of the form C ⊑ D, with C,D ∈
Ĉi, for all i ∈ V .
An F-ALCI-TBox or TBox is a collection T = {Ti}i∈V , where Ti is a finite set of i-
formulas, for all i ∈ V , called the i-TBox. Since, in this paper, we do not consider RBoxes or
ABoxes, the terms TBox, ontology and knowledge base will be used interchangeably.
We use, for every i ∈ V , the notation Ri and Ci to denote the set of i-roles and of i-
concepts, respectively, that occur in Ti. Ci is a finite subset of Ĉi, for every i ∈ V . A role name
in Rj ∩Ri or a concept name in Cj ∩ Ci is said to be imported from module j to module i.
Furthermore, since Ci ⊆ Ĉi, it is obvious that a module i is allowed to use logical connectives
subscripted by the index of a module j, whenever (j, i) ∈ E.
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1.2.2 The Semantics
In this subsection, we present the semantics for the language F-ALCI.
Definition 3 An interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 consists of a family Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉,
i ∈ V , of local interpretations, together with a family of image domain relations rij ⊆
∆i ×∆j, (i, j) ∈ E, such that rii = id∆i , for all i ∈ V .
Notation: For a binary relation r ⊆ ∆i ×∆j, X ⊆ ∆i and S ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, we set
r(X) := {y ∈ ∆j : (∃x ∈ X)((x, y) ∈ r)},
r(S) := {(z,w) ∈ ∆j ×∆j : (∃(x, y) ∈ S)((x, z), (y,w) ∈ r)}
to denote the images of X and S under the binary relation r.
A local interpretation function ·i interprets i-role names and i-concept names, as well as
⊥i and ⊤i, as follows:
• Ci ⊆ ∆i, for all C ∈ Ci,
• Ri ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, for all R ∈ Ri,
• ⊤ii = ∆
i, ⊥ii = ∅.
The interpretations of imported role names and imported concept names are computed by
the following rules:
• Ci = rji(C
j), for all C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi,
• Ri = rji(R
j), for all R ∈ Rj ∩ R̂i,
• ⊤ij = rji(∆
j), ⊥ij = ∅.
The recursive features of the local interpretation function ·i are as follows:
• R−
i
= Ri
−
, for all R ∈ Ri,
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• (¬jC)
i = rji(∆
j − Cj)
• (C ⊓j D)
i = rji(C
j ∩Dj)
• (C ⊔j D)
i = rji(C
j ∪Dj)
• (∃jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y)((x, y) ∈ Rj and y ∈ Cj)})
• (∀jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∀y)((x, y) ∈ Rj implies y ∈ Cj)})
For all i ∈ V , i-satisfiability, denoted by |=i, is defined by I |=i C ⊑ D iff C
i ⊆ Di. Given
a TBox T = {Ti}i∈V , the interpretation I is a model of Ti, written I |=i Ti, iff I |=i τ , for
every τ ∈ Ti. Moreover, I is a model of T , written I |= T , iff I |=i Ti, for every i ∈ V .
Let w ∈ V . Define Gw = 〈Vw, Ew〉 to be the subgraph of G induced by those vertices in G
from which w is reachable and T ∗w := {Ti}i∈Vw . We say that an F-ALCI-ontology T = {Ti}i∈V
is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if T
∗
w has a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉,
such that ∆w 6= ∅. A concept C is satisfiable as witnessed by Tw if there is a model I of
T ∗w, such that C
w 6= ∅. A concept subsumption C ⊑ D is valid as witnessed by Tw, denoted
by C ⊑w D, if, for every model I of T
∗
w, C
w ⊆ Dw. An alternative notation for C ⊑w D is
T ∗w |=w C ⊑ D.
Example 1. This example illustrates the syntax and semantics of contextualized intersection
in F-ALCI. Suppose that in Module i, there are two concepts, named A and B, correspond-
Figure 1.1 Interpretation of Contextualized Intersection.
ing, respectively, to employees of a company with salaries less than $100,000 and greater than
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or equal to $100,000. (See Figure 1.1.) Module j, on the other hand, has one native concept
C corresponding to categories of employees in the company, e.g., administrators, managers,
directors, clerks, etc., and it imports concepts A and B from module i. The image domain
relation rij maps both manager Smith, who earns a salary of less than $100,000, and manager
King, who earns a salary of more than $100,000, to Manager, which is an instance of concept
C in j. One may verify that, whereas (A ⊓i B)
j = ∅, we have that (A ⊓j B)
j 6= ∅. This is
because the interpretation (A⊓iB)
j asks about employees that are earning, at the same time,
less than $100,000 and at least $100,000. Clearly, no such employees exist. On the other hand,
the interpretation of (A⊓j B)
j tries to classify those categories of employees that contain both
individuals of high and individuals of lower salaries. Manager is obviously such a category.
Example 2. This second example illustrates the syntax and semantics of contextualized
negation in F-ALCI. We deal again with two modules i and j and with the same concepts
as before. (See Figure 1.2.) In this example we assume that all individuals in the universe
are represented in the figure. Concept A contains two employees Smith and Jones, whereas
Concept B contains two employees King and Prince. Both Smith and King are managers and
both Jones and Prince are directors. This is reflected in the image domain relation rij , as il-
lustrated in Figure 1.2. One may verify that, in this case, (¬iA)
j = Cj, whereas (¬jA)
j = ∅.
Figure 1.2 Interpretation of Contextualized Negation.
This formal semantical interpretation may be explained by pointing out that from the point
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of view of Module j, the interpretation (¬iA)
j contains those categories of employees that
contain individuals earning at least $100,000. On the other hand, again from the point of view
of Module j, the interpretation of (¬jA)
j refers to those categories of employees that do not
contain any individual with lower salary. 
1.3 The Property of Exactness and a Characterization for F-ALCI
Exactness is a property of some interpretations of federated description logics, which en-
sures seamless propagation of knowledge across importing chains. More precisely, if a concept
C in module k is imported by both module i and module j, and module j imports module
i, then exactness is equivalent to rkj(C
k) = rij(rki(C
k)). This has the consequence that, if
I |=i C ⊑ D, then I |=j C ⊑ D. This is a property that may be very desirable in some
contexts but not absolutely necessary in others. Since it imposes rather strong restrictions on
the models, we impose it on our interpretations selectively rather than require that it holds
universally, as is done in [8].
Definition 4 (Exactness) Given an edge (i, j) ∈ E, a F-ALCI-interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V ,
{rij}(i,j)∈E〉 is said to be (i, j)-exact if, for every C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, rij(C
i) = Cj. I is exact if it
is (i, j)-exact, for all (i, j) ∈ E.
Example: Figure 1.3 depicts an F-ALCI-interpretation that is not exact. The graph
G has three vertices i, j, k and three edges (k, i), (k, j), (i, j). There is one k-concept name
A that is imported by both modules i and j and there are no role names. Note that Ai =
rki(A
k) and Aj = rkj(A
k), as required by the definition of interpretation. However, for the
concept ¬kA ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, we obtain rij((¬kA)
i) = rij(rki(∆
k\Ak)) = rij(rki({y})) = ∅, whereas
(¬kA)
j = rkj(∆
k\Ak) = rkj({y}) = {y
′′}. Thus, the indicated interpretation is not an exact
interpretation.
On the other hand, if Mi contained an individual y
′ 6∈ Ai, such that (y, y′) ∈ rki and
(y′, y′′) ∈ rij, then the depicted interpretation would have been exact. 
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Figure 1.3 A Non-exact Interpretation.
Note that, in general, the notion of exactness in Definition 4 requires that the condition
rij(C
i) = Cj holds for an infinite collection of concept expressions. For our applications the
following weaker concept of exactness, that depends on the contents of a specific knowledge
base under consideration, suffices. First let us call a set Ei ⊆ Ĉi of i-concept expressions closed
if it is closed under concept sub-expressions, i.e., for every C ∈ Ei, all sub-concepts of C are
also in Ei.
Definition 5 (Exactness for T ) Let E = {Ei}i∈V , with Ei ⊆ Ĉi, i ∈ V , be a V -indexed
collection of closed sets of concept expressions and I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 be an F-ALCI-
interpretation. Given (i, j) ∈ E, I is said to be (i, j)-exact for E if, for every C ∈ Ei ∩ Ej,
rij(C
i) = Cj. I is exact for E if it is (i, j)-exact for E, for all (i, j) ∈ E.
Let T = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI-ontology and I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 an F-ALCI-
interpretation. I is said to be (i, j)-exact for T if it is (i, j)-exact for C := {Ci}i∈V and it is
said to be exact for T if it is exact for C := {Ci}i∈V .
An alternative condition characterizing the exactness of an F-ALCI-interpretation is pro-
vided in the following lemma.
Lemma 6 An F-ALCI-interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 is exact if and only if, for all
k, i, j ∈ V , such that (k, i), (k, j), (i, j) ∈ E, rij(rki(C
k)) = rkj(C
k), for every C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj ∩ Ĉk.
The importing relations are depicted in the following importing diagram.
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Proof:
⇒: If I is exact, then, for every C ∈ Ĉi∩ Ĉj ∩ Ĉk, we have that rij(rki(C
k)) = rij(C
i) = Cj =
rkj(C
k).
⇐: For this direction, suppose that, for all k, i, j ∈ V , such that (k, i), (k, j), (i, j) ∈ E,
rij(rki(B
k)) = rkj(B
k), for every i-,j- and k-concept B. Consider C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj. To show
that rij(C
i) = Cj, we apply structural induction on C. We have:
• rij(⊤
i
k) = rij(rki(∆
k)) = rkj(∆
k) = ⊤jk.
• rij(C
i) = rij(rki(C
k)) = rkj(C
k) = Cj, for every C ∈ Ck ∩ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj.
• rij((¬kC)
i) = rij(rki(∆
k − Ck)) = rij(rki((¬kC)
k)) = rkj((¬kC)
k) =
rkj(∆
k − Ck) = (¬kC)
j.
• rij((C ⊓k D)
i) = rij(rki(C
k ∩ Dk)) = rij(rki((C ⊓k D)
k)) = rkj((C ⊓k D)
k) =
rkj(C
k ∩Dk) = (C ⊓k D)
j .
• rij((∃kR.C)
i) = rij(rki((∃kR.C)
k)) = rkj((∃kR.C)
k) = (∃kR.C)
j.
The cases of C ⊔k D and of ∀kR.C are handled similarly. 
Employing the same proof, but with “exact for E” in place of “exact”, we obtain the
following lemma providing a necessary and sufficient condition for the exactness of an F-
ALCI-interpretation for a given V -indexed collection E of closed sets of concept expressions.
Lemma 7 Let E = {Ei}i∈V , with Ei ⊆ Ĉi, i ∈ V , be a V -indexed collection of closed sets of
concept expressions and I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 an F-ALCI-interpretation. I is exact for
E if and only if, for all k, i, j ∈ V , such that (k, i), (k, j), (i, j) ∈ E, rij(rki(C
k)) = rkj(C
k),
for every C ∈ Ei ∩ Ej ∩ Ek. The importing relations are depicted in the following importing
diagram.
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Based on the definition of an exact interpretation, we define exact models of an F-ALCI-
ontology.
Definition 8 (Exact Model) Let T = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI-ontology. An interpretation
I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 is an exact model of T if it is exact for T and I |= T . T is said
to be exactly consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if there exists an exact model I
of T ∗w, such that ∆
w 6= ∅. A concept C is exactly satisfiable as witnessed by Tw if there
exists an exact model I of T ∗w, such that C
w 6= ∅. Finally, a concept subsumption C ⊑ D
is exactly valid as witnessed by Tw, denoted C ⊑
e
w D if, for every exact model I of T
∗
w,
Cw ⊆ Dw. In this case we also write T ∗w |=
e
w C ⊑ D.
1.4 A Reduction from F-ALCI to ALCI
We establish the decidability of F-ALCI, by providing a reduction R from an F-ALCI KB
Σd = {Ti} to an ALCI KB Σ := R(Σd). Whereas the reduction from a distributed model in
the case of P-DL [8] was accomplished by creating equivalence classes of individuals related
via image domain relations, our reduction is based on taking a disjoint union of local domains
and simulating the image domain relations via newly introduced binary relations.
The reduction R from an F-ALCI KB Σd = {Ti} to an ALCI KB Σ := R(Σd) is obtained
as follows:
The signature of Σ is the union of the local signatures of the modules together with a global
top ⊤, a global bottom ⊥, local top concepts ⊤i, for all i ∈ V , and, finally, a collection of new
role names {Rij}(i,j)∈E , i.e.,
Sig(Σ) =
⋃
i
(Ci ∪Ri) ∪ {⊤,⊥} ∪ {⊤i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {Rij : (i, j) ∈ E}.
Moreover, various axioms derived from the structure of Σd are added to Σ.
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• For each C ∈ Ci, C ⊑ ⊤i is added to Σ.
• For each R ∈ Ri, ⊤i is stipulated to be the domain and range of R, i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R
−.⊤i
and ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i are added to Σ.
• For each new role name Rij, ⊤i is stipulated to be its domain and ⊤j to be its range,
i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−ij.⊤i and ⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij.⊤j are added to Σ.
• For each C ⊑ D ∈ Ti, #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is added to Σ, where #i is a function from Ĉi to
the set of ALCI-concepts; It serves to maintain the compatibility of the concept domains
inside the “unified” domain. The precise definition of #i is given below.
If, in addition to the previous conditions, for every importing diagram of the form
i j-
k
 
 	
@
@R
(1.2)
and all C ∈ Ci ∩ Cj ∩ Ck, ∃R
−
ij .(∃R
−
ki.#k(C)) = ∃R
−
kj.#k(C) is added to Σ, then the reduction
is said to be an exact reduction and is denoted by Re(Σd).
The mapping #i(C) is defined by induction on the structure of C ∈ Ĉi, where we use the
notation R−k := {R
− : R ∈ Rk}:
• #i(C) = C, if C ∈ Ci;
• #i(C) = ∃R
−
ji.#j(C), if C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi;
• #i(¬jD) = ∃R
−
ji.(¬ #j(D) ⊓⊤j);
• #i(D ⊞j E) = ∃R
−
ji.(#j(D)⊞#j(E)), where ⊞ = ⊓ or ⊞ = ⊔;
• #i(∃jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∃R
−
kj.(∃R.(∃Rkj.#j(D)))), if R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k ;
• #i(∀jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(D)))), if R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k .
The translation #i ensures that the locality of concept expressions and the interaction
between local domains in the distributed model are adequately reflected in the unified domain.
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It will be shown that the reduction R is sound and complete in the sense that, if the local
top concept ⊤w in R(Σd), that corresponds to a module Tw in Σd, is satisfiable in an ALCI-
model of R(Σd), then Σd itself is consistent as witnessed by Tw and vice-versa. Soundness will
be taken up in the next section and completeness in Section 6.
1.5 Soundness of the Reduction
The goal of this section is to prove that the translation R is sound. Roughly speaking, it is
shown that, if the translation of a distributed KB under R has a model, then the distributed
KB itself has a model.
Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB, and Tw a module of Σd. If ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to
R(T ∗w), then Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw.
Definition 9 Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI KB and I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 an interpretation of the
ALCI KB R(Σd). Construct an interpretation F(I) = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 for Σd as follows:
• ∆i = ⊤Ii , for all i ∈ V ;
• Ci = CI, for every C ∈ Ci;
• Ri = RI , for every R ∈ Ri;
• rij = R
I
ij , for every (i, j) ∈ E.
We start with a technical lemma that shows, roughly speaking, that the image of the
interpretation of a concept C under the interpretation of one of the new role names Rij is equal
to the interpretation of the concept ∃R−ij.C, all in the same model. This lemma is preparatory
in dealing with the various cases involved in the definition of the translation function #i.
Lemma 10 Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB and I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 an interpretation for R(Σd). Then,
for every concept C ∈ Ĉi, such that ∃R
−
ij.C occurs in R(Σd),
RIij(C
I) = (∃R−ij .C)
I .
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Proof:
We have
(∃R−ij.C)
I = {x ∈ ∆I : (∃y ∈ CI)((x, y) ∈ RIij
−
)} (by the defin. of ·I)
= {x ∈ ∆I : (∃y ∈ CI)((y, x) ∈ RIij)} (by the defin. of R
I
ij
−
)
= RIij(C
I). (by the definition of RIij(C
I))

Next, we present another technical lemma to the effect that the interpretation of the concept
∀R−kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C))) formed using the translation #j(C) of a concept C ∈ Ĉj and the role
name R ∈ Rk, equals to
∀RIkj(R
I).#j(C)
I := {x ∈ ⊤Ij : (∀y ∈ ⊤
I
j )((x, y) ∈ R
I
kj(R
I)→ y ∈ #j(C)
I)}.
This lemma will help us deal with the universal quantification case involved in the recursive
definition of the translation function #i.
Lemma 11 Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB and I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 an interpretation for R(Σd). Then,
for all C ∈ Ĉj, R ∈ Rk, such that ∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C))) occurs in R(Σd)
(∀R−kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C))))
I = ∀RIkj(R
I).#j(C)
I .
Proof:
For the left-to-right inclusion, suppose that x ∈ (∀R−kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C))))
I . The following
diagrams help illustrate the argument.
w zﬀ
RIkj
x yﬀ
RIkj
?R
I
v tﬀ
RIkj
x uﬀ
RIkj
?R
I
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Then, for all y ∈ ∆I , with (y, x) ∈ RIkj, we must have
y ∈ (∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C)))
I .
Thus, for all z ∈ ∆I , such that (y, z) ∈ RI , we have that z ∈ (∀Rkj.#j(C))
I , i.e., for all
w ∈ ∆I , such that (z,w) ∈ RIkj, w ∈ #j(C)
I , see the left diagram above.
Now assume that (x, v) ∈ RIkj(R
I), for some v ∈ ∆I . Then, there exist u, t ∈ ∆I , such
that (u, t) ∈ RI , (u, x), (t, v) ∈ RIkj, see the right diagram above. Then, by what was shown in
the previous paragraph, v ∈ #j(C)
I , whence we conclude that x ∈ ∀RIkj(R
I).#j(C)
I .
For the right-to-left inclusion, assume that x ∈ ∀RIkj(R
I).#j(C)
I . Thus, for all v ∈ ∆I ,
such that (x, v) ∈ RIkj(R
I), we must have v ∈ #j(C)
I . Now assume that (y, x) ∈ RIkj,
(y, z) ∈ RI and (z,w) ∈ RIkj. This implies that (x,w) ∈ R
I
kj(R
I). Thus, w ∈ #j(C)
I . This
proves that x ∈ (∀R−kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C))))
I .

To connect the interpretation I with its federated counterpart F(I), we need to establish a
correspondence between the interpretation of the translation #i(C) of a concept C ∈ Ĉi under
I and that of the concept C under F(I). This relationship is explored in the following lemma.
Lemma 12 Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB, I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 an interpretation for R(Σd) and F(I) =
〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉, with Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉, i ∈ V . Then
#i(C)
I = Ci, for every C ∈ Ĉi, i ∈ V.
Proof:
The proof is by structural induction on C.
For the basis of the induction, if C ∈ Ci,
#i(C)
I = CI (by the definition of #i(C))
= Ci, (by the definition of Ci)
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whereas, if C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi,
#i(C)
I = (∃R−ji.#j(C))
I (by the definition of #i(C))
= RIji(#j(C)
I) (by Lemma 10)
= rji(C
j) (by the definition of rji and the previous case)
= Ci. (by the definition of Ci)
For C = ¬jD, we have
#i(¬jD)
I = (∃R−ji.(¬#j(D) ⊓ ⊤j))
I (by the definition of #i(¬jD))
= RIji((¬#j(D) ⊓ ⊤j)
I) (by Lemma 10)
= RIji((¬#j(D))
I ∩ ⊤Ij ) (by the definition of ·
I)
= RIji((∆
I\#j(D)
I) ∩ ⊤Ij ) (by the definition of ·
I)
= rji((∆
I\Dj) ∩∆j) (by the definition of F(I)
and the induction hypothesis)
= rji(∆
j\Dj) (set-theoretically)
= (¬jD)
i. (by the defintiion of (¬jD)
i)
For ⊞ = ⊓ or ⊞ = ⊔, and denoting by ⊕ = ∩ or ⊕ = ∪, respectively, the corresponding
set-theoretic operation,
#i(D ⊞j E)
I = (∃R−ji.(#j(D)⊞#j(E)))
I (by the definition of
#i(D ⊞j E)
I)
= RIji((#j(D)⊞#j(E))
I) (by Lemma 10)
= RIji(#j(D)
I ⊕#j(E)
I) (by the definition of ·I)
= rji(D
j ⊕ Ej) (by the definition of F(I)
and the induction hypothesis)
= (D ⊞j E)
i. (by the definition of (D ⊞j E)
i)
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For C = #i(∃jR.D), with R ∈ Rk, we first show that
rkj(R
I−(r−kj(D
j))) = {x ∈ ∆j : (∃w ∈ Dj)((x,w) ∈ Rj)}. (1.3)
For the left-to-right inclusion, assume that x ∈ rkj(R
I−(r−kj(D
j))). Then, there exists y ∈
RI−(r−kj(D
j)), such that (y, x) ∈ rkj and a z ∈ r
−
kj(D
j), such that (y, z) ∈ RI . Hence, there
exists w ∈ Dj, such that (z,w) ∈ rkj. These relations are depicted in the following diagram.
z w-rkj
y x-
rkj
?
RI
This shows that (x,w) ∈ rkj(R
I) = rkj(R
k) = Rj and, as a result, that x ∈ {t ∈ ∆j :
(∃w ∈ Dj)((t, w) ∈ Rj)}.
Suppose, for the reverse inclusion, that x ∈ {t ∈ ∆j : (∃w ∈ Dj)((t, w) ∈ Rj)}. Thus,
there exists w ∈ Dj, such that (x,w) ∈ Rj = rkj(R
k) = rkj(R
I). Hence, for some (y, z) ∈
RI , we have (y, x) ∈ rkj and (w, z) ∈ r
−
kj. This shows that x ∈ rkj(y) ⊆ rkj(R
I−(z)) ⊆
rkj(R
I−(r−kj(w))) ⊆ rkj(R
I−(r−kj(D
j))) and concludes the proof of Equation (1.3).
Now we get that
#i(∃jR.D)
I = (∃R−ji.(∃R
−
kj.(∃R.(∃Rkj.(#j(D))))))
I
(by the definition of #i(∃jR.D))
= RIji(R
I
kj(R
I−(RI−kj (#j(D)
I)))) (by Lemma 10)
= rji(rkj(R
I−(r−kj(D
j)))) (by the definition of F(I)
and the induction hypothesis)
= rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y ∈ Dj)((x, y) ∈ Rj)}) (by Equation (1.3))
= (∃jR.D)
i. (by the definition of (∃jR.D)
i)
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For C = #i(∀jR.D), with R ∈ Rk, recall that, by Lemma 11,
(∀Rkj
−.(∀R.(∀Rkj.(#j(D)))))
I =
{x ∈ ⊤Ij : (∀y ∈ ⊤
I
j )((x, y) ∈ R
I
kj(R
I)→ y ∈ #j(D)
I)}.
(1.4)
Therefore, we have
#i(∀jR.D)
I = (∃R−ji.(∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.(#j(D))))))
I
(by the definition of #i(∀jR.D))
= RIji((∀R
−
kj(∀R.(∀Rkj.(#j(D)))))
I) (by Lemma 10)
= RIji({x ∈ ⊤
I
j : (∀y ∈ ⊤
I
j )((x, y) ∈ R
I
kj(R
I)→ y ∈ #j(D)
I)})
(by Equation (1.4))
= rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∀y ∈ ∆j)((x, y) ∈ Rj → y ∈ Dj)})
(by the definition of F(I) and the induction hypothesis)
= (∀jR.D)
i. (by the definition of (∀jR.D)
i)

The following is the soundness theorem for the reduction R.
Theorem 13 (Soundness) Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB, and Tw a module of Σd. If ⊤w is
satisfiable with respect to R(T ∗w), then Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw.
Proof:
Suppose that ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to R(T
∗
w). Then R(T
∗
w) has a model I =
〈∆I , ·I〉, such that ⊤Iw 6= ∅. Our goal is to show that F(I) = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉 is a
model of T ∗w, such that ∆
w 6= ∅.
Clearly, we have ∆w = ⊤Iw 6= ∅, by the hypothesis. So it suffices to show that F(I) is a
model of the federated ontology T ∗w, i.e., that it satisfies Ii |= Ti, for every i ∈ Vw. Suppose
that C ⊑ D ∈ Ti. By the construction of R(T
∗
w) and the fact that I |= R(T
∗
w), we must have
#i(C)
I ⊆ #i(D)
I , whence, by Lemma 12, we obtain that Ci ⊆ Di, showing that F(I) |= T ∗w.

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To establish the soundness in the case of an exact reduction we need to ensure that the
federated model F(I) obtained from the model I of Re(Σd) is an exact model of Σd. Preliminary
work towards this goal is accomplished in the following lemma.
Lemma 14 Let Σd be an F-ALCI ontology and I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 be a model of Re(Σd). Then,
for every importing diagram
i j-
k
 
 	
@
@R
and all C ∈ Ci ∩ Cj ∩ Ck, rij(rki(C
k)) = rkj(C
k) holds in F(I).
Proof:
rij(rki(C
k)) = RIij(R
I
ki(#k(C)
I)) (by the definition of F(I)
and Lemma 12)
= (∃R−ij .(∃R
−
ki.(#k(C))))
I (by Lemma (10))
= (∃R−kj.(#k(C)))
I (because I |= Re(Σd))
= RIkj(#k(C)
I) (by Lemma (10))
= rkj(C
k). (by the definition of F(I) and Lemma 12)

Finally, we formulate and present the main result on the exact soundness of the translation
Re.
Theorem 15 (Exact Soundness) Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB, and Tw a module of Σd. If
⊤w is satisfiable with respect to Re(T
∗
w), then Σd is exactly consistent as witnessed by Tw.
Proof:
Suppose that ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to Re(T
∗
w). Then Re(T
∗
w) has a model I =
〈∆I , ·I〉, such that ⊤Iw 6= ∅. Our goal is to show that F(I) is an exact model of T
∗
w, such that
∆w 6= ∅.
As before, we have ∆w = ⊤Iw 6= ∅, by the hypothesis. So it suffices to show that F(I)
is an exact model of T ∗w, i.e., that it satisfies the two conditions postulated in Definition
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8. This amounts to showing that (i) for all k, i, j ∈ Vw, such that (k, i), (k, j), (i, j) ∈ Ew,
rij(rki(C
k)) = rkj(C
k), for every C ∈ Ci ∩ Cj ∩ Ck, and (ii) I |= Ti, for every i ∈ Vw. The first
condition holds by Lemma 14. Condition (ii) may be shown exactly as in the proof of Theorem
13. It follows that Σd is exactly consistent as witnessed by Tw. 
1.6 Completeness of the Reduction
We turn now to the proof of the completeness of the reduction R. Informally speaking, it
will be shown that, if an F-ALCI KB Σd = {Ti}i∈V is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw,
then the corresponding local top concept ⊤w in Σ = R(Σd) is satisfiable. Moreover, we will
obtain a correspondence between exact consistency of Σd as witnessed by Tw and satisfiability
of ⊤w in Re(Σd).
Definition 16 Suppose that Σd is an F-ALCI KB and that Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉, with
Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉, is a model of Σd. Construct an interpretation I := G(Id) = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 of R(Σd) as
follows:
• ∆I =
⋃
i∈V ∆
i;
• ⊤Ii = ∆
i, for every i ∈ V ;
• CI = Ci, for every C ∈ Ci;
• RI = Ri, for every R ∈ Ri;
• RIij = rij , for every (i, j) ∈ E.
To connect the federated interpretation Id with its single module-counterpart I := G(Id),
we need to establish a correspondence between the interpretation of the translation #i(C) of
a concept C ∈ Ĉi under G(Id) and that of the concept C under I. Such a correspondence
is formulated in the following lemma. In the proof, instead of working by induction on the
structure of a concept formula, we show that Id = F(G(Id)) and, then, apply Lemma 12.
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Lemma 17 Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB, Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 a model of Σd and set
I := G(Id) = 〈∆
I , ·I〉. Then
#i(C)
I = Ci, for every C ∈ Ĉi, i ∈ V.
Proof:
This will follow directly from Lemma 12 once it is shown that Id = F(G(Id)). We have,
using the full model names to keep notation clear,
• For all i ∈ V , ∆F(G(Id))i = ⊤
G(Id)
i = ∆
(Id)i .
• For every C ∈ Ci, C
F(G(Id))i = CG(Id) = C(Id)i .
• For every R ∈ Ri, R
F(G(Id))i = RG(Id) = R(Id)i .
• For every (i, j) ∈ E, r
[F(G(Id))]
ij = R
G(Id)
ij = r
[Id]
ij = rij, where the bracketed superscripts of
rij ’s specify which model they are part of.
Therefore, we do indeed have Id = F(G(Id)). Hence, by Lemma 12,
#i(C)
I = #i(C)
G(Id) = CF(G(Id))i = C(Id)i = Ci.

The main goal of this section is to show that the converse of Theorem 13 also holds. More
precisely, we have the following
Theorem 18 (Completeness) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI ontology. If Σd is consistent
as witnessed by a module Tw, then ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to R(T
∗
w).
Proof:
Suppose that Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw. Thus, it has a model Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V ,
{rij}(i,j)∈E〉, such that ∆
w 6= ∅. We proceed to show that I := G(Id) is a model of R(T
∗
w),
such that ⊤Iw 6= ∅. We have ⊤
I
w = ∆
w 6= ∅, by the hypothesis. We show, next, that all axioms
in R(T ∗w) are satisfied by G(Id).
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Clearly, if C ∈ Ci, then C
I = Ci ⊆ ∆i = ⊤Ii , whence C ⊑ ⊤i holds in I.
To prove the domain and range axioms, we must show that G(Id) satisfies: ⊤ ⊑ ∀R
−.⊤i,
⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i,⊤ ⊑ ∀R
−
ij.⊤i,⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij.⊤j , where R ∈ Ri and Rij ’s are the newly introduced
role names. We will only prove the first of these in detail; the remaining may be shown
similarly. Suppose that R ∈ Ri and let x ∈ ∆
I =
⋃
i∈V ∆
i. Assume that y ∈ ∆I , such
that (x, y) ∈ RI−, i.e., (y, x) ∈ RI = Ri. Thus, we must have y ∈ ∆i = ⊤Ii , whence
x ∈ {t ∈ ∆I : (∀y ∈ ∆I)((t, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ ⊤Ii )} = (∀R
−.⊤i)
I . This shows that ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−.⊤i
holds in I.
Finally, suppose that #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is in R(Σd). Then C ⊑ D ∈ Ti and, since Id |= Σd, we
must have Ci ⊆ Di. By Lemma 17, #i(C)
I ⊆ #i(D)
I , which implies that I |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D).
Thus, G(Id) |= R(T
∗
w). This concludes the proof that, if Σd is consistent as witnessed by a
package Tw, then ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to R(T
∗
w). 
As far as exact completeness is concerned, we have
Theorem 19 (Exact Completeness) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI ontology. If Σd is
exactly consistent as witnessed by Tw, then ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to Re(T
∗
w).
Proof:
Suppose that Σd is exactly consistent as witnessed by Tw. Thus, there exists an exact model
Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 of T
∗
w, such that ∆
w 6= ∅. We proceed to show that I := G(Id) is a
model of Re(T
∗
w), such that ⊤
I
w 6= ∅.
By the consistency of Σd as witnessed by Tw, we have
• ⊤Iw 6= ∅,
• I |= C ⊑ ⊤i, for every C ∈ Ci,
• I |= ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−.⊤i and I |= ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i, for every R ∈ Ri,
• I |= ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−ij.⊤i and I |= ⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij .⊤j, for every Rij, (i, j) ∈ Ew, and that
• I |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D), for every C ⊑ D ∈ Ti, i ∈ Vw.
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Thus, it only suffices to show that, for every importing diagram in T ∗w of the form
i j-
k
 
 	
@
@R
and all C ∈ Ci ∩ Cj ∩ Ck, I |= ∃R
−
ij.(∃R
−
ki.#k(C)) = ∃R
−
kj.#k(C). We have
(∃R−ij .(∃R
−
ki.#k(C)))
I = RIij(R
I
ki(#k(C)
I)) (by Lemma 10)
= rij(rki(C
k)) (by the definition of I and
Lemma 17)
= rkj(C
k) (since Id |=
e T ∗w, see Lemma 6)
= RIkj(#k(C)
I) (by the definition of I and
Lemma 17)
= (∃R−kj.#k(C))
I . (by Lemma 10)
Thus, if Id |=
e T ∗w, we must have that G(Id) |= Re(T
∗
w). This concludes the proof that, exact
consistency of Σd with respect to Tw implies that ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to Re(T
∗
w). 
1.7 Consequences of Soundness and Completeness
By combining Theorems 13 and 18 we get the following
Theorem 20 (Soundness and Completeness) Suppose that Σd = {Ti}i∈V is an F-ALCI
ontology. Σd is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if and only if ⊤w is satisfiable with
respect to R(T ∗w). Moreover, Σd is exactly consistent as witnessed by Tw if and only if ⊤w is
satisfiable with respect to Re(T
∗
w).
By [85] the concept satisfiability, concept subsumption and consistency problems for the
language ALC are PSPACE-complete. By [95], the same problems for the language ALCIQb
are in PSPACE. Thus, sinceALC is a sublanguage of ALCI, which, in turn, is a sublanguage of
ALCIQb, the aforementioned three problems for the language ALCI are PSPACE-complete.
Since the reductions R and Re are obviously doable in polynomial time, we obtain
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Theorem 21 The concept satisfiability, concept subsumption and consistency problems for
F-ALCI are PSPACE-complete.
The following theorem, which is a consequence of Theorem 20, shows that a given sub-
sumption is valid as witnessed by a module Ti of an F-ALCI ontology T if and only if its
translation under #i is valid with respect to the reduction R(T
∗
i ). In this case, we say that R
is a subsumption-preserving reduction. Note that this term refers to preservation of subsump-
tions when passing from a federated ontology to its corresponding single module counterpart
and not to a preservation of subsumptions across modules.
Theorem 22 (Subsumption Preservation) For an F-ALCI ontology Σd = {Ti}i∈V , it
holds that T ∗i |=i C ⊑ D iff R(T
∗
i ) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D).
Proof:
Suppose, first, that T ∗i |=i C ⊑ D and let I be a model of R(T
∗
i ). Then, by Theorem 13,
F(I) is a model of T ∗i , whence, since T
∗
i |=i C ⊑ D, we get that F(I) |= C ⊑ D. This implies
that I |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D). Therefore R(T
∗
i ) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D).
Conversely, assume that R(T ∗i ) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) and let Id |= T
∗
i . Then, by Theorem 18,
G(Id) |= R(T
∗
i ), whence, since R(T
∗
i ) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D), we get that G(Id) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D).
This implies that Id |= C ⊑ D and, therefore, T
∗
i |= C ⊑ D. 
Another consequence of Theorem 20 concerns the monotonicity of federated reasoning with
respect to exact models. More precisely, we show that, given an F-ALCI ontology Σd = {Ti}i∈V
and an exact model Id of Σd, a subsumption C ⊑ D, with C,D ∈ Ci ∩ Cj, (i, j) ∈ E, is valid
as witnessed by module Tj provided that it is valid as witnessed by module Ti.
Theorem 23 (Monotonicity) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI ontology and Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V ,
{rij}(i,j)∈E〉 an exact model of Σd. Then, for every (i, j) ∈ E and C,D ∈ Ci ∩ Cj , if C ⊑i D,
then C ⊑j D.
Proof:
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Suppose that C ⊑i D. Thus, for every model I of T
∗
i , C
i ⊆ Di. Now consider a model I
of T ∗j . Since (i, j) ∈ E, I is also a model of T
∗
i . Therefore, we have that C
i ⊆ Di, which yields
rij(C
i) ⊆ rij(D
i). It follows by Exactness (see Definition 8) that Cj ⊆ Dj. This proves that
C ⊑j D. 
It should be stressed that this theorem has a significant limitation. Monotonicity is asserted
only for subsumptions that are actually appearing in two different modules of the ontology
under consideration. It cannot be asserted for arbitrary subsumptions that may be added
later to the ontology. This is due to the fact that, even if the current model is still a model of
the augmented federated ontology, it might not be an exact model. Thus, monotonicity is not
being applied to arbitrary concept subsumptions in this case, as was done, for instance, in the
case of P-DLs. On the other hand the exactness conditions imposed in the present setting are
considerably milder than the ones imposed on the P-DL semantics.
In the special case where D = ⊥, Theorem 23 yields the following corollary:
Corollary 24 (Preservation of Unsatisfiability) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI ontol-
ogy and Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 an exact model of Σd. Then, for all (i, j) ∈ E and all
C ∈ Ci ∩ Cj , if C ⊑i ⊥ then C ⊑j ⊥.
Thus a concept subsumption C ⊑ D, that is unsatisfiable as witnessed by a module Ti, will
also be unsatisfiable as witnessed by any other module Tj that imports Ti and shares with Ti
the same concepts C,D.
In [8] we listed several desirable properties that modular ontologies may satisfy and imposed
various conditions on the interpretations of P-DLs to enforce these desiderata. The list included
preservation of unsatisfiability, transitive reusability of knowledge (which is a consequence of
monotonicity) and contextualized interpretation of knowledge. In the present work, we chose
to consider arbitrary models that do not necessarily satisfy either monotonicity of reasoning
or preservation of unsatisfiability. Contextualization of knowledge is satisfied by default. By
restricting to exact interpretations, the first two properties in the list reemerge.
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1.8 Summary
In this paper we have introduced a modular ontology language, contextualized federated
description logic F-ALCI, that allows reuse of knowledge from multiple ontologies. An F-
ALCI ontology consists of multiple ontology modules each of which can be viewed as an ALCI
ontology. Concept and role names can be shared by “importing” relations among modules.
The proposed language supports contextualized interpretations, i.e., interpretations from
the point of view of a specific module. We have insisted on very loose constraints on image
domain relations, i.e., the relations between individuals in different local domains, while still
retaining harmonious coordination between the local ontology modules. However, if additional
properties are desired, such as the preservation of satisfiability of concept expressions, the
monotonicity of inference, or the transitive reusability of knowledge, then more restrictive
conditions have to be imposed on the proposed semantics. We have shown how this can be
achieved in a case of particular interest.
Ongoing work is aimed at developing a distributed reasoning algorithm for F-ALCI by
extending the results of [4, 6] and [73].
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Chapter2. A FEDERATED TABLEAU ALGORITHM FOR F-ALCI
Abstract
Many semantic web applications require support for knowledge representation and infer-
ence over a federation of multiple autonomous ontology modules, without having to combine
them in one location. Federated ALCI or F-ALCI is a modular description logic, each of
whose modules is roughly an ALCI ontology (ALC with inverse roles). F-ALCI supports
importing of both concepts and roles across modules as well as contextualized interpretation of
logical connectives. We present a federated tableau algorithm for reasoning with a collection
of interlinked F-ALCI ontology modules without the need to combine the modules into a sin-
gle ontology. Local reasoners apply tableau expansion rules as in the ordinary ALCI tableau
algorithm. Coordination is achieved by message exchanges between local tableaux maintained
by the individual reasoners. We prove soundness and completeness of the federated tableau
algorithm and show that its worst-case running time is nondeterministic doubly exponential
in the size of the largest ontology module.
2.1 Introduction
In its traditional form the world-wide web consists of data that is geared towards human
understanding and processing. However, the rapid increase in the amount and complexity
of information available on the web calls for methods for its automated analysis and inter-
pretation. Thus, there is an increasing emphasis on machine interpretable representations of
information with the goal of transforming the current web into a semantic web. The most
common way to-date to represent and reason about information on the semantic web is by
organizing it into various ontologies, or clusters of domain-specific data. Each ontology ad-
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dresses a particular domain of knowledge. Ontologies are usually developed and maintained
independently by autonomous groups that borrow terminology, facts, instances etc, from each
other. They are usually built using ontology languages, such as OWL [50]. OWL is now rec-
ommended by the W3C consortium [9]. Ontology languages are based on Description Logics
(DLs), which constitute a family of logic-based knowledge representation languages. They are
ordinarily decidable fragments of first-order logic or decidable extensions of those fragments.
They are often equipped with tableau-based decision procedures for problems such as comput-
ing subsumption hierarchies of concepts, satisfiability of concepts, or instances of a concept
expression. In [51] a decision procedure for the very expressive DL SHOIQ is presented. It
extends a tableau algorithm for SHIQ [52], which gave rise to several implemented reasoners
[46, 76, 87].
The need to balance the requirement of autonomy against those of collaboration in de-
veloping ontologies has recently led to increasing interest in modular ontologies. These are
ontologies that are physically and/or conceptually distributed. Each module of such an on-
tology is independently developed to address specific aspects or subdomain of expertise of
a large domain of knowledge. The modules are interdependent in the sense that the vari-
ous subdomains are most conveniently described by borrowing concepts and data from each
other. This supports the autonomy of different groups engaged in developing ontology modules
in their respective areas of expertise, eliminates duplication and redundancy and encourages
modularity in the construction of ontologies. Multiple modular ontology languages have been
proposed to facilitate such an autonomous collaborative development of ontologies. Among
them, the best known are Distributed Description Logics (DDL) [14], E-Connections [26, 56]
and Package-Based Description Logics (P-DLs) [8].
Since its inception, the semantic web has been envisioned as a non-centralized, highly dis-
tributed collection of ontologies with a degree of redundant and overlapping knowledge [11].
The decentralized nature of the web necessarily implies that distant and diverse users will
create and use their own local ontologies to organize and reason about their data depending
on their special needs. The independence and autonomy clearly makes it easier for these local
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communities to revise, update, or modify their ontologies according to their own requirements
or to accommodate new data. This scenario calls for a distributed reasoning approach in which
ontologies have each its own reasoning capabilities and the reasoners communicate with each
other whenever a need arises. Computationally, it is advantageous to do as much reasoning as
possible at the local level, taking advantage of the specific properties of the local environment.
On many occasions it is not even feasible to reason with a “centralized” ontology resulting
from integrating the various modules because its size is too large for such an integration to be
efficient. In other cases, such an integration may not be possible because the autonomous on-
tology modules can only selectively share information with each other due to issues of security,
privacy, copyright etc. These factors accentuate the need for a federated approach to reasoning
that does not require the physical integration of the ontology modules. Numerous researchers,
including Serafini et al. [81, 83, 82], have argued eloquently in favor of the modular approach
and even designed specific systems/architectures (DRAGO) to facilitate decentralized reason-
ing over distributed ontologies. Some authors advocated partitioning of large ontologies into
smaller but computationally “leaner & meaner” and possibly more coherent ontologies [94, 80].
Against this background, several algorithms have been presented for the three paradigms men-
tioned above. Serafini et al. [81, 83, 82] introduced a tableau algorithm for reasoning with
DDL. Grau et al. [28, 27] present a tableau procedure for E-Connections. Finally, Bao et al. [4]
present distributed reasoning algorithms for P-DLs. As contrasted to this work, the approach
of [25] emphasizes privacy and deals with situations where open sharing of data is not allowed,
whereas [101] deals with dynamic, temporal and intensional aspects of knowledge.
The main goal of this paper is to present a federated tableau-based algorithm for the fully
contextualized federated description logic F-ALCI, introduced in [97]. Each of the F-ALCI
modules is an ALCI ontology. One of the distinctive features of this modular language is that it
contextualizes all logical connectives (contrast with P-DLs, where only negation is contextual).
Moreover, it allows greater semantic flexibility than P-DLs at the expense of some properties
that may be desirable in some contexts, but not in others, such as transitive reusability of
knowledge and preservation of concept unsatisfiability. We present a nondeterministic doubly
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exponential federated tableau-based algorithm, that allows us to test concept satisfiability in
F-ALCI from a specific module’s point of view. Among its novel features, specifically designed
to handle contextualized connectives, are: (a) a new normal form for concept expressions, called
negation local form, replacing negation normal form, (b) new “contextual” tableaux expansion
rules and (c) a specially tailored synchronization mechanism based on message exchanges.
Although it is well-known (see [97]) that a F-ALCI ontology can be integrated in a context
sensitive way into a single ALCI ontology, the algorithm presented here does not require such
an integration.
2.2 F-ALCI Syntax and Semantics
Let G = 〈V,E〉, with V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, be a directed acyclic graph augmented with loops.
The loops offer technical convenience. For instance, if we say that a j-concept name is also an
i-concept, if (j, i) ∈ E, this will include the case j = i (see Definition (2.1) below). The nodes
of this graph represent modules of the federated ontology and the edges represent, roughly
speaking, direct importing relations, i.e., allowable importing links through which a target
module may import either concepts or roles from the source module. For every node i ∈ V ,
the i-language always includes a set Ci of i-concept names and a set Ri of i-role names. The
set R̂i of i-role expressions consists of expressions of the form R,R
−, with R ∈ Rj, (j, i) ∈ E
(R− stands for the inverse of R). The set Ĉi of i-concept expressions consists of recursively
defined expressions of the form:
C ∈ Cj,⊤j ,⊥j,¬jC,C ⊓j D,C ⊔j D,∃jR.C,∀jR.C, (j, i) ∈ E, (2.1)
where C,D ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj and R ∈ R̂i ∩ R̂j . The i-formulas are of the form C ⊑ D, with
C,D ∈ Ĉi. A local TBox Ti is a finite set of i-formulas and a knowledge base (KB) or
TBox is a collection T = {Ti}i∈V .
Example 1: Consider a F-ALCI ontology with four modules i, j, k, l and importing relations
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modeled by the following graph G (not showing self-loops):
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Let D ∈ Ci, E, F ∈ Cj and G ∈ Cl. Then, as the reader may easily check, we have ¬k((D ⊓i
¬j(E ⊔j F )) ⊔k ¬k(E ⊓l G)) ∈ Ĉk. 
We turn now to the semantics of F-ALCI. An interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉
consists of a family Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉, i ∈ V , of local interpretations, together with a family
of image domain relations rij ⊆ ∆
i × ∆j, (i, j) ∈ E, such that rii = id∆i , for all i ∈ V .
We require that at least one of the local domains ∆i be nonempty. For a binary relation
r ⊆ ∆i ×∆j, X ⊆ ∆i and S ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, we set
r(X) := {y ∈ ∆j : (∃x ∈ X)((x, y) ∈ r)},
r(S) := {(z,w) ∈ ∆j ×∆j : (∃(x, y) ∈ S)((x, z), (y,w) ∈ r)}
to denote the images of X and S under the binary relation r. If X = {x}, we write r(x) instead
of r({x}) and we follow similar simplifying conventions when confusion is unlikely. The basic
features of the local interpretation function ·i are as follows (see [97]):
• Ci ⊆ ∆i, for all C ∈ Ci,
• Ci = rji(C
j), for all (j, i) ∈ E and C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi,
• Ri ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, for all R ∈ Ri,
• Ri = rji(R
j), for all R ∈ Rj ∩ R̂i,
• ⊤ij = rji(∆
j), ⊥ij = ∅.
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The recursive features of the local interpretation function ·i are as follows, for all R ∈ R̂i and
C,D ∈ Ĉi:
• R−
i
= Ri
−
• (¬jC)
i = rji(∆
j\Cj)
• (C ⊓j D)
i = rji(C
j ∩Dj)
• (C ⊔j D)
i = rji(C
j ∪Dj)
• (∃jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y)((x, y) ∈ Rj and y ∈ Cj)})
• (∀jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∀y)((x, y) ∈ Rj implies y ∈ Cj)})
For all i ∈ V , i-satisfiability, denoted by |=i, is defined by I |=i C ⊑ D iff C
i ⊆ Di. Given a
TBox T = {Ti}i∈V , I |=i Ti iff I |=i τ , for every τ ∈ Ti. I |= T iff I |=i Ti, for every i ∈ V . An
interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 is a model of a F-ALCI KB T = {Ti}i∈V if I |= T .
Given a node w ∈ V , let Gw = 〈Vw, Ew〉 be the subgraph of G induced by the subset of
vertices of G from which the vertex w is reachable. Given a KB T = {Ti}i∈V , let T
∗
w = {Ti}i∈Vw
be the importing closure of w. T is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if T
∗
w has
a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉, such that ∆
w 6= ∅. A concept C is satisfiable as
witnessed by Tw if there is a model of T
∗
w, such that C
w 6= ∅. A concept subsumption C ⊑ D
is valid as witnessed by Tw, denoted by C ⊑w D, if for every model of T
∗
w, C
w ⊆ Dw. We use
C ≡w D as the abbreviation of C ⊑w D and D ⊑w C. It becomes clear from these definitions
that in F-ALCI the consistency, satisfiability and subsumption problems are always answered
from the local point of view of a witness module. Furthermore, it is possible for different
modules to draw different conclusions from their own points of view.
2.3 Negation Local Form of Concept Expressions
Before introducing the notion of tableau for F-ALCI, we will discuss a special normal
form that we need in place of the negation normal form, which does not seem to exist for
F-ALCI-concept expressions. The need arises from the fact that, in most tableaux algorithms
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for description logics, the input is first transformed into negation normal form, i.e., a form
in which negation occurs only before concept names. To illustrate why the transformation to
negation normal form is problematic in the case of contextualized connectives, consider the
following example:
Example 2: Let T1 and T2 be two modules and assume that A and B are concept names in
C1 and that T2 is allowed to import names and connectives from T1. Consider the extension
(¬2(A ⊓1 B))
2 = ∆2\r12(A
1 ∩B1).
Note that the expression ¬2A ⊔1 ¬2B does not even make sense because T1 is not allowed to
import concepts and connectives from T2. So the only hope for a negation normal form for the
concept expression ¬2(A ⊓1 B) in T2 would be ¬1A ⊔1 ¬1B. But its extension is
(¬1A ⊔1 ¬1B)
2 = r12(∆
1\(A1 ∩B1)),
which, since r12 is an arbitrary relation, is not guaranteed to equal ∆
2\r12(A
1 ∩ B1). This
example unveils some of the difficulties encountered when one attempts to discover a possi-
ble normal form for concept expressions that deals with negation and preserves the relevant
semantics. 
In the present context, it will be assumed that all concepts are in a variant of the negation
normal form, which will be called negation local form (NLF). The transformation to NLF
affects only concept expressions containing i-negations appearing in module Ti before other
i-connectives. In this case, the i-negation is pushed “inward” using a number of simple syn-
tactical rules, similar to the ones used to transform an ordinary ALC-formula into negation
normal form. The NLF of an i-concept C ∈ Ĉi is denoted by nlfi(C). It is defined recursively
on the structure of concepts in Ĉi by applying the following rules:
• nlfi(⊤j) = ⊤j, nlfi(⊥j) = ⊥j
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• nlfi(¬j⊤k) =


⊥i, if j = k = i,
¬j⊤k, otherwise
, nlfi(¬j⊥k) =


⊤i, if j = k = i,
¬j⊥k, otherwise
, for all
(j, i) ∈ E
• nlfi(C) = C, for all (j, i) ∈ E and all C ∈ Cj;
• – nlfi(¬jC) = ¬jC, for all (j, i) ∈ E and all C ∈ Ck ∩ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj;
– nlfi(¬j¬kC) =


nlfi(C), if j = k = i
¬j¬knlfi(C), otherwise
, (j, i) ∈ E,¬kC ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj;
– nlfi(¬j(C ⊓k D)) =


¬inlfi(C) ⊔i ¬inlfi(D), if i = j = k
¬j(nlfi(C) ⊓k nlfi(D)), otherwise
, for all (j, i) ∈ E,
C,D ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj;
– nlfi(¬j(C ⊔k D)) is similar;
– nlfi(¬j∀kR.C) =


∃iR.¬inlfi(C), if i = j = k
¬j∀kR.nlfi(C), otherwise
, for all (j, i) ∈ E and ∀kR.C ∈
Ĉi ∩ Ĉj ;
– nlfi(¬j∃kR.C) is similar;
• nlfi(C ⊓j D) = nlfj(C) ⊓j nlfj(D), for all (j, i) ∈ E;
• nlfi(C ⊔j D) = nlfj(C) ⊔j nlfj(D), for all (j, i) ∈ E;
• nlfi(∀jR.C) = ∀jR.nlfj(C), for all (j, i) ∈ E;
• nlfi(∃jR.C) = ∃jR.nlfj(C), for all (j, i) ∈ E.
Example 3: Consider the k-concept expression
C = ¬k((D ⊓i ¬j(E ⊔j F )) ⊔k ¬k(E ⊓l G)),
where D,E,F and G are concept names, i, j and k are distinct and the concept expression is
valid, i.e., the importing relations that allow building this concept expression in Ĉk hold (see
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Example 1). If we apply nlfk to it, we get
nlfk(C) = ¬knlfk(D ⊓i ¬j(E ⊔j F )) ⊓k ¬knlfk(¬k(E ⊓l G))
= ¬k(nlfk(D) ⊓i nlfk(¬j(E ⊔j F )) ⊓k ¬k¬k(nlfk(E) ⊓l nlfk(G))
= ¬k(D ⊓i (¬j(nlfk(E) ⊔j nlfk(F )))) ⊓k (E ⊓l G)
= ¬k(D ⊓i (¬j(E ⊔j F ))) ⊓k (E ⊓l G)

The next lemma asserts that the transformation from a concept C ∈ Ĉi into its negation
local form nlfi(C) does not change its meaning from the point of view of module Ti.
Lemma 25 Let Σ = {Ti}i∈V be a F-ALCI KB, I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 an interpretation
for Σ, i ∈ V and C ∈ Ĉi. Then (nlfi(C))
i = Ci.
Proof:
We employ structural induction on C.
Suppose, first, that (j, i) ∈ E and C ∈ Cj . Then (nlfi(C))
i = Ci by the definition of
nlfi(C). Similarly (nlfi(⊤j))
i = ⊤ij and (nlfi(⊥j))
i = ⊥ij.
For C ⊓j D, we have
(nlfi(C ⊓j D))
i = (nlfj(C) ⊓j nlfj(D))
i (by the definition of nlfi)
= rji((nlfj(C))
j ∩ (nlfj(D))
j) (by the definition of ·i)
= rji(C
j ∩Dj) (by the induction hypothesis)
= (C ⊓j D)
i. (by the definition of ·i)
The case of C ⊔j D may be handled similarly.
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For ∃jR.C, we get
(nlfi(∃jR.C))
i = (∃jR.nlfj(C))
i (by the definition of nlfi)
= rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y ∈ (nlfj(C))
j)((x, y) ∈ Rj)})
(by the definition of ·i)
= rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y ∈ Cj)((x, y) ∈ Rj)})
(by the induction hypothesis)
= (∃jR.C)
i. (by the definition of ·i)
The case of ∀jR.C may be handled similarly.
Next, we turn to negation and concentrate on the forms that do change. We have
• (nlfi(¬i⊤i))
i = ⊥ii = ∅ = ∆
i\∆i = ∆i\⊤ii = (¬i⊤i)
i.
• (nlfi(¬i⊥i))
i = ⊤ii = ∆
i = ∆i\∅ = ∆i\⊥ii = (¬i⊥i)
i.
• (nlfi(¬i¬iC))
i = Ci = ∆i\(∆i\Ci) = (¬i¬iC)
i.
• For ¬i(C ⊓i D) we have
(nlfi(¬i(C ⊓i D)))
i = (¬inlfi(C) ⊔i ¬inlfi(D))
i
= (∆i\nlfi(C)
i) ∪ (∆i\nlfi(D)
i)
= (∆i\Ci) ∪ (∆i\Di)
= ∆i\(Ci ∩Di)
= (¬i(C ⊓i D))
i.
• The case of ¬j(C ⊔k D) is handled similarly.
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• For ¬j∃kR.C we have
(nlfi(¬i∃iR.C))
i = (∀iR.¬iC)
i
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∀y)((x, y) ∈ Ri → y 6∈ Ci}
= ∆i\{x ∈ ∆i : (∃y)((x, y) ∈ Ri and y ∈ Ci)}
= ∆i\(∃iR.C)
i
= (¬i∃iR.C)
i.
• Finally, the case of ¬j∀kR.C is handled similarly.

As far as the NLF is concerned, the reader should notice that, in module Ti, an i-negation
is either followed by a concept name C ∈ Ci or by a concept name C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi, (j, i) ∈ E, j 6= i,
or by a concept C, whose outermost connective is a j-connective, for some j 6= i. The first
kind will be called of type 1 and the remaining two kinds of type 2 with trace j. This
observation will be important for the formulation and analysis of the distributive algorithm
and will be called upon many times in the sequel.
2.4 Federated Tableaux for F-ALCI
Tableau-based algorithms are used to test satisfiability of concepts in description logics.
The main idea behind the F-ALCI tableau algorithm is to construct multiple, federated local
tableaux, one for each module, using, to the furthest extent possible, only knowledge locally
available to that module. The coordination between local tableaux is achieved via inter-module
messages which relate pairs of elements across different local tableaux. In effect, this will build
a representation of possible image-domain relations rij , for (i, j) ∈ E. An i-subconcept of an
i-concept expression C is a substring of C, which forms also an i-concept expression. We make
this notion precise in Definition 26. It will be used in the definition of a federated tableau for
a F-ALCI-concept in NLF with respect to a module Tw, that follows.
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Definition 26 The i-subconcepts subi(C) of an F-ALCI concept C ∈ Ĉi in NLF is inductively
defined as:
subi(A) = {A}, A ∈
⋃
(j,i)∈E(Cj ∪ {⊤j,⊥j})
subi(C ⊞j D) = {C ⊞j D} ∪ subj(C) ∪ subj(D), ⊞ ∈ {⊓,⊔}, (j, i) ∈ E,
subi(⋊jR.C) = {⋊jR.C} ∪ subj(C), ⋊ ∈ {∃,∀}, (j, i) ∈ E,
subi(¬jC) = {¬jC} ∪ subj(C), (j, i) ∈ E, j 6= i,
subi(¬iC) =


{¬iC} ∪ subi(C), if ¬iC is of type 1
{¬iC} ∪ subj(C), if ¬iC is of type 2 with trace j
Moreover, define, for every concept expression C ∈ Ĉi, Rol(C) ⊆ R̂i to be the (finite) set of
role expressions appearing in C.
For every module Ti, we define
CTi = ⊤i ⊓i
l
C⊑D∈Ti
(nlfi(¬iC) ⊔i nlfi(D)),
where the
d
also refers to the i-th conjunction symbol.
Let Tw be a module and D ∈ Ĉw an F-ALCI concept in NLF. A federated tableau for
D with respect to Tw is a tuple M = 〈{Mi}i∈Vw , {mij}(i,j)∈Ew〉, where each Mi is a local
tableau, for i ∈ Vw, and mij is a tableau relation from a local tableau Mi to a local tableau
Mj , for (i, j) ∈ Ew.
Each local tableau is a tuple Mi = 〈Ui, Fi,Li〉, where
• Ui is a set of individuals,
• Fi ⊆ Ui × Ui is a binary relation on Ui,
• Lw is a label function that assigns elements of 2
subw(D)∪subw(CTw ) to individuals in Uw
and elements of 2Rol(D)∪Rol(CTw ) to pairs in Fw whereas Li is a label function that assigns
elements of 2subi(CTi ) to individuals in Ui and elements of 2
Rol(CTi ) to pairs in Fi, for
i 6= w.
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Each tableau relation mij is a subset of Ui × Uj , (i, j) ∈ Ew.
The federated tableau M should satisfy the following conditions:
(D1) there exists x ∈ Uw, such that D ∈ Lw(x);
(D2) for every x ∈ Ui, CTi ∈ Li(x);
(B1) C ∈ Li(x) iff there exists x
′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that C ∈ Lj(x
′), for all
C ∈ Ĉi ∩ (Cj ∪ {⊤j}), (j, i) ∈ Ew;
(B2) R ∈ Li(〈x, y〉) iff there exist x
′, y′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x), (y′, y) ∈ mji, such that R ∈
Lj(〈x
′, y′〉), for all R ∈ R̂i ∩Rj, (j, i) ∈ Ew;
(N1) if C ∈ Li(x), then ¬iC 6∈ Li(x), for every C ∈ Ci;
(N2) if ¬iC ∈ Li(x) is of type 2 with trace j, then, if x
′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, then
¬jC ∈ Lj(x
′), for all C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, (j, i) ∈ Ew, j 6= i;
(N3) if ¬jC ∈ Li(x), then, there exists x
′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji and ¬jC ∈ Lj(x
′), for all
C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, (j, i) ∈ Ew, j 6= i;
(A1) if C1⊓j C2 ∈ Li(x), then, if i = j, C1, C2 ∈ Li(x) and, if i 6= j, then, there exists x
′ ∈ Uj ,
with (x′, x) ∈ mji, such that C1⊓jC2 ∈ Lj(x
′), for every C1, C2 ∈ Ĉi∩Ĉj and (j, i) ∈ Ew;
(A2) if C1⊔jC2 ∈ Li(x), then, if i = j, then C1 ∈ Li(x) or C2 ∈ Li(x) and, if i 6= j, then, there
exists x′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that C1 ⊔j C2 ∈ Lj(x
′), for every C1, C2 ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj
and (j, i) ∈ Ew;
(A3) if ∀jR.C ∈ Li(x) , then, if i = j, then, for all y ∈ Ui, such that R ∈ Li(〈x, y〉), we
have C ∈ Li(y), and, if i 6= j, then, there exists x
′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that
∀jR.C ∈ Lj(x
′), for all R ∈ R̂i ∩ R̂j , C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, (j, i) ∈ Ew;
(A4) if ∃jR.C ∈ Li(x) , then, if i = j, then, there exists y ∈ Ui, such that R ∈ Li(〈x, y〉)
and C ∈ Li(y), and, if i 6= j, then, there exists x
′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that
∃jR.C ∈ Lj(x
′), for all R ∈ R̂i ∩ R̂j , C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, (j, i) ∈ Ew.
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Condition (D1) ensures that the interpretation of D in the model described by the fed-
erated tableau is nonempty. Condition (D2) ensures the satisfiability of all federated TBox
axioms in the model. Conditions (B1) and (B2) stipulate that the interpretations of imported
concept names and imported role names are inherited from their corresponding interpretations
in their original module. Conditions (N1)-(N3) guarantee that all relevant properties of the
contextualized negations will be satisfied in the resulting model. In particular, Conditions (N1)
and (N2) safeguard the consistency of the model. Conditions (A1)-(A4) ensure the correctness
of the interpretation of the remaining localized connectives.
The following two lemmas establish the correspondence between concept satisfiability, and,
thus, also between TBox consistency and concept subsumption, and the existence of a federated
tableau for that concept in F-ALCI.
Lemma 27 Let T = {Ti}i∈V be a F-ALCI KB and D be concept in Tw. If D has a federated
tableau w.r.t. Tw, then D is satisfiable as witnessed by Tw.
Proof:
Let 〈{Mi}i∈Vw , {mij}(i,j)∈Ew〉, with Mi = 〈Ui, Fi, Li〉, be a tableau for D w.r.t. T
∗
w. Then,
a federated model I = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉 of T
∗
w may be defined as follows:
∆i = Ui;
Ai = {x ∈ Ui : A ∈ Li(x)}, for every i-concept name A;
Ri = {〈x, y〉 ∈ Fi : R ∈ Li(〈x, y〉}, for every i-role name R;
rij = mij.
By using induction on the structure of an i-concept, we show that
C ∈ Li(x) implies x ∈ C
i. (2.2)
• If C is an i-concept name, then C ∈ Li(x) if and only if, by the definition of C
i, x ∈ Ci.
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• If C is a j-concept name or ⊤j, j 6= i, and C ∈ Li(x), then, by Property (B1), there
exists x′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji = rji, such that C ∈ Lj(x
′). Therefore x ∈ rji(x
′) ⊆
rji(C
j) = Ci.
• Suppose that ¬iC ∈ Li(x) is of type 1. Then, by Property (N1), C 6∈ Li(x), whence
x 6∈ Ci, i.e., x ∈ (¬iC)
i.
• Suppose that ¬iC ∈ Li(x) is of type 2 with trace j. We must show that x ∈ (¬iC)
i =
∆i\Ci = ∆i\rji(C
j). Suppose, to the contrary, that x ∈ rji(C
j). Then, there exists
x′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that x
′ ∈ Cj. But, in that case, by Property (N2),
¬jC ∈ Lj(x
′), implying, by the induction hypothesis, that x′ ∈ (¬jC)
j = ∆j\Cj , a
contradiction.
• For the last case involving negation, assume that ¬jC ∈ Li(x). Then by Property (N3),
there exists x′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji and ¬jC ∈ Lj(x
′). Therefore, using the previous
case, we get x ∈ mji(x
′) ⊆ mji((¬jC)
j) = mji(∆
j\Cj) = (¬jC)
i.
• If C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ Li(x), then, by Property (A1), there exists x
′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji,
such that C1 ∈ Lj(x
′) and C2 ∈ Lj(x
′). Therefore, using the induction hypothesis,
x ∈ mji(x
′) ⊆ mji(C
j
1 ∩ C
j
2) = mji((C1 ⊓j C2)
j) = (C1 ⊓j C2)
i.
• The case C = C1 ⊔j C2 may be handled similarly, using Property (A2).
• If ∀jR.C ∈ Li(x), then, by Property (A3), there exists x
′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such
that, for all y′ ∈ Uj , with R ∈ Lj(〈x
′, y′〉), C ∈ Lj(y
′). Thus, by the definition of Rj, we
get, using the induction hypothesis, that, there exists x′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such
that x′ ∈ (∀jR.C)
j. Hence x ∈ mji((∀jR.C)
j) = (∀jR.C)
i.
• Finally, suppose that ∃jR.C ∈ Li(x). Then, by Property (A4), there exist x
′, y′ ∈ Uj ,
such that (x′, x) ∈ mji, R ∈ Lj(〈x
′, y′〉) and C ∈ Lj(y
′). Thus, again using the definition
of Rj and the induction hypothesis, we get that, there exists x′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji,
such that x′ ∈ (∃jR.C)
j. This shows that x ∈ mji(x
′) ⊆ mji((∃jR.C)
j) = (∃jR.C)
i.
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Notice, now, thatDw 6= ∅. In fact, by Property (D1), there exists x ∈ Uw, such thatD ∈ Lw(x).
Therefore, using Implication (2.2), x ∈ Dw 6= ∅. Finally, again using Implication (2.2), it is
shown that, if C ⊑ D is an i-formula, then Ci ⊆ Di. In fact, using Properties (D2) and (A1),
we get that ¬iC ⊔i D ∈ Li(x). Thus, by Property (A2), either ¬iC ∈ Li(x) or D ∈ Li(x).
Therefore, by Implication (2.2), x 6∈ Ci or x ∈ Di, whence Ci ⊆ Di, and, hence, Ii |= Ti. 
In Lemma 28, the converse is established, i.e., that, if an F-ALCI concept D in a module
Tw is satisfiable as witnessed by Tw, then it has a federated tableau with respect to Tw.
Lemma 28 Let D be a concept in a module Tw of an F-ALCI KB T = {Ti}i∈V . If D is
satisfiable as witnessed by Tw, then D has a federated tableau w.r.t. Tw.
Proof:
Suppose that I = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉 is a model of T
∗
w, with D
w 6= ∅. A federated
tableau M = 〈{Mi}i∈Vw , {mij}(i,j)∈Ew〉 for T
∗
w, with Mi = 〈Ui, Fi,Li〉, may be defined as
follows:
Ui = ∆
i;
Fi =
⋃
{Ri : R ∈ R̂i};
Lw(x) = {C ∈ subw(D) ∪ subw(CTw) : x ∈ C
w}, x ∈ ∆w;
Lw(〈x, y〉) = {R ∈ Rol(D) ∪ Rol(CTw) : 〈x, y〉 ∈ R
w}, x, y ∈ ∆w;
Li(x) = {C ∈ subi(CTi) : x ∈ C
i}, x ∈ ∆i, i 6= w;
Li(〈x, y〉) = {R ∈ Rol(CTi) : 〈x, y〉 ∈ R
i}, x, y ∈ ∆i;
mij = rij.
We now verify that M is indeed a tableau for D w.r.t. Tw, i.e., that it satisfies all conditions
in the definition of a federated tableau (Conditions (D1)-(A4)).
(D1): Since Dw 6= ∅, there exists x ∈ Uw, such that D ∈ Lw(x).
(D2): Since Ii is a model of Ti, we have, for every x ∈ Ui, x ∈ C
i
Ti
, whence CTi ∈ Li(x).
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(B1): Suppose C ∈ Ĉi ∩ (Cj ∪ {⊤j}), (j, i) ∈ E. Then we have C ∈ Li(x) iff, by the definition
of Li(x), x ∈ C
i = rji(C
j) = mji(C
j) iff, there exists x′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such
that x′ ∈ Cj, iff, there exists x′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that C ∈ Lj(x
′).
(B2): Suppose that R ∈ R̂i ∩ Rj . Then R ∈ Li(〈x, y〉) iff (x, y) ∈ R
i = rji(R
j) = mji(R
j) if
and only if, there exist x′, y′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x), (y′, y) ∈ mji, such that (x
′, y′) ∈ Rj iff
R ∈ Lj(〈x
′, y′〉).
(N1): If C ∈ Li(x), such that ¬iC is of type 1, then x ∈ C
i, whence x 6∈ ∆i\Ci = (¬iC)
i. Thus
¬iC 6∈ Li(x).
(N2): Suppose ¬iC ∈ Li(x) is of type 2 with trace j and x
′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji = rji. For
the sake of obtaining a contradiction, suppose that ¬jC 6∈ Lj(x
′). Then x′ 6∈ (¬jC)
j =
∆j\Cj, i.e., x′ ∈ Cj. Therefore, x ∈ rji(C
j), whence x 6∈ ∆i\rji(C
j) = (¬iC)
i. This
yields ¬iC 6∈ Li(x), which contradicts our hypothesis.
(N3): Finally, suppose that C ∈ Ĉi∩ Ĉj, (j, i) ∈ E, j 6= i, with ¬jC ∈ Li(x). Thus x ∈ (¬jC)
i =
rji(∆
j\Cj). Thus, there exists x′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ rji = mji, such that x
′ 6∈ Cj. But,
then, x′ ∈ ∆j\Cj = (¬jC)
j , whence ¬jC ∈ Lj(x
′).
(A1): If C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ Li(x), then x ∈ (C1 ⊓j C2)
i = rji(C
j
1 ∩ C
j
2). Thus, there exists x
′ ∈ Uj ,
with (x′, x) ∈ rji = mji, such that x
′ ∈ Cj1 and x
′ ∈ Cj2 , i.e., such that C1 ∈ Lj(x
′) and
C2 ∈ Lj(x
′).
(A2): This case is handled very similarly to the previous one.
(A3): Suppose that ∀jR.C ∈ Li(x). Then
x ∈ (∀jR.C)
i = rji({x
′ ∈ ∆j : (∀y′ ∈ ∆j)((x′, y′) ∈ Rj → y′ ∈ Cj)}).
This means that there exists x′ ∈ ∆j = Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ rji = mji, such that, for all
y′ ∈ ∆j = Uj , with (x
′, y′) ∈ Rj, i.e., R ∈ Lj(〈x
′, y′〉), y′ ∈ Cj, i.e., C ∈ Lj(y
′).
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(A4): Finally, suppose that ∃jR.C ∈ Li(x). Then
x ∈ (∃jR.C)
i = rji({x
′ ∈ ∆j : (∃y′ ∈ ∆j)((x′, y′) ∈ Rj and y′ ∈ Cj)}).
Thus, there exists x′ ∈ ∆j = Uj , with (x
′, x) ∈ rji = mji, such that, there exists a
y′ ∈ ∆j = Uj , with (x
′, y′) ∈ Rj, i.e., R ∈ Lj(〈x
′, y′〉), and y′ ∈ Cj, i.e., C ∈ Lj(y
′).

By combining Lemmas 27 and 28, we obtain the first main result of the paper establishing
the equivalence between satisfiability and the existence of a tableau.
Theorem 29 Let T = {Ti}i∈V be a F-ALCI KB and D be a concept in module Tw. Then D
is satisfiable as witnessed by Tw iff D has a federated tableau with respect to Tw.
2.5 Tableau Algorithm for F-ALCI
We now proceed to describe a sound and complete algorithm to determine the existence
of a tableau for an F-ALCI concept D with respect to a witness module Tw. The algorithm
allows a local tableau to be created and maintained by a local reasoner. Thus, reasoning is
carried out by a federation of reasoners that communicate with each other via messages instead
of a single reasoner over an integrated ontology. Some implementation details, especially those
concerning synchronization issues of the federated reasoners, are omitted.
2.5.1 Federated Completion Graph
The algorithm works on a dynamically evolving federated completion graph, which is a
partial finite description of a tableau. A federated completion graph is a set G = {Gi}i∈Vw ,
of local completion graphs. A local completion graph Gi = 〈Vi, Ei,Li〉, i ∈ Vw, consists of
a finite set of finite trees, i.e., a forest, where Vi and Ei are the corresponding sets of nodes
and edges respectively, and of a function Li, that assigns labels to nodes and edges in Gi,
exactly as was the case with local tableaux. Each node x in Vi represents an individual in the
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corresponding tableau, denoted i : x, and is labeled with Li(x), a set of concepts of which x
is a member. Each edge 〈x, y〉 ∈ Ei represents an edge in the tableau, and is labeled with
Li(〈x, y〉), the set of roles of which it is an instance.
If R ∈ Li(〈x, y〉) or R
− ∈ Li(〈y, x〉), y is said to be a local R-successor of x and x is said
to be a local R-predecessor of y. Local ancestors and local descendants of a node are
defined in the usual manner.
Every node x has associated with it a set of nodes org(x), which, informally speaking, are
the nodes from which x is related via image domain relations. If (i : x) ∈ org(j : y) and
(i, j) ∈ Ew, we say that node y ∈ Vj is an image of node x ∈ Vi, that node x is a pre-image
of node y, and that there is a graph relation 〈x, y〉.
A typical federated completion graph consists of local successor relations in local forests
together with graph relations across forests in different local reasoners. To construct a model
for the ontology resulting by integrating all modules, as was done in [6], a different technique
is used here. One keeps all forests disjoint, but uses the graph relations to map nodes in one
forest to nodes in other forests.
2.5.2 Federated Tableau Expansion
A federated F-ALCI completion graph is constructed by applying a set of tableau expansion
rules and by exchanging messages between local reasoners. The F-ALCI expansion rules are
adapted from the ALCI expansion rules. The label of each node in each local completion
graph Gi will contain CTi , the internalization of Ti. A local completion graph can create
images or pre-images of its local nodes in another local completion graph, as needed, during
an expansion.
As in the tableau algorithm for ALCI, some nodes in the graph may be blocked. The exact
definition, whose main motivation is the detection of cycles in tableau expansions, is as follows:
Definition 30 (Equality Blocking) For a federated completion graph of an F-ALCI ontol-
ogy, a node x is directly blocked by a node y, if both x and y are in the same local completion
graph Gi, for some i, y is a local ancestor of x, and Li(x) = Li(y). Node x is indirectly
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blocked by a node y if one of x’s local ancestors is directly blocked by y. Node x is blocked
by y if it is directly or indirectly blocked by y.
Equality blocking in F-ALCI only depends on the local information in completion graphs,
i.e., a node is blocked only by its local ancestors.
A concept reporting message creates image or pre-image nodes and/or propagates
concept labels of a node to the corresponding image node or pre-image node. We use S+= X
to denote the operation of adding the elements of the set X to a set S, i.e., the operation
S = S ∪X. We have five kinds of concept reporting messages and each of these messages may
be transmitted only once.
• A forward concept reporting message ri→j(x,C) executes the following action: if
there exists x′ ∈ Vj , such that x ∈ org(x
′) and C 6∈ Lj(x
′), then Lj(x
′)+= {C}.
• A soft backward concept reporting message rjL99i(x,C) executes the following
actions: if x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), then Lj(x
′)+= {C}, if C 6∈ Lj(x
′).
• A backward concept reporting message rj←i(x,C) executes the following action:
create an x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x) and Lj(x
′) = {C}.
• A forward role reporting message ri→j(〈x, y〉, R) executes the following action: if
there exist x′, y′ ∈ Vj , such that x ∈ org(x
′), y ∈ org(y′) and R 6∈ Lj(〈x
′, y′〉), then
Lj(〈x
′, y′〉)+= {R}.
• A backward role reporting message rj←i(〈x, y〉, R) executes the following action:
create x′, y′ ∈ Vj , with x
′ ∈ org(x), y′ ∈ org(y), and set Lj(〈x
′, y′〉) = {R}.
The expansion rules are:
• A rule ensuring that every element in Gi satisfies CTi .
– D-rule: if CTi 6∈ Li(x), then Li(x)+= {CTi}.
• Four rules imposing forward and backward concept and role compatibilities:
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– FCN-rule: if C ∈ Lj(x), C ∈ Ĉi ∩ (Cj ∪{⊤j}), (j, i) ∈ E, and x is not blocked, then
transmit rj→i(x,C).
– BCN-rule: if C ∈ Li(x), C ∈ Ĉi ∩ (Cj ∪{⊤j}), (j, i) ∈ E, and x is not blocked, then
transmit rj←i(x,C).
– FRN-rule: if R ∈ Lj(〈x, y〉), R ∈ R̂i ∩ Rj , (j, i) ∈ E, and x or y are not blocked,
then transmit rj→i(〈x, y〉, R).
– BRN-rule: if R ∈ Li(〈x, y〉), R ∈ R̂i ∩ Rj , (j, i) ∈ E, and x or y are not blocked,
then transmit rj←i(〈x, y〉, R).
• Two negation rules (a local and a foreign one):
– L¬-rule: if ¬iC ∈ Li(x) is of type 2 with trace j, C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, (j, i) ∈ E, i 6= j, and
x is not blocked, then transmit rjL99i(x, nlfj(¬jC)).
– F¬-rule: if ¬jC ∈ Li(x), C ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj, (j, i) ∈ E, i 6= j, and x is not blocked, then
transmit rj←i(x, nlfj(¬jC)).
• Two conjunction rules (a local and a foreign one):
– L⊓-rule: if C1⊓iC2 ∈ Li(x), x is not blocked, and {C1, C2} 6⊆ Li(x), then Li(x)+=
{C1, C2}.
– F⊓-rule: if C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ Li(x), (j, i) ∈ E, j 6= i, and x is not blocked, then transmit
rj←i(x,C1 ⊓j C2).
• Two disjunction rules (a local and a foreign one):
– L⊔-rule: if C1 ⊔i C2 ∈ Li(x), x is not blocked, and {C1, C2} ∩ Li(x) = ∅, then
Li(x)+= {C1} or Li(x)+= {C2}.
– F⊔-rule: if C1 ⊔j C2 ∈ Li(x), (j, i) ∈ E, j 6= i, and x is not blocked, then transmit
rj←i(x,C1 ⊔j C2).
• Two universal quantification rules (a local and a foreign one):
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– L∀-rule: if ∀iR.C ∈ Li(x), x is not blocked and, there exists y ∈ Vi, with R ∈
Li(〈x, y〉), then Li(y)+= {C}, if C 6∈ Li(y).
– F∀-rule: if ∀jR.C ∈ Li(x), (j, i) ∈ E, j 6= i, and x is not blocked, then transmit
rj←i(x,∀jR.C).
• Two existential quantification rules (a local and a foreign one):
– L∃-rule: if ∃iR.C ∈ Li(x) and x is not blocked and x has no local R-successor
y, with C ∈ Li(y), then create a new node y ∈ Vi and set Li(〈x, y〉) = {R} and
Li(y) = {C}.
– F∃-rule: if ∃jR.C ∈ Li(x), (j, i) ∈ E, j 6= i, and x is not blocked, then transmit
rj←i(x,∃jR.C).
All the rules presented above correspond to properties that the federated tableau must
satisfy. The D-rule makes sure that Property (D2) is satisfied. The FCN (Forward Concept
Name) and BCN (Backward Concept Name) rules ensure that Property (B1) of a tableau is
satisfied by the completion graphs. Similarly, the FRN (Forward Role Name) and BRN (Back-
ward Role Name) rules take care of Property (B2). The negation, conjunction, disjunction,
universal and existential quantification rules have both an L (Local) and an F (Foreign) version.
These ten rules collectively make sure that all properties pertaining to negation, conjunction,
disjunction and the quantifiers, i.e., Properties (N1)-(A4), of a tableau are satisfied by the
completion graphs.
A federated completion graph is complete if no F-ALCI expansion rule can be applied
to it, and it is clash-free if there is no x in any local completion graph Gi, such that both C
and ¬iC are in Li(x), for some concept C.
For a satisfiability query of a concept D as witnessed by a module Tw, a local completion
graph Gw, with an initial node x0, with Lw(x0) = {D}, will be created first. The F-ALCI
tableau expansion rules will be applied until a complete and clash-free federated completion
graph is found or until all search efforts for such a federated completion graph fail. Then, simi-
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larly to ordinary DL tableau, D will be satisfiable from the point of view of Tw if the expansion
rules yield a complete, clash-free federated completion graph, and unsatisfiable otherwise.
Example 4: We present a very simple example to illustrate how some of the expansion
rules and some of the concept reporting messages work in the algorithm. Suppose that the
underlying graph G is the complete graph on two nodes, 1 and 2. (For the purposes of this
example, we overlook the restriction that G be acyclic.) Module T1, corresponding to node
1, has two concept names A,B and module T2, corresponding to node 2, does not have any
concept names. Suppose that T1 consists of the single subsumption A ⊑ B and that we want
to check the satisfiability of ¬2A⊔1B from the point of view of the second module. We define
CT1 = ⊤1⊓1 (¬1A⊔1B) and the algorithm is initialized by creating a node x0 in G2, such that
L2(x0) = {¬2A ⊔1 B}. (See Figure 2.1.)
Figure 2.1 The distributed model of Example 4.
The F⊔-rule applies, whence a concept reporting message r1←2(x0,¬2A ⊔1 B) is sent from
module 2 to module 1. This creates a node x′0 in G1, with L1(x
′
0) = {¬2A⊔1B}. We also have
that org(x0) = {x
′
0}.
Next, the D-rule is applied to x′0, whence L1(x
′
0) = {⊤1 ⊓1 (¬1A ⊔1 B),¬2A ⊔1 B}, and,
then, the L⊓-rule and twice the L⊔-rule apply to obtain
L1(x
′
0) = {⊤1 ⊓1 (¬1A ⊔1 B),¬2A ⊔1 B,⊤1,¬1A ⊔1 B,¬1A,¬2A}.
Finally, the occurrence of ¬2A triggers an application of the F¬-rule, which causes the trans-
mission of a r2←1(x′0,¬2A) concept reporting message. A new node x
′′
0 is created in G2, with
label L2(x
′′
0) = {¬2A} and org(x
′
0) = {x
′′
0}. As a consequence of this the L¬-rule is applied
in G2 and an r
1L992(x0,¬1A) concept reporting message is delivered. This message, however,
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does not cause any changes because there is no x in G1, such that x ∈ org(x
′′
0).
The final federated model I = 〈{Ii}i=1,2, {rij}i,j=1,2〉, therefore, consists of ∆
1 = {x′0},
∆2 = {x0, x
′′
0}, with the interpretation A
1 = B1 = ∅ and, for the image domain relations we
get
r12 = {(x
′
0, x0)}, r21 = {(x
′′
0 , x
′
0)}.
Since no clash occurred, the algorithm returns that ¬2A ⊔1 B is satisfiable from the point of
view of T2. Indeed we have:
(¬2A ⊔1 B)
2 = r12((¬2A ⊔1 B)
1)
= r12((¬2A)
1 ∪B1)
= r12(r21(∆
2\A2) ∪B1)
= r12(r21(∆
2\r12(A1)) ∪B1)
= r12(r21(∆
2) ∪B1)
= r12({x
′
0})
= {x0}.
2.5.3 Synchronization
The federated tableau algorithm depends crucially on being able to synchronize the pro-
cesses occurring in each of the local reasoners. It must be ensured that, at all times during
the execution of the parallel threads of the algorithm, all local processes, i.e., all applications
of local expansion rules in the various local completion graphs, refer to the same sequence of
non-deterministic choices. This may be achieved in a variety of different ways. One method
was presented in detail in [6] in the context of P-DLs. It uses clocks, timestamps and a token
to achieve synchronization and to implement efficient backtracking when a clash occurs and
another non-deterministic option has to be tried.
In the present paper, we prefer to give an abstract view of the synchronization process
without providing a detailed description of either the synchronizing entities or the specific
steps. There are many possible choices and which one is adopted is a decision that can be
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relegated to the implementation of the algorithm.
The guiding principle in building the local completion graphs in our case will also be the
sequence of applications of the L⊔-rules. Only one module is allowed to apply the L⊔-rule
at any particular time during the execution of the algorithm. Otherwise, various other rules
may be applied by the participating modules simultaneously. A newly generated concept label
or role label is accompanied by a tag indicating the latest application of the L⊔-rule before
its creation. New labels can be created not only by the local rules, but also by the foreign
rules that involve concept and role reporting message transmissions. If a clash is detected in a
local completion graph, then all labels that have been created after the last non-deterministic
choice will be deleted and all nodes or edges without labels will be purged. This returns the
algorithm to the same state that preceded the latest application of an L⊔-rule. Another non-
deterministic choice that has not been applied before will be made and the process will start
again. This “pruning operation” is necessary to restore all local completion graphs to their
status just before the choice which led to the clash, or to the initial status of the local tableau,
if no choice at all was ever made.
Note that local completion graphs may perform expansions on different reasoning subtasks
concurrently. This improves the overall efficiency and scalability of the reasoning process. Fur-
ther, note that with the introduction of messages, equality blocking in F-ALCI is dynamic: it
can be established, broken and re-established. Moreover, the completeness of a local comple-
tion graph is also dynamic. A complete local completion graph may become incomplete, i.e.,
some expansion rules may become applicable, when a new reporting message arrives.
2.6 Correctness and Complexity
In order to show that the algorithm is a decision procedure for concept satisfiability in
F-ALCI, it is necessary to prove that the algorithm terminates, that the models that can
be constructed from clash-free and complete federated completion graphs, generated from
the algorithm, are valid with respect to the semantics of the logic (soundness) and that the
algorithm always finds a model if one exists (completeness).
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Termination and complexity of the algorithm is obtained by proving that there is an up-
per bound for the total size of all local completion graphs. We use the following notation
throughout the analysis of the algorithm:
ni = |CTi |, i 6= w; nw = |CTw |+ |D|;
si =
∑
(i,j)∈E nj, i 6= w; sw = nw,
where ni is the combined length of all i-formulas in Ti in negation local form and si is the sum
of the nj’s for all j’s, such that Tj imports Ti. The reason why si is important in the analysis
of the federated algorithm is that all j-axioms that contain an i-connective will cause a foreign
rule to send a backward concept reporting or a backward role reporting message to Pi to be
processed. More specifically, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 31 Let Σ = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCI KB, D ∈ Ĉw and m =
∑
i∈Vw
ni. The F-ALCI
tableau algorithm runs in worst case non-deterministic O(2m ·
∏
j∈Vw
22
sj log sj
) time.
Proof:
We define f(x) = 22
x log x
. We start with a set of observations:
• For every node that has no local predecessor (called local top node henceforth), its local
descendants have a tree shape. This observation follows from the form of the expansion
rules.
• For every local top node j : x, j 6= w, x must be a preimage of a node in another local
completion graph Gi, such that (j, i) ∈ Ew. This holds because such an x must be
created by either a backward concept reporting message triggered by an application of
the BCN-rule or of a foreign rule or by a backward role reporting message triggered by
an application of the BRN-rule.
• For all j, x, all local descendants of j : x in Gj , that are not successors, are not preimages
of nodes in any other local completion graph. This holds because a local descendant of
j : x, that is not a successor, is generated only by an application of the L∃-rule, while a
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preimage node is created only by an application of the the BCN, the BRN or a foreign
rule.
Hence, 1) each local completion graph is a forest; 2) the root of every tree, i.e., a local top
node in a local completion graph, except for the root of Gw, is a preimage of a node in another
local completion graph.
Next we prove that the size of each local completion graph, hence also the total size of the
“global completion graph”, is limited.
First, due to equality blocking, for any local top node inGj , the depth of its local descendant
tree is bounded by O(2sj ) and its breadth is bounded by the number of “∃j” in all
⋃
(j,i)∈E CTi ,
for j 6= w, or in CTw ⊔ D, for j = w, which is smaller than sj. Thus, the size of the tree is
bounded by O(sj
2sj ) < O(f(sj)).
Since there is only acyclic importing, we can put all modules {Ti}i∈Vw in an ordered list
L, such that L1 = Tw and each module Ti comes in L before all modules {Tj}j∈Vi , in a way
similar to topological sorting in DAG. Let #(Lj) be the subscript of the module at Lj. Then,
we have that the size of G#(Lj) is bounded by:
|G#(L1)| : O(f(sw))
|G#(Lj)| : O
(∑
k<j
|G#(Lk)| × f(s#(Lj))
)
, for j > 1
This holds because there is only one local top node in G#(L1) = Gw (the original node), and, for
every j > 1 and p = #(Lj), the number of local top nodes in Gp is limited by
∑
(p,q)∈Ew
|Gq|,
i.e., by the total size of the local completion graphs of modules that directly import Tp, since
all nodes in Tp must be preimage nodes of nodes in those local completion graphs. In the worst
case, {Tq : (p, q) ∈ Ew} contains all modules that are before j in L. On the other hand, the
size of a tree under a local top node in Gk is limited by f(sk).
Setting |G#(Lj )| = tj and ej = f(s#(Lj)), we obtain that tj is bounded by
O
(
(t1 + t2 + ...+ tj−1)× ej
)
. (2.3)
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Using induction, it will now be shown that tj is bounded by
O
(
2j−2 × e1 × ...× ej
)
, for j > 1. (2.4)
By Equation (2.3), when j = 2, t2 is bounded by O(t1 × e2) = O(e1 × e2), whence Equation
(2.4) holds. Let j > 2. Assuming, as the induction hypothesis, that, for every 1 < k < j,
Equation (2.4) holds, we have, by Equation (2.3), that tj is bounded by
O
(
(t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tj−1)× ej
)
< O
(
(e1 + 2
0e1e2 + · · ·+ 2
j−3e1e2 · · · ej−1)ej
)
< O
(
(1 + 20 + · · ·+ 2j−3)× e1e2 · · · ej
)
= O
(
2j−2e1e2 · · · ej
)
This finishes the induction step and concludes the proof of Equation (2.4). Hence, the size of
all local completion graphs is bounded by:
O
(
e1 +
∑
2≤j≤m
(
2j−2
∏
k≤j
ej
))
≤ O
(
2m−1 ×
∏
j∈Vw
f(sj)
)
< O
(
2m ×
∏
j∈Vw
22
sj×log sj
)

Lemma 31 leads to the following theorem on the complexity of the federated algorithm for
deciding F-ALCI concept satisfiability.
Theorem 32 (Termination and Complexity) Let Σ be an F-ALCI ontology and D ∈ Ĉw.
The F-ALCI tableau algorithm runs in worst case 2NExpTime w.r.t. the size of D and the
sum of the sizes of the modules in {Ti}i∈Vw .
Proof:
Let s = max{si : i ∈ Vw}. In general, m≪ 2
s log s. By Lemma 31, it follows that the total
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size of all local completion graphs is bounded by
O
(
2m · 2m2
(s+|D|) log (s+|D|)
)
< O
(
22
(s+|D|)2
)
.

In the following two lemmas, soundness and completeness of the F-ALCI algorithm are
stated.
Theorem 33 (Soundness) If the F-ALCI algorithm yields a complete and clash-free feder-
ated completion graph for a concept D w.r.t. a witness module Tw, then D has a federated
tableau w.r.t. Tw.
Proof:
Let G = {Gi}, with Gi = (Vi, Ei,L
g
i ), be a complete and clash-free federated comple-
tion graph generated by the F-ALCI algorithm. We will obtain a tableau by “unraveling”
blocked nodes and tableau relations. For a directly blocked node x, we denote by bk(x)
the node that directly blocks x. Thus, we have Lgi (x) = L
g
i (bk(x)). We define a tableau
M = 〈{Mi}i∈Vw , {mij}(i,j)∈Ew〉, with Mi = 〈Ui, Fi,L
m
i 〉, for D w.r.t. Tw in the following way:
Ui = {x ∈ Vi : x is not blocked};
Fi = Ei ↾U2i
;
Lmi (x) = L
g
i (x);
Lmi (〈x, y〉) = L
g
i (〈x, y〉) ∪
⋃
z:y=bk(z)
Lgi (〈x, z〉);
mij = {〈x, y〉 ∈ Ui × Uj | x ∈ org(y)}, for (i, j) ∈ Ew.
We show that M satisfies all tableau properties.
(D1): Since x0 ∈ Vw, x0 is not blocked (it does not have any ancestors), and D ∈ L
g
w(x0), we
get that x0 ∈ Uw and D ∈ L
m
w (x0).
(D2): Property (D2) holds because of the D-rule.
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(B1): Suppose, first, that there exists x′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that C ∈ L
m
j (x
′).
Then x′ ∈ Uj is not blocked and x
′ ∈ org(x), whence, since C ∈ Lgj (x
′), we get, by the
FCN-rule, C ∈ Lgi (x), i.e., C ∈ L
m
i (x) and the “if” direction of Property (B1) holds.
Suppose, conversely, that C ∈ Lmi (x). Then C ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, whence,
by the BCN-rule, there exists x′ ∈ Vj, which is not blocked because it is a local top
node, such that x′ ∈ org(x) and C ∈ Lmj (x
′). Therefore, (x′, x) ∈ mji and C ∈ L
g
j (x
′).
Therefore, Property (B1) holds.
(B2): Suppose, first, that there exists x′, y′ ∈ Uj , with (x
′, x), (y′, y) ∈ mji, such that R ∈
Lmj (〈x
′, y′〉). Then x′, y′ ∈ Uj are not blocked and x
′ ∈ org(x), y′ ∈ org(y) and R ∈
Lgj (〈x
′, y′〉). Thus, by the FRN-rule, R ∈ Lgi (〈x, y〉), i.e., R ∈ L
m
i (〈x, y〉) and the “if”
direction of Property (B2) holds.
Suppose, conversely, that R ∈ Lmi (〈x, y〉). Then x is not blocked and R ∈ L
g
i (〈x, y〉).
Thus, by the BRN-rule, there exists x′, y′ ∈ Vj , with x
′ ∈ org(x) and y′ ∈ org(y), such
that R ∈ Lgj (〈x
′, y′〉) and x′, y′ cannot be blocked. Hence R ∈ Lmj (〈x
′, y′〉) and Property
(B2) holds.
(N1): This property follows directly by the hypothesis that G is a clash-free federated comple-
tion graph.
(N2): Suppose ¬iC ∈ L
m
i (x) is of type 2 with trace j and that x
′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji.
Then ¬iC ∈ L
g
i (x), x
′ ∈ Vj , with x
′ ∈ org(x) and neither x nor x′ are blocked. Hence,
by the L¬-rule, ¬jC ∈ L
g
j (x
′). Therefore, ¬jC ∈ L
m
j (x
′) and Property (N2) holds.
(N3): Suppose that ¬jC ∈ L
m
i (x). Then ¬jC ∈ L
g
i (x). Thus, by the F¬-rule, there exists
x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), such that ¬jC ∈ L
g
j (x
′). This shows that, there exists x′ ∈ Uj ,
such that (x′, x) ∈ mji and ¬jC ∈ L
m
j (x
′). So Property (N3) holds.
(A1): Suppose that C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ L
m
i (x). Then C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ L
g
i (x). Therefore, if j = i, by the L⊓-
rule, we get that C1, C2 ∈ L
g
i (x), whence C1, C2 ∈ L
m
i (x). On the other hand, if j 6= i,
then, by the F⊓-rule, there exists x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), such that C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ L
g
j (x
′).
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Hence, by the previous case, we get that C1, C2 ∈ L
g
j (x
′), showing that, there exists
x′ ∈ Uj, with (x
′, x) ∈ mji, such that C1, C2 ∈ L
m
j (x
′). Thus, Property (A1) holds.
(A2): The proof of this case is very similar to that of Property (A1).
(A3): Suppose that ∀jR.C ∈ L
m
i (x). Then ∀jR.C ∈ L
g
i (x). If j = i and R ∈ L
m
i (〈x, y〉),
then we have that R ∈ Lgi (〈x, y〉), whence, by the L∀-rule, C ∈ L
g
i (y), showing that
C ∈ Lmi (y). If, on the other hand, j 6= i, we get, by the F∀-rule, that there exists x
′ ∈ Vj ,
with x′ ∈ org(x), with ∀jR.C ∈ L
g
j (x
′). Thus, by the L∀-rule, as applied in the previous
case, for all y′ ∈ Uj, with R ∈ L
m
j (〈x
′, y′〉), we get that C ∈ Lmj (y
′).
(A4): Suppose that ∃jR.C ∈ L
m
i (x). Then ∃jR.C ∈ L
g
i (x). If j = i, then, by the L∃-rule,
there exists y ∈ Vi, such that R ∈ L
g
i (〈x, y〉), with C ∈ L
g
i (y). Thus, in this case,
R ∈ Lmi (〈x, y〉) and C ∈ L
m
i (y). If, on the other hand, j 6= i, we get, by the F∀-rule, that
there exists x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), with ∃jR.C ∈ L
g
j (x
′). Thus, by the L∃-rule, as
applied in the previous case, there exists y′ ∈ Uj , with R ∈ L
g
j (〈x
′, y′〉) and C ∈ Lgj (y
′).
Hence, we get that R ∈ Lmj (〈x
′, y′〉) and C ∈ Lmj (y
′).

The following lemma shows that the federated algorithm is complete, i.e., that it always
finds a complete and clash-free federated completion graph whenever there exists a federated
tableau.
Theorem 34 (Completeness) If a concept D has a federated tableau w.r.t. a witness module
Tw of an F-ALCI KB T = {Ti}i∈V , then the F-ALCI algorithm produces a complete and clash-
free federated completion graph for D w.r.t. Tw.
Proof:
Let M = 〈{Mi}i∈Vw , {mij}(i,j)∈Ew〉, with Mi = 〈Ui, Fi,L
m
i 〉, be a tableau for D w.r.t. Tw.
We will use M to guide the application of the non-deterministic L⊔-rule in a way that yields
a complete and clash-free federated completion graph G = {Gi}i∈Vw , with Gi = (Vi, Ei,L
g
i ).
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To construct G, we start with a single node x0 in the local tableau Mw, with D ∈ L
m
w (x0).
Such an x0 exists, since M is a tableau for D w.r.t. Tw. Let pi ⊆
⋃
i∈Vw
(Vi × Ui) be a
function that maps all individuals in local completion graphs to individuals in corresponding
local tableaux. Initially, we have Vw = {x0}, L
g
w(x0) = {D} , pi(x0) = x0 and all Gi, i 6= w,
being empty. Next, we apply F-ALCI expansion rules to extend G and pi, in such a way that
the following conditions always (inductively) hold:


Lgi (x) ⊆ L
m
i (pi(x))
if R ∈ Lgi (〈x, y〉), then R ∈ L
m
i (〈pi(x), pi(y)〉)
if x ∈ org(y) in G, then 〈pi(x), pi(y)〉 ∈ mij , for (i, j) ∈ Ew
(2.5)
• D-rule: if CTi 6∈ L
g
i (x), then L
g
i (x)+= {CTi}. Since, by Property (D2), CTi ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)),
this rule can be applied without violating Conditions (2.5).
• FCN-rule: if C ∈ Lgj (x), x is not blocked, then transmit r
j→i(x,C), i.e., if there exists
x′ ∈ Vi, such that x ∈ org(x
′), then C ∈ Lgi (x
′). In that case, by the induction hypothesis,
C ∈ Lmj (pi(x)) and (pi(x), pi(x
′)) ∈ mji, whence by Property (B1), we obtain that C ∈
Lmi (pi(x
′)). Thus, Conditions (2.5) are not violated.
• BCN-rule: if C ∈ Lgi (x), then transmit r
j←i(x,C). This will create an x′ ∈ Vj , with
x′ ∈ org(x) and C ∈ Lgj (x
′). Since C ∈ Lgi (x), we get that C ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)), whence, by
Property (B1) of a federated tableau, there exists z ∈ Uj , with (pi(x), z) ∈ mji, with
C ∈ Lmj (z). Set pi(x
′) = z. Then we have that Lgj (x
′) = {C} ⊆ Lmj (z) = L
m
j (pi(z)).
Moreover, we get (pi(x), pi(x′)) = (pi(x), z) ∈ mji and, therefore, Conditions (2.5) are not
violated.
• FRN-rule: if R ∈ Lgj (〈x, y〉), x or y not blocked, then transmit r
j→i(〈x, y〉, R), i.e.,
if there exist x′, y′, such that x ∈ org(x′), y ∈ org(y′), then R ∈ Lgj (〈x
′, y′〉). If
R ∈ Lgj (〈x, y〉), then R ∈ L
m
i (〈pi(x), pi(y)〉) and, if x ∈ org(x
′), y ∈ org(y′), then
(pi(x), pi(x′)), (pi(y), pi(y′)) ∈ mij , whence, by the tableau Property (B2), we must have
R ∈ Lmj (〈pi(x
′), pi(y′)〉), whence Property (2.5) is not violated.
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• BRN-rule: if R ∈ Lgi (〈x, y〉) and x or y are not blocked, then transmit r
j←i(〈x, y〉, R),
i.e., create x′, y′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), y′ ∈ org(y), such that R ∈ Lgj (〈x
′, y′〉). Since
R ∈ Lgi (〈x, y〉), we get that R ∈ L
m
i (〈pi(x), pi(y)〉). Therefore, by Property (B2), there
exists z,w ∈ Uj , with (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji and (w, pi(y)) ∈ mji, such that R ∈ L
m
j (〈z,w〉).
Set pi(x′) = z and pi(y′) = w. Then, we get that (pi(x′), pi(x)), (pi(y′), pi(y)) ∈ mji and
R ∈ Lmj (〈pi(x
′), pi(y′)〉). Thus, Conditions (2.5) are not violated.
• L¬-rule: if ¬iC ∈ L
g
i (x) is of type 2 with trace j and x is not blocked, then transmit
rjL99i(x,¬jC), i.e., if there exists x
′ ∈ Vj , with x
′ ∈ org(x), then ¬jC ∈ L
g
j (x
′). Under
these circumstances, we have, by the induction hypothesis, that ¬iC ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)) and
(pi(x′), pi(x)) ∈ mji. Thus, by Property (N2), we get that ¬jC ∈ L
m
j (pi(x
′)), showing
that Conditions (2.5) are not violated.
• F¬-rule: if ¬jC ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, then transmit r
j←i(x,¬jC), i.e., create
x′ ∈ Vj , with x
′ ∈ org(x), such that ¬jC ∈ L
g
j (x
′). By the induction hypothesis,
we have that ¬jC ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)). Thus, by Property (N3), we get that, there exists
z ∈ Uj , with (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji, such that ¬jC ∈ L
m
j (z). If we set pi(x
′) = z, we get that
(pi(x′), pi(x)) = (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji and ¬jC ∈ L
m
j (pi(x
′)). Hence, Conditions (2.5) are not
violated.
• L⊓-rule: if C1 ⊓i C2 ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, then C1, C2 ∈ L
g
i (x). In this case,
by the induction hypothesis, C1 ⊓i C2 ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)). Thus, by Property (A1), we get that
C1, C2 ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)), which shows that Conditions (2.5) are not violated.
• F⊓-rule: if C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, then transmit r
j←i(x,C1 ⊓j C2),
i.e., create x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), such that C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ L
g
j (x
′). In this case, by the
induction hypothesis, C1⊓jC2 ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)). Thus, by Property (A1), there exists z ∈ Uj ,
with (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji, such that C1⊓jC2 ∈ L
m
j (z). Hence, if we set pi(x
′) = z, we get that
(pi(x′), pi(x)) = (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji and C1 ⊓j C2 ∈ L
m
j (pi(x
′)). Therefore, Conditions (2.5)
are not violated.
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• L⊔-rule: if C1 ⊔i C2 ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, then C1 ∈ L
g
i (x) or C2 ∈ L
g
i (x). In
this case, by the induction hypothesis, C1 ⊔i C2 ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)). Thus, by Property (A2),
we get that C1 ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)) or C2 ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)), which shows that Conditions (2.5) are
not violated.
• F⊔-rule: if C1 ⊔j C2 ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, then transmit r
j←i(x,C1 ⊔j C2),
i.e., create x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), such that C1 ⊔j C2 ∈ L
g
j (x
′). In this case, by the
induction hypothesis, C1⊔jC2 ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)). Thus, by Property (A2), there exists z ∈ Uj ,
with (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji, such that C1⊔jC2 ∈ L
m
j (z). Hence, if we set pi(x
′) = z, we get that
(pi(x′), pi(x)) = (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji and C1 ⊔j C2 ∈ L
m
j (pi(x
′)). Therefore, Conditions (2.5)
are not violated.
• L∀-rule: if ∀iR.C ∈ L
g
i (x), x is not blocked, and there exists y ∈ Vi, with R ∈ L
g
i (〈x, y〉),
then C ∈ Lgi (y). In this case, by the induction hypothesis, we get that ∀iR.C ∈ L
m
i (pi(x))
and R ∈ Lmi (〈pi(x), pi(y)〉), whence, by Property (A3), C ∈ L
m
i (pi(y)). Hence, Conditions
(2.5) are not violated.
• F∀-rule: if ∀jR.C ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, then transmit r
j←i(x, ∀jR.C), i.e.,
create x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), such that ∀jR.C ∈ L
g
j (x
′). If ∀jR.C ∈ L
g
i (x), then,
by the induction hypothesis, ∀jR.C ∈ L
g
m(x), whence, by Property (A3), there exists
z ∈ Uj, with (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji such that, for all w ∈ Uj, with R ∈ L
m
j (〈z,w〉), C ∈ L
m
j (w).
Set pi(x′) = z. Then we have that (pi(x′), pi(x)) = (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji and, by the previous
case, ∀jR.C ∈ L
m
j (pi(x
′)).
• L∃-rule: if ∃iR.C ∈ L
g
i (x), x is not blocked, and there does not exist y ∈ Vi, with
R ∈ Lgi (〈x, y〉) and C ∈ L
g
i (y), then create such a y. In this case, by the induction
hypothesis, we get that ∃iR.C ∈ L
m
i (pi(x)), whence, by Property (A4), there exists z ∈ Ui,
such that R ∈ Lmi (〈pi(x), z〉) and C ∈ L
m
i (z). Set pi(y) = z. Then R ∈ L
m
i (〈pi(x), pi(y)〉)
and C ∈ Lmi (pi(y)). Hence, Conditions (2.5) are not violated.
• F∃-rule: if ∃jR.C ∈ L
g
i (x) and x is not blocked, then transmit r
j←i(x, ∃jR.C), i.e.,
create x′ ∈ Vj, with x
′ ∈ org(x), such that ∃jR.C ∈ L
g
j (x
′). If ∃jR.C ∈ L
g
i (x), then,
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by the induction hypothesis, ∃jR.C ∈ L
g
m(x), whence, by Property (A4), there exist
z,w ∈ Uj, with (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji, R ∈ L
m
j (〈z,w〉) and C ∈ L
m
j (w). Set pi(x
′) = z. Then we
have that (pi(x′), pi(x)) = (z, pi(x)) ∈ mji and, by the previous case, ∃jR.C ∈ L
m
j (pi(x
′)).
Thus, Conditions (2.5) are not violated in this case either.
G must be clash-free, since, if there existed i, x, C, such that {C,¬iC} ⊆ L
g
i (x), then, by
Conditions (2.5), {C,¬iC} ⊆ L
m
i (pi(x)), which would contradict tableau Property (N1) for M .
Hence, whenever an expansion rule is applicable to G, it can be applied in such a way that
maintains Conditions (2.5). By Lemma 31, any sequence of rule applications must terminate.
Hence, we will obtain a complete and clash-free completion graph G for D from M . 
By combining Theorems 32, 33 and 34, we obtain the following theorem, which is the main
result of the paper.
Theorem 35 Let Σ be an F-ALCI ontology and D ∈ Ĉw. The F-ALCI tableau algorithm is
a sound, complete, and terminating decision procedure for satisfiability of D as witnessed by
Tw. This decision procedure is in 2NExpTime w.r.t. the size of D and the sum of the sizes
of the modules in {Ti}i∈Vw .
2.7 Summary and Discussion
Many semantic web applications require support for knowledge representation and inference
over a federation of multiple autonomous ontology modules, without having to combine them
in one location. Federated ALCI or F-ALCI is a modular description logic, each of whose
modules is roughly an ALCI ontology. F-ALCI supports importing of both concepts and
roles across modules as well as contextualized interpretation of logical connectives. We have
presented a federated tableau algorithm for deciding satisfiability of a concept expression from
a specific module’s point of view in F-ALCI. We have shown that the algorithm is sound
and complete and that its worst-case running time is non-deterministic doubly exponential
with respect to the size of the input concept and the sum of the sizes of all modules in the
federated ontology. From the complexity-theoretic point of view, this is equivalent to being
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non-deterministic doubly exponential with respect to the size of the input concept and the size
of the largest module in the federated ontology, since the number of modules is assumed to be
fixed. In the non-federated case, several tableau-based algorithms with high complexity upper
bounds have been optimized to perform well in practice [3]. We are currently in the process of
implementing the federated algorithm. Experimentation and further optimizations may lead
to a practically useful federated F-ALCI reasoner.
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Chapter3. REASONING WITH F-ALCI OVER LATTICES
Abstract
The fully contextualized, federated semantic web language F-ALCI is generalized to allow
reasoning over arbitrary certainty lattices. These are complete completely distributive lattices
with a negation operation which is order-reversing and involutive. The resulting language, de-
noted LF-ALCI, apart from supporting fully contextualized modular reasoning, encompasses
reasoning over structures with a wide variety of orderings, including fuzzy reasoning. The work
takes after similar work of Sraccia, who pioneered reasoning over lattices for the description
logic ALC.
3.1 Introduction
This paper is a contribution to the ongoing efforts to endow the world wide web with
machine interpretable content and machine interoperable resources and services, thus trans-
forming it into the semantic web [11]. Knowledge representation and knowledge acquisition
in the semantic web are aimed to be performed, at least partially, by machines and, thus,
have to be machine-friendly. The most common platform for this machine-oriented knowledge
representation are ontologies. They provide both a syntactic and a semantic framework for
reasoning with resources and relations between them. Because in a typical web application
many agents contribute parts of an ontology that are often partially overlapping, a significant
effort in the area of ontologies focuses on what are called modular or federated ontologies
[13, 40, 28, 73, 104, 5, 8]. These are ontologies with multiple modules. Each of the mod-
ules is typically constructed independently of other modules and possibly stored in a different
machine. The semantics of a modular ontology allows for a smooth interaction between the
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overlapping parts of these various independently developed modules.
For constructing ontologies, the most commonly used languages are those that form decid-
able fragments of first-order logic; they are termed description logics and the reader is referred
to the introduction [2] for more details. On the other hand, to support modularization, several
modular ontology formalisms have been introduced and explored. Examples include distributed
description logics (DDL)[13, 40], E-Connections [28], semantic importing [73], semantic bind-
ing [104], and package-based description logics (P-DL) [5, 8]. In all these approaches, several
constructs are provided for sharing of knowledge across ontology modules. An alternative ap-
proach to knowledge reuse relies on a particular notion of modularity of ontologies based on the
notion of conservative extensions [41, 24, 23], which allows ontology modules to be interpreted
using standard semantics by requiring that they share the same interpretation domain.
This paper focuses on a specific kind of description logic and a specific kind of modular
ontology language. We will combine various features of both languages in order to create a
novel modular ontology language that will allow us to reason about uncertain or imprecise
knowledge on the semantic web.
The description logic that our language will be based on is the language L-ALCI. Its
syntax coincides with the syntax of the well-known description logic ALCI, which allows
forming negations, conjunctions, disjunctions, universal and existential role quantifications of
concepts and role inversions. L-ALCI and ALCI differ from each other with respect to their
semantics. Whereas reasoning in ALCI is based on boolean interpretations and, therefore,
can accommodate certain (true or false) knowledge, the semantics of L-ALCI provides for
reasoning with uncertain information. More precisely, the concept expressions of L-ALCI
are interpreted in a complete completely distributive lattice L of certainty values having a
negation operation. A description logic along these lines was introduced by Straccia in [93],
whose paper was the inspiration for considering this framework. Knowledge management of
uncertain or imprecise information has been considered before, for instance in [47, 53, 64]
using probability theory, [49] using possibility theory, [75, 90] using many-valued logics and
[12, 48, 91, 92, 96, 103] using fuzzy logic. This list of references is indicative of some of the
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efforts spent towards handling uncertainty and it is not meant to be exhaustive.
The modular ontology language that we will be basing our investigations on is the language
F-ALCI, which was introduced and studied in some detail by the authors in [97]. It is a mod-
ular ontology language whose main feature is that all its logical connectives are contextualized,
i.e., are interpreted locally and their interpretations are then propagated using image-domain
relations that relate individuals in different interpretation domains. This language is related
to P-DLs, which were previously considered in [5, 8]. P-DLs have only logical negation as a
contextualized connective. Furthermore, the semantics in the two platforms are different. P-
DL semantics imposes more restrictions on the image-domain relations resulting in a very tight
relationship between the overlapping elements of the interpretation domains. Consequently,
P-DL semantics is less flexible.
This paper aims at combining the expressive power of F-ALCI with the idea drawn from L-
ALCI of allowing interpretations to vary over arbitrary uncertainty lattices. In this way, given
an uncertainty lattice L, a new modular ontology language LF-ALCI is obtained. Its syntax
is identical with the syntax of F-ALCI. Its semantics, however, allows reasoning with F-ALCI
concepts and F-ALCI subsumptions using lattice-theoretic tools. More precisely, membership
of an element in a concept extension or of a pair of elements in a role extension is not just
true or false but is, instead, assigned a certainty value drawn from the given certainty lattice
L. Based on this basic assignments and various recursive rules involving both the available
contextualized logical connectives and the image-domain relations, all memberships in complex
concept expressions assume specific certainty values. Apart from formulating this framework,
we also present a reduction from LF-ALCI to L-ALCI. This reduction allows us to draw con-
clusions on various computational aspects of LF-ALCI from corresponding statements known
about L-ALCI. For instance, Straccia [93] has shown that, under appropriate restrictions on
the structure of subsumptions and on the certainty lattice L, satisfiability of an ABox in the
language L-ALC is PSPACE-complete with respect to the joint cardinality of the ABox and
the lattice. Our result shows that, under the same restrictions as Straccia’s on L, satisfiability
in the language LF-ALCI is of the same complexity as satisfiability of an acyclic TBox in
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L-ALCI. The transformation of an acyclic TBox to an ABox, however, may be of exponential
length in general. It is still open whether the tracing technique [95] may be used to transform
an acyclic L-ALCI TBox to an L-ALCI ABox. In that case, under the same restrictions as
Straccia’s on L, satisfiability in the language LF-ALCI would also be PSPACE-complete.
In summary, the main contribution of the paper is the study of a modular ontology language
that incorporates contextualized and uncertain reasoning. Whereas modularity and contextu-
alization, on the one hand, and uncertainty, on the other, have been studied separately before,
to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that they are being studied in a common
framework. Moreover, for acyclic terminological knowledge, the combination of these features
does not increase the computational complexity of reasoning.
3.2 A Quick Review of L-ALCI and F-ALCI
3.2.1 L-ALCI Syntax and Semantics
Let L = 〈L,≤〉 be a complete completely distributive lattice, with L its universe and ≤ the
partial ordering of L. Denote by ∧ and ∨, as usual, the meet and join operations, respectively,
induced by ≤ and by 1 and 0 its top and bottom elements. This lattice is perceived as a lattice
of “certainty” values into which the expressions of the language F-ALCI will be interpreted.
To accommodate negation, we assume that L is also equipped with a negation, i.e., an anti-
monotone involutive unary operation ∼ with respect to ≤. More explicitly, this means that,
for all a, b ∈ L,
• a ≤ b implies ∼b ≤ ∼a and
• ∼∼a = a.
The term certainty lattice is used to refer to the structure L = 〈L,≤,∼〉. Note that in such
a lattice, the De Morgan Laws hold. Examples of certainty lattices, many of which have been
widely used in various contexts and for various forms of reasoning in AI, are provided in [93].
Some of them are:
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• Classical 0-1: The 2-element Boolean algebra L{0,1}, where 0 denotes falsity and 1
truth;
• Fuzzy: The real unit interval L[0,1], with negation ∼ α = 1− α, for all α ∈ [0, 1].
• Four-Valued: Belnap’s FOUR, with four values f, t, u, i, satisfying f ≤ u ≤ t and
f ≤ i ≤ t. Negation is given by ∼ f = t and ∼ u = u,∼ i = i. Intuitively, u stands for
unknown and i for inconsistency.
• Many-Valued: This is the lattice Ln with n values 0,
1
n−1 , . . . ,
n−2
n−1 , 1 with the ordinary
ordering. Negation is as in L[0,1].
The syntax of the language L-ALCI is identical to the syntax of the well-known language
ALCI. More precisely, we have a collection C of concept names and a collection R or role
names. Then the set R̂ or roles is the set R̂ = R ∪ R−, where R− = {R− : R ∈ R}. The
set Ĉ of concepts is defined recursively using the following syntax rules for constructing new
concepts:
A ∈ C,⊤,⊥,¬C,C ⊓D,C ⊔D,∃R.C,∀R.C,
for all C,D ∈ Ĉ and all R ∈ R̂. A (subsumption) formula is an expression of the form
C ⊑ D, with C,D ∈ Ĉ. An ontology (also known as a knowledge base or, for the purposes
of this paper, as a TBox) is a finite set of formulas. The ALCI-semantics interprets all logical
connectives in the usual way (see Chapter 2 of [2]). This notion of an ALCI-interpretation
is generalized to obtain the notion of an L-ALCI-interpretation, which allows reasoning with
uncertain and/or imprecise information based on the certainty values provided by the lattice
L. The definition is essentially that of [93].
An L-ALCI-interpretation, or simply L-interpretation, is a pair I = 〈∆I , ·I〉, where
∆I is a nonempty set, the domain of the interpretation, and ·I is an interpretation function
mapping
• a concept name C into a function CI : ∆I → L
• a role name R into a function RI : ∆I ×∆I → L.
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For all a, b ∈ ∆I , CI(a) and RI(a, b) are supposed to provide the degree of certainty of a being
an instance of the concept C and of (a, b) being an instance of the role R, respectively, under
the interpretation I. The interpretation function ·I extends to arbitrary roles and concepts by
using the following rules recursively, for all a, b ∈ ∆I :
R−
I
(a, b) = RI(b, a)
⊤I(a) = 1
⊥I(a) = 0
(¬C)I(a) = ∼CI(a)
(C ⊓D)I(a) = CI(a) ∧DI(a)
(C ⊔D)I(a) = CI(a) ∨DI(a)
(∀R.C)I(a) =
∧
b∈∆I (∼R
I(a, b) ∨CI(b))
(∃R.C)I(a) =
∨
b∈∆I (R
I(a, b) ∧ CI(b)).
Given a formula C ⊑ D and an interpretation I, I satisfies C ⊑ D or I is a model of C ⊑ D
if, for all a ∈ ∆I , we have CI(a) ≤ DI(a). An interpretation I satisfies a knowledge base T
or is a model of T if it is a model of every formula τ ∈ T .
Given a specific collection D ⊆ C of concept names, an L-interpretation I D-satisfies a
knowledge base T or is a D-model of T if it is a model of every formula τ ∈ T , such that
DI : ∆I → {0, 1}, for all D ∈ D. In other words a D-model interprets the concept names in
D as subsets of ∆I in the ordinary way.
Example: Suppose that we are dealing with a knowledge base T consisting of information
about the employees of a certain university. This knowledge base uses ALCI as the un-
derlying language and contains three concept names Faculty, Highly-Paid-Faculty and
Productive-Faculty. Clearly, if the language is to be interpreted in any certainty lattice,
the extension of the concept Faculty should be a {0, 1}-interpretation, whereas the extensions
of the other two concept names could be arbitrary evaluations in this lattice. Thus, to an-
swer a query concerning faculty of the university, e.g., to get the certainty values of the set of
all faculty that are both highly-paid and productive, we would like to evaluate the extension
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of Highly-Paid-Faculty⊓ Productive-Faculty in the knowledge base T , that includes the
axioms
Highly-Paid-Faculty ⊑ Faculty
Productive-Faculty ⊑ Faculty,
under all interpretations that {Faculty}-satisfy T . If there were other concept names in T
that should be given “crisp” interpretations, they should be added in this latter set. 
3.2.2 The Federated Language F-ALCI
The fully contextualized federated extension of ALCI, denoted by F-ALCI, was introduced
in [97].
Suppose a directed acyclic graph G = 〈V,E〉, with V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, is given. For technical
reasons, a loop is added on each vertex of G. For every node i ∈ V , the signature of the i-
language includes a set Ci of i-concept names and a set Ri of i-role names. We assume
that all sets of names are pairwise disjoint. Out of these, a set of i-concepts Ĉi and a set of
i-roles R̂i are built.
Definition 36 (Roles and Concepts) The set of i-roles or i-role expressions R̂i consists
of expressions of the form R,R−, with R ∈ Rj , (j, i) ∈ E.
The set of i-concepts or i-concept expressions Ĉi, on the other hand, is defined recur-
sively as follows:
A ∈ Cj ,⊤j,⊥j ,¬jC,C ⊓j D,C ⊔j D,∃jR.C,∀jR.C, (3.1)
where (j, i) ∈ E, C,D ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj and R ∈ R̂i ∩ R̂j.
Using the concepts and roles of F-ALCI, we define its formulas, as follows:
For any i ∈ V , the i-formulas are expressions of the form C ⊑ D, with C,D ∈ Ĉi. An
F-ALCI-ontology or F-ALCI-knowledge base is a collection T = {Ti}i∈V , where Ti is a
finite set of i-formulas, i ∈ V . The Ti’s are referred to as the modules of the ontology T .
An F-ALCI-interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 consists of a family Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉, i ∈
V , of local interpretations, together with a family of image domain relations rij ⊆
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∆i ×∆j, (i, j) ∈ E, such that rii = id∆i , for all i ∈ V .
Notation: For a binary relation r ⊆ ∆i ×∆j, X ⊆ ∆i and S ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, we set
r(X) := {y ∈ ∆j : (∃x ∈ X)((x, y) ∈ r)},
r(S) := {(z,w) ∈ ∆j ×∆j : (∃(x, y) ∈ S)((x, z), (y,w) ∈ r)}.
A local interpretation function ·i interprets i-role names and i-concept names, as well as
⊥i and ⊤i, as follows:
• Ci ⊆ ∆i, for all C ∈ Ci,
• Ri ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, for all R ∈ Ri,
• ⊤ii = ∆
i, ⊥ii = ∅.
On the other hand, ·i interprets j-concept names and j-role names, for (j, i) ∈ E, sometimes
referred to as imported concept and role names, respectively, using the following rules:
• Ci = rji(C
j), for all C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi,
• Ri = rji(R
j), for all R ∈ Rj ∩ R̂i,
• ⊤ij = rji(∆
j), ⊥ij = ∅.
The recursive features of the local interpretation function ·i are as follows:
• R−
i
= Ri
−
, for all R ∈ Ri,
• (¬jC)
i = rji(∆
j\Cj)
• (C ⊓j D)
i = rji(C
j ∩Dj)
• (C ⊔j D)
i = rji(C
j ∪Dj)
• (∃jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y)((x, y) ∈ Rj and y ∈ Cj)})
• (∀jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∀y)((x, y) 6∈ Rj or y ∈ Cj)})
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For all i ∈ V , i-satisfiability, denoted by |=i, is defined by I |=i C ⊑ D if C
i ⊆ Di. Given a
knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V , the interpretation I is a model of Ti, written I |=i Ti, if I |=i τ ,
for every τ ∈ Ti. Moreover, I is a model of T , written I |= T , whenever I |=i Ti, for every
i ∈ V .
Let w ∈ V . Define Gw = 〈Vw, Ew〉 to be the subgraph of G induced by those vertices in G
from which w is reachable and T ∗w := {Ti}i∈Vw . We say that an F-ALCI-ontology T = {Ti}i∈V
is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if T
∗
w has a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉,
such that ∆w 6= ∅. A concept C is satisfiable as witnessed by Tw if there is a model I of
T ∗w, such that C
w 6= ∅. A concept subsumption C ⊑ D is valid as witnessed by Tw, denoted
by C ⊑w D, if, for every model I of T
∗
w, C
w ⊆ Dw. An alternative notation for C ⊑w D is
T ∗w |=w C ⊑ D.
3.3 LF-ALCI: Reasoning with F-ALCI over Lattices
We now proceed to describe the syntax and semantics of LF-ALCI, which extends the
modular ontology language F-ALCI to support reasoning over arbitrary certainty lattices.
Since the syntax of LF-ALCI is identical with the syntax of F-ALCI, which was reviewed
in the previous section, we concentrate here on the semantics. As contrasted with the language
F-ALCI, the novel feature of the new language is its semantics which allows its expressions to
be interpreted as arbitrary values in the certainty lattice L, rather than just as “true” (1) or
“false” (0).
Definition 37 An interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 consists of a family Ii = 〈∆
i,
·i〉, i ∈ V , of local interpretations, together with a family of image domain relations
rij : ∆
i ×∆j → L, (i, j) ∈ E, such that, for all i ∈ V ,
rii(a, b) =


1, if a = b
0, otherwise
A local interpretation function ·i interprets i-role names and i-concept names, as well as
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⊥i and ⊤i, as follows:
• Ci : ∆i → L, for all C ∈ Ci,
• Ri : ∆i ×∆i → L, for all R ∈ Ri,
• ⊤ii : ∆
i → L is the function ⊤ii(a) = 1, for all a ∈ ∆
i,
• ⊥ii : ∆
i → L is the function ⊥ii(a) = 0, for all a ∈ ∆
i.
The interpretations of imported role names and imported concept names are computed by
the following rules, for all a, b ∈ ∆i:
• Ci(a) =
∨
c∈∆j(C
j(c) ∧ rji(c, a)), for all C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi,
• Ri(a, b) =
∨
c,d∈∆j(R
j(c, d) ∧ rji(c, a) ∧ rji(d, b)), for all R ∈ Rj ∩ R̂i,
• ⊤ij(a) =
∨
c∈∆j(⊤
j
j(c) ∧ rji(c, a)) =
∨
c∈∆j rji(c, a),
• ⊥ij(a) = 0.
Example: Assume that L = L[0,1]. Suppose that we are dealing with the knowledge base T
containing information about certain products. It consists of two modules T1 and T2 describing
different but related varieties of products that only partially match (like, e.g., cameras and
camcorders). In this context, if the knowledge base is to compute the certainty value of product
A in the domain ∆2 being in the extension of the concept Expensive, defined in module T1,
(see Figure 3.1), it would have to perform the following computation:
Expensive2(A) = (Expensive1(a) ∧ r12(a,A)) ∨ (Expensive
1(b) ∧ r12(b,A))
= (38 ∧
3
4) ∨ (
3
4 ∧
1
4)
= 38 ∨
1
4
= 38 .
The conclusion is that product A in ∆2 is expensive with degree 38 . 
The recursive features of the local interpretation function ·i are given, for all a, b ∈ ∆i, by:
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Figure 3.1 An Interpretation over L[0,1].
• R−
i
(a, b) = Ri(b, a), for all R ∈ Ri,
• (¬jC)
i(a) =
∨
c∈∆j (∼C
j(c) ∧ rji(c, a))
• (C ⊓j D)
i(a) =
∨
c∈∆j(C
j(c) ∧Dj(c) ∧ rji(c, a))
• (C ⊔j D)
i(a) =
∨
c∈∆j((C
j(c) ∨Dj(c)) ∧ rji(c, a))
• (∃jR.C)
i(a) =
∨
c∈∆j(
∨
d∈∆j(R
j(c, d) ∧ Cj(d)) ∧ rji(c, a))
• (∀jR.C)
i(a) =
∨
c∈∆j(
∧
d∈∆j(∼R
j(c, d) ∨ Cj(d)) ∧ rji(c, a))
Example: Assume that L = L[0,1]. We illustrate the application of the recursive ∃-rule by
computing (∃1R.C)
2(a) in the interpretation of a federated knowledge base T , that consists of
two modules T1 and T2, which is depicted in Figure 3.2. The leftmost column of numbers gives
the certainty value of membership in C1. The second column provides the certainty values of
membership in R1 and the values between the two rectangular boxes are the certainty values
for membership in the image domain relation r12. The computation goes as follows:
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Figure 3.2 Another Interpretation over L[0,1].
(∃1R.C)
2(a) = [[(R1(c1, d1) ∧ C
1(d1)) ∨ (R
1(c1, d2) ∧ C
1(d2))] ∧ r12(c1, a)]∨
[[(R1(c2, d2) ∧ C
1(d2)) ∨ (R
1(c2, d3) ∧ C
1(d3))∨
(R1(c2, d4) ∧ C
1(d4))] ∧ r12(c2, a)]
= [[(18 ∧
3
4) ∨ (
3
8 ∧
1
2)] ∧
1
4 ] ∨ [[(
1
4 ∧
1
2) ∨ (
5
8 ∧
1
4) ∨ (
7
8 ∧
3
4 )] ∧
3
4 ]
= ((18 ∨
3
8 ) ∧
1
4) ∨ ((
1
4 ∨
1
4 ∨
3
4) ∧
3
4)
= 34 .
Thus a is an element in (∃1R.C)
2 with certainty value 34 . 
For all i ∈ V , i-satisfiability, denoted by |=i, is defined by I |=i C ⊑ D if, for all a ∈ ∆
i,
Ci(a) ≤ Di(a). Given a TBox T = {Ti}i∈V , the interpretation I is a model of Ti, written
I |=i Ti, if I |=i τ , for every τ ∈ Ti. Moreover, I is a model of T , written I |= T , whenever
I |=i Ti, for every i ∈ V .
Let w ∈ V . Define Gw = 〈Vw, Ew〉 to be the subgraph of G induced by those vertices in G
from which w is reachable and T ∗w := {Ti}i∈Vw . We say that an LF-ALCI-ontology T = {Ti}i∈V
is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if T
∗
w has a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉,
such that ∆w 6= ∅. A concept C is satisfiable as witnessed by Tw if there is a model I
of T ∗w, such that C
w is not the zero function. A concept subsumption C ⊑ D is valid as
witnessed by Tw, denoted by C ⊑w D, if, for every model I of T
∗
w, C
w(a) ≤ Dw(a), for all
a ∈ ∆w. An alternative notation for C ⊑w D is T
∗
w |=w C ⊑ D.
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3.4 A Reduction from LF-ALCI to L-ALCI
A reduction R from an LF-ALCI KB Σd = {Ti}i∈V to an L-ALCI KB Σ := R(Σd)
follows along the same lines as a corresponding reduction from F-ALCI to ALCI presented in
[97] and is obtained as follows:
The signature of Σ is the union of the local signatures of the modules together with a global
top ⊤, a global bottom ⊥, local top concepts ⊤i, for all i ∈ V , and, finally, a collection of new
role names {Rij}(i,j)∈E , i.e.,
Sig(Σ) =
⋃
i
(Ci ∪Ri) ∪ {⊤,⊥} ∪ {⊤i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {Rij : (i, j) ∈ E}.
Moreover, various axioms derived from the structure of Σd are added to Σ.
• For each C ∈ Ci, C ⊑ ⊤i is added to Σ.
• For each R ∈ Ri, ⊤i is stipulated to be the domain and range of R, i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R
−.⊤i
and ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i are added to Σ.
• For each new role name Rij, ⊤i is stipulated to be its domain and ⊤j to be its range,
i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−ij.⊤i and ⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij.⊤j are added to Σ.
• For each C ⊑ D ∈ Ti, #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is added to Σ, where #i is a function from Ĉi to
the set of L-ALCI-concepts. The precise definition of #i is given below.
The mapping #i(C) serves to maintain the compatibility of the concept domains. It is
defined by induction on the structure of C ∈ Ĉi:
• #i(C) = C, if C ∈ Ci;
• #i(C) = ∃R
−
ji.#j(C), if C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi;
• #i(¬jD) = ∃R
−
ji.(¬ #j(D) ⊓⊤j);
• #i(D ⊞j E) = ∃R
−
ji.(#j(D)⊞#j(E)), where ⊞ = ⊓ or ⊞ = ⊔;
• #i(∃jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∃R
−
kj.(∃R.(∃Rkj.#j(D)))), for R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k ;
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• #i(∀jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(D)))), for R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k .
In the next section we show that the reduction R is sound and complete in the sense that,
if the local top concept ⊤w in R(Σd) is {⊤i,⊥i : i ∈ V }-satisfiable in an L-ALCI-model
of R(Σd), then Σd itself is consistent as witnessed by Tw and conversely. {⊤i,⊥i : i ∈ V }-
satisfiability will be referred to in the sequel as tb-satisfiability (top, bottom satisfiability)
and a corresponding model termed a tb-model.
3.5 Soundness and Completeness of the Reduction R
In this section we present the main result of the paper, viz. that the soundness and com-
pleteness proofs can be carried out in the case of an interpretation into a general complete
completely distributive lattice with negation, rather than just the classical Boolean interpre-
tation.
3.5.1 Soundness
Definition 38 Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an LF-ALCI KB and I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 an interpretation of
the L-ALCI ontology R(Σd). Construct an interpretation F(I) = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 for
Σd as follows:
• ∆i = {a ∈ ∆I : ⊤Ii (a) > 0}, for all i ∈ V ;
• Ci(a) = CI(a), for all a ∈ ∆i and every C ∈ Ci;
• Ri(a, b) = RI(a, b), for all a, b ∈ ∆i and every R ∈ Ri;
• rij(a, b) = R
I
ij(a, b), for all a ∈ ∆
i, b ∈ ∆j and every (i, j) ∈ E.
We start with an easy technical lemma that shows, roughly speaking, that the image of the
interpretation of a concept C under the interpretation of one of the new role names Rij is equal
to the interpretation of the concept ∃R−ij.C in the same model. This lemma is preparatory in
dealing with the various cases involved in the definition of the translation function #i.
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Lemma 39 Let Σd be an LF-ALCI KB and I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 an interpretation for R(Σd). Then,
for every concept C ∈ Ĉi,
(∃R−ij.C)
I(a) =
∨
c∈∆I
(CI(c) ∧RIij(c, a)), for all a ∈ ∆
I .
Proof: We do indeed have
(∃R−ij.C)
I(a) =
∨
c∈∆I (R
−
ij
I
(a, c) ∧ CI(c)) (by the definition of ·I)
=
∨
c∈∆I (C
I(c) ∧RIij(c, a)) (by the definition of R
−
ij
I
).

Next, we present another technical lemma which supplies the precise value of the interpre-
tation of the concept ∀R−kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C))) in terms of the translation #j(C) of a concept
C ∈ Ĉj and the role name R ∈ Rk. This lemma will help us deal with the universal quantifi-
cation case involved in the recursive definition of the translation function #i.
Lemma 40 Let Σd be an LF-ALCI KB and I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 an interpretation for R(Σd). Then,
for all D ∈ Ĉj , R ∈ Rk and for all c ∈ ∆
I ,
(∀R−kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(D))))
I(c) =∧
f∈∆I (∼
∨
d,e∈∆I (R
I
kj(d, c) ∧R
I(d, e) ∧RIkj(e, f)) ∨#j(D)
I(f)).
(3.2)
Proof:
Using the definition of ·I three times, complete distributivity of disjunction over infinitary
conjunction and the infinitary version of De Morgan’s Law, we get
(∀R−kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(C))))
I(c)
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=
∧
d∈∆I (∼R
−
kj
I
(c, d) ∨ (∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(D)))
I(d))
=
∧
d∈∆I (∼R
I
kj(d, c) ∨
∧
e∈∆I (∼R
I(d, e) ∨ (∀Rkj.#j(D))
I(e)))
=
∧
d∈∆I (∼R
I
kj(d, c) ∨
∧
e∈∆I (∼R
I(d, e)∨∧
f∈∆I (∼R
I
kj(e, f) ∨#j(D)
I(f))))
=
∧
d∈∆I (∼R
I
kj(d, c) ∨
∧
e∈∆I (
∧
f∈∆I (∼R
I(d, e)∨
∼RIkj(e, f) ∨#j(D)
I(f))))
=
∧
d∈∆I (
∧
e∈∆I (
∧
f∈∆I (∼R
I
kj(d, c) ∨ ∼R
I(d, e)∨
∼RIkj(e, f) ∨#j(D)
I(f))))
=
∧
f∈∆I (
∧
d,e∈∆I (∼(R
I
kj(d, c) ∧R
I(d, e) ∧RIkj(e, f)) ∨#j(D)
I(f)))
=
∧
f∈∆I (∼
∨
d,e∈∆I (R
I
kj(d, c) ∧R
I(d, e) ∧RIkj(e, f)) ∨#j(D)
I(f)).

To relate the interpretation I with its federated counterpart F(I), we need to establish a
correspondence between the interpretation of the translation #i(C) of a concept C ∈ Ĉi under
I and that of the concept C under F(I). This relationship is explored in the following lemma.
Lemma 41 Let Σd be an LF-ALCI KB, I = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 a tb-interpretation for R(Σd) and
F(I) = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉, with Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉. Then, for all i ∈ V , all C ∈ Ĉi and all
a ∈ ∆i, #i(C)
I(a) = Ci(a).
Proof: We do this by structural induction on C. Since the De Morgan Laws hold for the
Lattice L, we will restrict attention to negation, conjunction and value restriction.
For the basis of the induction, if C ∈ Ci, a ∈ ∆
i,
#i(C)
I(a) = CI(a) (by the definition of #i(C))
= Ci(a), (by the definition of Ci(a))
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whereas, if C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi, we get, for all a ∈ ∆
i,
#i(C)
I(a) = (∃R−ji.#j(C))
I(a) (by the definition of #i(C))
=
∨
c∈∆I (#j(C)
I(c) ∧RIji(c, a)) (by Lemma 39)
=
∨
c∈∆I (C
j(c) ∧ rji(c, a)) (by the definition of rji
and the previous case)
=
∨
c∈∆j(C
j(c) ∧ rji(c, a)) (since C ⊑ ⊤j)
= Ci(a). (by the definition of Ci(a))
For C = ¬jD, we have, for all a ∈ ∆
i,
#i(¬jD)
I(a) = (∃R−ji.(¬#j(D) ⊓ ⊤j))
I(a) (by the definition of #i(¬jD))
=
∨
c∈∆I ((¬#j(D) ⊓ ⊤j)
I(c) ∧RIji(c, a)) (by Lemma 39)
=
∨
c∈∆I ((¬#j(D))
I(c) ∧ ⊤Ij (c) ∧R
I
ji(c, a))
(by the definition of ·I)
=
∨
c∈∆I (∼#j(D)
I(c) ∧ ⊤Ij (c) ∧R
I
ji(c, a))
(by the definition of ·I)
=
∨
c∈∆I (∼D
j(c) ∧ ⊤Ij (c) ∧ rji(c, a)) (by the definition of F(I)
and the induction hypothesis)
=
∨
c∈∆j(∼D
j(c) ∧ rji(c, a)) (lattice-theoretically)
= (¬jD)
i(a). (by the definition of (¬jD)
i(a))
Note that the fact that I is a tb-interpretation is crucial in the next-to-last equality. This
condition will also be used in the proofs for other connectives.
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For ⊓, we get, for all a ∈ ∆i,
#i(D ⊓j E)
I(a) = (∃R−ji.(#j(D) ⊓#j(E)))
I(a) (by the definition of
#i(D ⊓j E))
=
∨
c∈∆I ((#j(D) ⊓#j(E))
I(c) ∧RIji(c, a)) (by Lemma 39)
=
∨
c∈∆I ((#j(D)
I(c) ∧#j(E)
I(c)) ∧RIji(c, a))
(by the definition of ·I)
=
∨
c∈∆I ((D
j(c) ∧ Ej(c)) ∧ rji(c, a)) (by the definition of
F(I) and the induction hypothesis)
=
∨
c∈∆j ((D
j(c) ∧ Ej(c)) ∧ rji(c, a)) (since D
j , Ej ≤ ⊤Ij )
= (D ⊓j E)
i(a). (by the definition of (D ⊓j E)
i(a))
For C = #i(∀jR.D), with R ∈ Rk, we obtain, for all a ∈ ∆
i,
#i(∀jR.D)
I(a) = (∃R−ji.(∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.(#j(D))))))
I (a)
(by the definition of #i(∀jR.D))
=
∨
c∈∆I ((∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj(#j(D)))))
I (c) ∧RIji(c, a))
(by Lemma 39)
=
∨
c∈∆j((∀R
−
kj .(∀R.(∀Rkj(#j(D)))))
I (c) ∧ rji(c, a))
=
∨
c∈∆j(
∧
f∈∆I (∼
∨
d,e∈∆I (R
I
kj(d, c) ∧R
I(d, e) ∧RIkj(e, f))∨
#j(D)
I(f)) ∧ rji(c, a)) (by Equation (3.2))
=
∨
c∈∆j(
∧
f∈∆j (∼
∨
d,e∈∆k(rkj(d, c) ∧R
k(d, e) ∧ rkj(e, f))∨
Dj(f)) ∧ rji(c, a))
(by the definition of F(I) and the induction hypothesis)
=
∨
c∈∆j(
∧
f∈∆j (∼R
j(c, f) ∨Dj(f)) ∧ rji(c, a))
(by the definition of Rj(c, f))
= (∀jR.D)
i(a). (by the definition of (∀jR.D)
i(a))

The following is the soundness theorem for the reduction R.
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Theorem 42 (Soundness) Let Σd be an LF-ALCI KB, and Tw a module of Σd. If ⊤w is
tb-satisfiable with respect to R(T ∗w), then Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw.
Proof:
Suppose that ⊤w is tb-satisfiable with respect to R(T
∗
w). Then R(T
∗
w) has a model I =
〈∆I , ·I〉, such that ⊤Iw is not identically 0. Our goal is to show that F(I) = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw ,
{rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉 is a model of T
∗
w, such that ∆
w 6= ∅.
Clearly, we have ∆w = {a ∈ ∆I : ⊤Iw(a) 6= 0} 6= ∅, by the hypothesis. So it suffices to
show that F(I) is a model of the federated ontology T ∗w, i.e., that it satisfies Ii |= Ti, for every
i ∈ Vw. Suppose that C ⊑ D ∈ Ti. By the construction of R(T
∗
w) and the fact that I |= R(T
∗
w),
we must have, for all a ∈ ∆I , #i(C)
I(a) ≤ #i(D)
I(a), whence, by Lemma 41, for all a ∈ ∆i,
Ci(a) ≤ Di(a), showing that F(I) |= T ∗w. 
3.5.2 Completeness of the Reduction
We turn now to the proof of the completeness of the reduction R. Informally speaking, it
will be shown that, if an LF-ALCI KB Σd is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw, then
the corresponding local top concept ⊤w in Σ = R(Σd) is satisfiable.
Definition 43 Suppose that Σd is an LF-ALCI KB and that Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 is a
model of Σd. Construct a tb-interpretation I := G(Id) = 〈∆
I , ·I〉 of R(Σd) as follows:
• ∆I =
⋃
i∈V ∆
i;
• ⊤Ii (a) =


1, if a ∈ ∆i
0, otherwise
, for every a ∈ ∆I , i ∈ V ;
• CI(a) =


Ci(a), if a ∈ ∆i
0, otherwise
, for every a ∈ ∆I, C ∈ Ci;
• RI(a, b) =


Ri(a, b), if a, b ∈ ∆i
0, otherwise
, for every a, b ∈ ∆I, R ∈ Ri;
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• RIij(a, b) =


rij(a, b), if (a, b) ∈ ∆
i ×∆j
0, otherwise
, for every a, b ∈ ∆I, (i, j) ∈ E.
To relate the federated interpretation Id with its single module-counterpart I := G(Id),
we need to establish a correspondence between the interpretation of the translation #i(C) of
a concept C ∈ Ĉi under F(Id) and that of the concept C under I. Such a correspondence is
established in the following lemma.
Lemma 44 Let Σd be an LF-ALCI KB, Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 a model of Σd and set
I := G(Id) = 〈∆
I , ·I〉. Then, for all i ∈ V , C ∈ Ĉi and a ∈ ∆
i, #i(C)
I(a) = Ci(a).
Proof:
This will follow directly from Lemma 41 once it is shown that Id = F(G(Id)). We have,
using the full model names to keep notation clear,
• For all i ∈ V , ∆F(G(Id))i = {a ∈ ∆G(Id) : ⊤
G(Id)
i (a) 6= 0} = ∆
(Id)i .
• For every C ∈ Ci and all a ∈ ∆i, CF(G(Id))i(a) = CG(Id)(a) = C(Id)i(a).
• For all R ∈ Ri, a, b ∈ ∆
i, we get RF(G(Id))i(a, b) = RG(Id)(a, b) = R(Id)i(a, b).
• For all (i, j) ∈ E, a ∈ ∆i, b ∈ ∆j, r
F(G(Id))
ij (a, b) = R
G(Id)
ij (a, b) = r
Id
ij (a, b) = rij(a, b),
where the superscripts of rij’s specify the model of which they are part.
Therefore, we do indeed have Id = F(G(Id)). By Lemma 41, for all a ∈ ∆
i, #i(C)
I(a) =
#i(C)
G(Id)(a) = CF(G(Id))i(a) = C(Id)i(a) = Ci(a). 
The main goal of this section is to show that the converse of Theorem 42 also holds.
Theorem 45 (Completeness) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an LF-ALCI ontology. If Σd is consis-
tent as witnessed by a module Tw, then ⊤w is tb-satisfiable with respect to R(T
∗
w).
Proof:
Suppose that Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw. Thus, it has a model Id = 〈{Ii}i∈V ,
{rij}(i,j)∈E〉, such that ∆
w 6= ∅. We proceed to show that I := G(Id) is a tb-model of R(T
∗
w),
such that ⊤Iw is not identically 0.
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Since, by hypothesis, ∆w 6= ∅, there exists a ∈ ∆w. Thus, by the definition of ⊤Iw,
⊤Iw(a) = 1 and, therefore, ⊤
I
w is not identically 0.
Clearly, if C ∈ Ci, then, for all a ∈ ∆
I ,
CI(a) =


Ci(a), if a ∈ ∆i
0, otherwise

 ≤


1, if a ∈ ∆i
0, otherwise

 = ⊤Ii (a),
whence C ⊑ ⊤i holds in I.
To see that ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−.⊤i holds in I, we must show that, for all a ∈ ∆
I , ⊤I(a) ≤∧
c∈∆I (∼R
I(c, a)∨⊤Ii (c)). In turn, it suffices to show that, for all c ∈ ∆
I , ∼RI(c, a)∨⊤Ii (c) =
1. In fact, if c 6∈ ∆i, then RI(c, a) = 0, whence ∼RI(c, a) = 1 and, thus, ∼RI(c, a)∨⊤Ii (c) = 1.
If, on the other hand, c ∈ ∆i, then ⊤Ii (c) = 1, whence, again, ∼R
I(c, a)∨⊤Ii (c) = 1. The fact
that I |= ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i may be shown similarly. Also along the same lines follow the proofs that
the two concept inclusion axioms ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−ij.⊤i and ⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij.⊤j are valid in I.
Finally, suppose that #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is in R(Σd). Then C ⊑ D ∈ Ti and, since Id |= Σd,
we must have, for all a ∈ ∆i, Ci(a) ≤ Di(a). Therefore, by Lemma 44, for all a ∈ ∆I ,
#i(C)
I(a) ≤ #i(D)
I(a), which shows that I |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D). Thus, if Id |= T
∗
w, we must
have that G(Id) |= R(T
∗
w). This concludes the proof that, if Σd is consistent as witnessed by a
package Tw, then ⊤w is tb-satisfiable with respect to R(T
∗
w). 
By combining Theorems 42 and 45 we get the following
Theorem 46 (Soundness and Completeness) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an LF-ALCI onto-
logy. Σd is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if and only if ⊤w is tb-satisfiable with
respect to R(T ∗w).
3.5.3 Complexity
Straccia [93] provides a tableau-style calculus for deciding satisfiability in the language
L-ALC under some restrictions on both the form of the TBox and the certainty lattice L.
In the TBox, subsumptions are restricted to two kinds of axioms: concept specializations
and concept definitions. A concept specialization is an axiom of the form A ⊑ C and a concept
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definition an axiom of the form A = C, where, in both cases, A is a concept name and C an
arbitrary concept expression. In the TBox no concept name appears more than once on the
left hand side of an axiom and no cyclic definitions are allowed.
The certainty lattice L is assumed to be ps-safe (polynomial space safe). This requires
that L is finite and that the decision problem whether a set of constraints is inconsistent is
in polynomial space w.r.t. combined complexity. This is the complexity with respect to the
sum of the cardinalities of the knowledge base and of the certainty lattice. Using a tableau-like
calculus, he shows that satisfiability of an L-ALC knowledge base, having a TBox that satisfies
the restrictions listed above, is PSPACE-complete with respect to the combined complexity of
a ps-safe lattice, provided that the technique of transforming the TBox into an ABox [71] does
not cause exponential blow up [93, 71]. It is not difficult to see that, as in the case of ALCI
versus ALC, Straccia’s algorithm may be extended to accommodate inverse roles, i.e., to the
language L-ALCI, while preserving the complexity.
To be able to use Straccia’s result to obtain PSPACE complexity for the consistency prob-
lem for LF-ALCI, apart from imposing similar restrictions to Straccia’s on the certainty lattice
and the form of our local TBoxes, it is necessary that transforming the L-ALCI TBox resulting
from the reduction R into an ABox does not cause exponential blowup. Since this cannot be
generally ensured, we define a federated LF-ALCI terminological knowledge base Σd = {Ti}i∈V
to be tame if satisfiability of R(Σd) can be reduced to that of an ABox by the technique of
[71] in polynomial space.
Example: Assume that we have available two TBoxes T1 and T2. In T1, two concept names
A,B are defined, together with one role name R, which are related by the subsumption
A ⊑ ∃1R.B.
Tbox T2 imports concepts A,B and the role R from T1 and has no local (concept or role)
names. Let us briefly exemplify the process that would be followed, using the algorithm of
Straccia [93], to check whether it holds from the point of view of T2 that A ⊑ ∃2R.B.
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First, the ontology is transformed using R to the following single-module ontology:
A ⊑ ⊤1
B ⊑ ⊤1
⊤ ⊑ ∀R−.⊤1
⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤1
⊤ ⊑ ∀R−12.⊤1
⊤ ⊑ ∀R12.⊤2
A ⊑ ∃R.B
To conform to the requirements imposed by Straccia, we introduce two new concept names A′
and B′ and convert this ontology to the following:
A = ⊤1 ⊓ ∃R.B ⊓A
′
B = ⊤1 ⊓B
′
⊤ = ∀R−.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R
−
12.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R12.⊤2
which, by substituting ⊤1⊓B
′ for B, gives the following ontology involving only the undefined
concepts ⊤1,⊤2, A
′ and B′:
A = ⊤1 ⊓ ∃R.(⊤1 ⊓B
′) ⊓A′
B = ⊤1 ⊓B
′
⊤ = ∀R−.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R
−
12.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R12.⊤2
The query asks whether A ⊑2 ∃2R.B. This is converted to a single-module query by applying
R:
∃R−12.A ⊑ ∃R
−
12.∃R.∃R12.∃R
−
12.B.
Finally, we need to apply Straccia’s algorithm to check whether
〈(a : ⊤ ⊓ ∃R−12.A ⊓ ¬∃R
−
12.∃R.∃R12.∃R
−
12.B) 6≤ 0〉
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is satisfiable. In that case, of course, the required subsumption will not be valid in the given
ontology. This last test takes the following form after performing all necessary substitutions:
〈(a : ∀R−.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R
−
12.⊤1 ⊓ ∀R12.⊤2
⊓ ∃R−12.(⊤1 ⊓ ∃R.(⊤1 ⊓B
′) ⊓A′)
⊓ ¬∃R−12.∃R.∃R12.∃R
−
12.(⊤1 ⊓B
′)) 6≤ 0〉

Assuming that the certainty lattice we reason with is ps-safe and that the terminological
axioms used in each module satisfy the same restrictions imposed by Straccia in [93] and that,
furthermore, our federated knowledge base is tame, Straccia’s result (Proposition 4 of [93]),
combined with Theorem 46, imply that satisfiability in L-ALCI is also PSPACE-complete
with respect to the combined complexity of the ps-safe lattice.
3.6 Summary
In this paper we have introduced a new modular ontology language, LF-ALCI, that allows
uncertain or imprecise fully contextualized reasoning in a federated setting. An LF-ALCI
ontology consists of multiple ontology modules each of which can be viewed as an ALCI
ontology. The interpretations of memberships in concept and role extensions are taking values
in a certainty lattice L. This is a complete completely distributive lattice with a negation
operation. Concept and role names can be shared by “importing” relations among modules,
which are also interpreted in an uncertain fashion.
A reduction is provided from the federated language LF-ALCI to the language L-ALCI.
This language is very similar to one considered in [93]. Using techniques very similar to the
ones employed in [93], it may be shown that, under certain restrictions on L and the form of
subsumptions allowed in the knowledge base, satisfiability in L-ALCI is PSPACE-complete
with respect to the joint cardinality of the knowledge base and the lattice. Our reduction
entails the PSPACE-completeness of the satisfiability problem in LF-ALCI subject to the
same restrictions on the lattice L and the form of subsumptions allowed in the local modules.
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Chapter4. PROBABILISTIC FEDERATED ALCI
Abstract
In previous work, we have introduced a fully contextualized federated ontology language F-
ALCI, based on the well-known description logic ALCI. Inspired by the work of Lukasiewicz on
expressive probabilistic logics, we augment that work by considering a probabilistic extension of
F-ALCI, termed PF-ALCI. Although its modules employ a less expressive description logic
than the rich SHIF(D) or SHOIN (D) of Lukasiewicz and, in particular, do not provide
support for concrete domains, PF-ALCI is the first ontology language in the literature to offer
modularity and contextualization of all logical connectives combined with the ability to express
probabilistic terminological and default knowledge.
4.1 Introduction
The large amount of data and services that have become available on the world-wide web
have led to the semantic web initiative [11, 36], which aims at making information machine-
interpretable and services machine-operable so that data discovery, integration and navigation
can be enhanced. The precision in the definition and the meaning of the terms representing the
available information, required for succeeding in this goal, is provided by organizing them into
ontologies. Ontologies are knowledge bases that typically cover a specific domain of expertise.
Different ontologies may cover related domains with partially overlapping, or interdependent,
information, but are typically developed independently of each other. One of the most widely
used languages for ontology construction is OWL [86]. Ontology languages are based on de-
scription logics [2], which, typically, are decidable fragments of first-order logic or various other
decidable extensions with additional constructs that are used to enrich expressivity without
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compromising decidability [16]. The basic building blocks of a description logic are concepts
and roles. Concepts represent classes of individuals in the domain of discourse and roles rep-
resent relationships between individuals. The most elementary statements that are encoded in
a description logic knowledge base and on which we will focus in this paper are subsumption
relationships between concepts.
In various applications of description logics in the semantic web, the need arises to express
uncertain or imprecise information and to reason about it. In this direction a body of work
has focused on integrating fuzzy representation and reasoning into ontology languages (see,
e.g., [91, 92, 93]). On the other hand, an alternative approach is to use probabilistic methods
to represent and reason about uncertain information on the web. This has been explored
extensively in the area of logic programs (see, e.g., [62]) and various researchers have advocated
and treated the introduction of probabilistic features in knowledge representation [47, 53, 54,
55, 64] and ontology engineering [33, 34, 102, 77, 37, 72, 30, 31].
Typically, development of ontologies in the semantic web is occurring autonomously by
independent contributors, each of whom addresses a different area of expertise. But the on-
tology modules that are constructed in this federated fashion are not entirely disjoint. They
may cover related or partially overlapping domains, e.g., biology, medicine, pharmacology. In
order to avoid reconstructing the same terminology and repeating parts of an already existing
ontology, tools have been developed that allow an ontology developer to reuse concepts and
definitions from other ontology modules. The theoretical study on the foundations of ontol-
ogy languages that allow this feature has led to the development of several possible platforms
that may be used for selectively reusing parts of other ontology modules in the development
of a new ontology. These modular ontology languages include distributive description logics
[14, 40], E-connections [28], semantic importing [73], semantic binding [104] and package-based
description logics [5, 8]. A slightly different approach that also has as its main goal partial
reuse of available knowledge is based on the notion of conservative extensions [41, 24, 23]. Of
particular interest to us, since it will form the foundation for our studies in this paper, is the
framework of federated, fully-contextualized description logics that was introduced recently in
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[97, 98]. Apart from enabling the user to partially reuse information by importing concepts
and roles from different modules, it also recognizes the need to contextualize information. This
need arises because imported terms from other modules may be interpreted differently depend-
ing on the context in which they are being reused. Context as a key concept in reasoning in
AI has been studied before in [20, 21] and, more specifically, in the area of ontology languages
in [15, 38, 39]. The additional recognition of the need to reason with imprecise or fuzzy infor-
mation in this federated setting has recently led to the formulation of a federated reasoning
framework [100], where instead of a two-valued semantics, an arbitrary certainty lattice may
be used, as was done previously in the single-module setting in [93].
In the present work, we introduce probabilistic terminological axioms in the federated
fully-contextualized description logic F-ALCI to obtain the probabilistic federated descrip-
tion logic PF-ALCI. We follow in this endeavor the leads from the pioneering work of
Lukasiewicz [64], where probabilistic analogs of the very expressive description logics SHIF(D)
and SHOIN (D) were introduced and studied in detail. Because this is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first attempt at the creation of a relatively expressive modular description logic
with probabilistic features, we opted for a rather simplified version of the description logic
used, as compared with the powerful logics used in [64]. More expressive DLs and a more
general framework will be studied in future work. Our framework has the following three
limitations when comparing the underlying language used with those of Lukasiewicsz: First,
ALCI is significantly less expressive than either SHIF(D) or SHOIN (D). Second, we do
not treat concrete domains as does Lukasiewicz. Finally, we restrict our attention only to
terminological axioms. Despite these simplifications our innovation relies on several features
that are introduced collectively for the first time in an ontology language. First, our language
is modular. That is, its semantics handles readily interactions between various modules that
are developed independently on the web. Second, in each of these modules, all logical con-
nectives are contextualized. Each logical connective has a local meaning that is transferred
across modules via image domain relations. Finally, several of the nice probabilistic features of
Lukasiewicz’s approach pertaining to default and probabilistic terminological axioms still hold
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in the distributed context, despite the limited expressivity of the underlying description logic.
4.2 A Quick Review of ALCI and F-ALCI
4.2.1 ALCI Basics
Recall, e.g., from [2], that the description logic ALCI consists of role expressions and
concept expressions that are built starting from two disjoint collections of concept names C
and role names R, using the top and bottom concepts, negation, conjunction, disjunction,
value and existential restriction (for concepts) and inverse roles. More precisely, if A is a
concept name and C,D are concept expressions, then
⊤,⊥, A,¬C,C ⊓D,C ⊔D,∀R.C and ∃R.C
are concept expressions, where R is a role expression, i.e., a role name R or of the form R−, with
R a role name. The set of role expressions is denoted by R̂ and the set of concept expressions
by Ĉ. A subsumption in ALCI is a formula of the form C ⊑ D, where C,D ∈ Ĉ. An ontology
T (also known as knowledge base (KB) or TBox) is a finite set of subsumptions. This language
is provided a formal semantics as follows: An interpretation for T is a pair I = 〈∆I , ·I〉, where
∆I is a nonempty set, called the domain of the interpretation, and ·I is a function, that assigns
to each concept name C a set CI ⊆ ∆I and to each role name R a set RI ⊆ ∆I×∆I, such that
⊤I = ∆I and ⊥I = ∅. One uses the recursive nature of the concept expressions to extend the
function ·I over all role and concept expressions as follows: Let (R−)I = (RI)−, the inverse
relation of RI , for every R ∈ R, and, for all concept expressions C,D and role expressions R,
• (¬C)I = ∆I\CI ;
• (C ⊓D)I = CI ∩DI ;
• (C ⊔D)I = CI ∪DI ;
• (∀R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I : (∀y ∈ ∆I)((x, y) ∈ RI implies y ∈ CI)};
• (∃R.C)I = {x ∈ ∆I : (∃y ∈ CI)((x, y) ∈ RI)}.
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The interpretation I satisfies the subsumption C ⊑ D iff CI ⊆ DI . An interpretation I is a
model of the KB T if it satisfies every subsumption in T . A KB T is said to be consistent or
satisfiable if it has a model, whereas a concept expression C ∈ Ĉ is said to be satisfiable with
respect to, or relative to, T if T has a model I, such that CI 6= ∅.
4.2.2 F-ALCI Basics
In this section, we revisit the basic definitions concerning the syntax and semantics of the
modular ontology language F-ALCI that was introduced in [97]. This language will constitute
one of the basic underlying components of the probabilistic counterpart that will be presented
in the following sections.
A directed acyclic graph G = 〈V,E〉 is given, whose vertices represent modules of a feder-
ated ontology and whose edges correspond to direct importing relations between the modules.
In other words, if (i, j) ∈ E, then module j may import concept names, role names and logical
connectives from module i. Note that F-ALCI is the first modular ontology language that
supports contextualization of all logical connectives, rather than just logical negation, as was
done in previous proposals [14, 29, 8]. The language of the i-th module in F-ALCI consists
of a set of role expressions R̂i and concept expressions Ĉi, that are built starting from disjoint
collections of concept names Ci and role names Ri, for each module i ∈ V . The i-th role
expressions are of the form R or R−, where R ∈ Rj, (j, i) ∈ E. The i-th concept expressions
are built recursively by
⊤j,⊥j , A,¬jC,C ⊓j D,C ⊔j D,∀jR.C and ∃jR.C,
where A ∈ Cj , C,D ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj and R ∈ R̂i ∩ R̂j, for (j, i) ∈ E. An i-subsumption in F-ALCI
is a formula of the form C ⊑ D, where C,D ∈ Ĉi. An ontology T = {Ti}i∈V (also known as
knowledge base (KB) or TBox) is a V -indexed collection of finite sets Ti of i-subsumptions.
The language is provided a formal semantics as follows: An interpretation for T is a pair
I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉, where Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉 is a local interpretation and rij ⊆ ∆
i × ∆j is
an image-domain relation. The local interpretations Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉 consist of a nonempty local
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domain ∆i and an interpretation function ·i, that assigns to each i-concept name C a set
Ci ⊆ ∆i and to each i-role name R a set Ri ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, such that ⊤ii = ∆
i and ⊥ii = ∅. One
uses the recursive nature of the concept expressions to extend the functions ·i over all i-role
and i-concept expressions as follows:
First, we introduce some notation. For a binary relation r ⊆ ∆i × ∆j, X ⊆ ∆i and
S ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, we set
r(X) := {y ∈ ∆j : (∃x ∈ X)((x, y) ∈ r)},
r(S) := {(z,w) ∈ ∆j ×∆j : (∃(x, y) ∈ S)((x, z), (y,w) ∈ r)}
to denote the images of X and S under the binary relation r.
Let (R−)i = (Ri)−, for every R ∈ Rj , (j, i) ∈ E. Then, for every A ∈ Cj and all concept
expressions C,D ∈ Ĉi ∩ Ĉj and role expressions R ∈ R̂i ∩ R̂j , with (j, i) ∈ E,
• ⊤ij = rji(∆
j) and ⊥ij = ∅;
• Ai = rji(A
j);
• (¬jC)
i = rji(∆
j\Cj);
• (C ⊓j D)
i = rji(C
j ∩Dj);
• (C ⊔j D)
i = rji(C
j ∪Dj);
• (∀jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∀y ∈ ∆j)((x, y) ∈ Rj implies y ∈ Cj)});
• (∃jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y ∈ Cj)((x, y) ∈ Rj)}).
The interpretation I satisfies the i-subsumption C ⊑ D as witnessed by module i iff
Ci ⊆ Di. An interpretation I satisfies, or is a model of, the KB T = {Ti}i∈V if it satisfies
every i-subsumption in Ti as witnessed by i, for all i ∈ V . A KB T is said to be consistent
or satisfiable if it has a model I. On the other hand, an i-concept expression C ∈ Ĉi is said
to be satisfiable as witnessed by i with respect to, or relative to, T if T has a model I,
such that Ci 6= ∅. Finally, a collection E = {Ei}i∈V , where Ei ⊆ Ĉi, is satisfiable relative to
(or with respect to) T if, there exists an interpretation I (which is a model of T ), such that
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⋂
{Ci : C ∈ Ei} 6= ∅, for all i ∈ V . When T is empty, we say that E is satisfiable omitting
the reference relative to the empty TBox. Note that, because we are assuming that all local
domains of every model are nonempty, satisfiability of {Ei}i∈V relative to T is equivalent to
the satisfiability of {Ei ∪ {⊤i}}i∈V , relative to T .
4.3 The Probabilistic Extension of F-ALCI
To introduce the syntax of PF-ALCI, we define first the concept of conditional constraint.
It was given in [61] and forms a cornerstone in the definitions of both P-SHIF(D) and P-
SHOIN (D) in [64]. To define the semantics of the new probabilistic language involving
conditional constraints, the notion of lexicographic entailment, introduced by Lehmann in [57]
in the context of default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases, will be employed. This
type of reasoning has also been employed in the context of probabilistic default reasoning in
[63, 62] and in the definition of the semantics of both P-SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN (D) in [64].
4.3.1 Syntax
Roughly speaking, a PF-ALCI knowledge base or PF-ALCI ontology is a collection of
PTboxes {PTi}i∈V , each of which is an ordinary module of an F-ALCI knowledge base along
with axioms for terminological probabilistic knowledge and default knowledge. An example of
an ordinary F-ALCI-ontology follows.
Example 1: Consider an ontology T with two modules. Module T1 consists of informa-
tion regarding the insurance status of the personnel at a given university. It has a concept
corresponding to insured personnel and also one corresponding to fully insured and one corre-
sponding to partially insured personnel:
FullyInsured ⊑ Insured
PartiallyInsured ⊑ Insured
PartiallyInsured ⊑ ¬1FullyInsured
Module T2, on the other hand, consists of information about the titles of the personnel, i.e.,
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their role in the university structure. It contains concepts for lecturers, faculty, male and female
lectures and imports the concept Insured from T1 (equality between two concept expressions
stands for subsumption in both directions):
MaleLecturer ⊑ Lecturer
FemaleLecturer = Lecturer ⊓2 ¬2MaleLecturer
Lecturer ⊑ Faculty
Faculty ⊑ Insured

Let Bi be a finite nonempty set of basic classification i-concepts, which are i-concept
expressions C in F-ALCI, i.e., Bi ⊆ Ĉi. These are the concepts that will be used in conditional
constraints to define terminological probabilistic relationships. They will also be used in the
semantics of PF-ALCI to obtain finite sets of worlds. A classification i-concept is defined
by recursion starting from basic classification i-concepts as follows:
• Every basic classification i-concept φ ∈ Bi is a classification i-concept.
• If φ,ψ are classification i-concepts, then ¬iφ, φ⊓iψ, φ⊔iψ are also classification i-concepts.
The collection of all classification i-concepts is denoted by B̂i.
An i-conditional constraint is an expression of the form (ψ|φ)[l, u], where φ,ψ are clas-
sification i-concepts and l, u ∈ [0, 1] are reals in the unit interval. This constraint formally
expresses the statement that the conditional probability of ψ given φ lies between l and u.
As Lukasiewicz observes in [64], the use of classification concepts rather than of only basic
classification concepts adds flexibility, reduces the number of worlds that need to be considered
in the semantics and brings the framework closer to probabilistic lexicographic entailment in
probabilistic default reasoning [63, 62].
Example 2: Assume that all three 1-concept names that we have seen in Example 1, together
with another one (that we have not used yet) HasDental, with the intended meaning that
member employees have dental insurance, are basic classification 1-concepts. The terminolog-
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ical probabilistic knowledge “generally, insured personnel are fully insured with probability at
least 0.8”, i.e., “typically, a randomly chosen insured employee is fully insured with probability
of at least 0.8” can be expressed by the conditional constraint
(FullyInsured|Insured)[0.8, 1].
On the other hand, the terminological default knowledge “generally, insured personnel have
dental insurance” can be expressed by
(HasDental|Insured)[1, 1]
and the default knowledge “generally, partially insured personnel do not have dental insurance”
by
(¬1HasDental|PartiallyInsured)[1, 1].
This is different from the strict terminological knowledge “all insured employees have dental
insurance”, which is expressed by the concept subsumption Insured ⊑ HasDental. The dif-
ference lies in the way these two assertions are handled when used to draw conclusions. More
details on this point will come later.
To illustrate our modular approach, we consider also some basic classification 2-concepts
and some 2-conditional constraints. Alongside Faculty and Lecturer, the imported 1-concept
name FullyInsured and another 2-concept name, that we have not met yet, DoesResearch,
are basic-classification 2-concepts. Here we have the default knowledge
(DoesResearch|Faculty)[1, 1]
(¬2DoesResearch|Lecturer)[1, 1]
(FullyInsured|Faculty)[1, 1]
and the terminological probabilistic knowledge
(FullyInsured|Lecturer)[0.7, 1].
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
A PF-ALCI-knowledge base or PF-ALCI-ontology PT = {PTi}i∈V is a collection of
PTBoxes PTi = 〈Ti, Pi〉, where Ti is the i-TBox of an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V
and Pi is a finite set of i-conditional constraints. Pi encodes both probabilistic terminological
knowledge and terminological default knowledge. In particular, a specific i-conditional con-
straint (ψ|φ)[l, u] has the intended meaning that “generally, if φ(a) holds, then ψ(a) holds with
probability at least l and at most u”, for every randomly chosen individual a in the domain of
discourse.
4.3.2 Semantics
In this section the key concepts of consistency and lexicographic entailment for a PF-ALCI
knowledge base will be introduced. The inspiration comes from the work of Lehmann [57] on
lexicographic entailment in default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases. Lukasiewicz
used this notion to define lexicographic entailment in probabilistic default reasoning in [63, 62]
and, more recently, in [64] to obtain lexicographic entailment for his probabilistic description
logics. We rely on his latest work to develop the semantics for our framework.
Our goal in reasoning with PF-ALCI is to define new terminological probabilistic knowl-
edge from a given PF-ALCI knowledge base PT = {〈Ti, Pi〉}i∈V . To perform this reasoning,
contextual inconsistencies inside each PTBox PTi = 〈Ti, Pi〉 have to be resolved. For instance,
if the PTBox PT2 includes the probabilistic default statements
(DoesResearch|Faculty)[1, 1]
(¬2DoesResearch|Lecturer)[1, 1],
(4.1)
then an inconsistency is created, given the strict terminological knowledge axiom Lecturer ⊑
Faculty. Following [64], we use the maximum specificity rule to resolve such inconsistencies.
This rule stipulates that more specific information is preferred over less specific one. Since “lec-
turers do not generally conduct research” is more specific than “faculty do in general conduct
research”, the first probability statement in (4.1) will be ignored to resolve this inconsistency.
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More generally, the specificity of each conditional constraint in each probabilistic box Pi is
analyzed and this analysis leads to establishing a preference relation between all subsets of Pi,
which extends to a preference relation between all probabilistic interpretations. This relation
is the one that will be used to resolve inconsistencies and draw conclusions whenever possible,
i.e., in all cases when the knowledge base is consistent.
4.3.2.1 World Models and Probabilistic Models
Given a collection E ⊆ Ĉi, denote by ¬iE the set ¬iE = {¬iφ : φ ∈ E}. Let I = {Ii}i∈V be a
collection of sets of basic classification i-concepts, such that {Ii ∪¬i(Bi\Ii)}i∈V is satisfiable
1.
I is called a world relative to B = {Bi}i∈V . The set of all worlds relative to B will be denoted
by IB. Since, for all i ∈ V , |Bi| < ω, we also have that |IB| < ω.
Example 3: Consider the knowledge base K that was discussed in the previous examples.
We have that
B1 = {Insured, PartiallyInsured, FullyInsured, HasDental}
B2 = {Faculty, Lecturer, FullyInsured, DoesResearch}
Clearly, every I = {I1, I2}, with I1 ⊆ B1, I2 ⊆ B2, yields a world relative to B. Thus, in this
example, there are 24 · 24 worlds relative to B. 
Given a world I = {Ii}i∈V and an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V , I satisfies T
or I is a model of T , written I |= T , if {Ii ∪ ¬i(Bi\Ii)}i∈V is satisfiable relative to T . I
satisfies a basic classification i-concept φ ∈ Bi or I is a model of φ, denoted by I |=i φ, if
φ ∈ Ii. Satisfaction of classification i-concepts by worlds is defined by extending the definition
inductively over Boolean connectives in the usual way.
The following proposition is an analog of Proposition 4.8 of [64] and shows that an F-ALCI
knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V is satisfiable iff it has a world model.
1Recall that this means that there exists an interpretation I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉, such that
⋂
{Ci : C ∈
Ii ∪ ¬i(Bi\Ii)} 6= ∅, for all i ∈ V .
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Proposition 47 Let B = {Bi}i∈V , Bi 6= ∅, be a family of finite sets of basic classification
i-concepts and T = {Ti}i∈V an F-ALCI knowledge base. T has a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈V ,
{rij}(i,j)∈E〉, with Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉, i ∈ V , iff T has a world model I = {Ii}i∈V relative to B.
Proof:
Suppose, first, that I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 is a model of T = {Ti}i∈V , with Ii =
〈∆i, ·i〉, i ∈ V . Recall that we are assuming that ∆i 6= ∅, for all i ∈ V . Let, for each i ∈ V ,
ai ∈ ∆
i. Define Ii = {φ ∈ Bi : ai ∈ φ
i}, i ∈ V . Then I = {Ii}i∈V is a world relative to
B that is also a model of T . If, conversely, T has a world model I = {Ii}i∈V ∈ IB, then
{Ii ∪ ¬i(Bi\Ii)}i∈V is satisfiable relative to T , whence Ti is a fortiori satisfiable. 
A probabilistic interpretation Pr is a probability function on the set of all worlds IB
over the set B of basic classification concepts, i.e., a mapping Pr : IB → [0, 1], such that∑
I∈IB
Pr(I) = 1. Pr satisfies an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V or Pr is a model
of T , denoted Pr |= T , if, for all I ∈ IB, such that Pr(I) > 0, I |= T . As far as satisfaction
of conditional constraints goes, we set it up as follows: The probability of a classification
i-concept φ in a probabilistic interpretation Pr, denoted Pri(φ), is defined by
Pri(φ) =
∑
{Pr(I) : I |=i φ}.
Furthermore, for all classification i-concepts φ and ψ, such that Pri(φ) > 0, we set
Pri(ψ|φ) =
Pri(φ ⊓i ψ)
Pri(φ)
.
Pr satisfies an i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] or Pr is a model of (ψ|φ)[l, u], denoted
Pr |=i (ψ|φ)[l, u], if Pri(φ) = 0 or Pri(ψ|φ) ∈ [l, u]. Pr satisfies a set of i-conditional constraints
Fi or Pr is amodel of Fi, written Pr |=i Fi, if Pr |=i F , for all F ∈ Fi. Finally, if F = {Fi}i∈V
is a collection of sets of i-conditional constraints for i ∈ V , we write Pr |= F to signify that
Pr |=i Fi, for all i ∈ V .
In Proposition 48, an analog of Proposition 4.9 of [64] in the federated setting, it is shown
that an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V is satisfiable if and only if it has a probabilistic
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model.
Proposition 48 Let B = {Bi}i∈V be a collection of nonempty sets of basic classification con-
cepts and T = {Ti}i∈V an F-ALCI knowledge base. T has a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉,
with Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉, i ∈ V , if and only if it has a probabilistic model Pr on IB.
Proof:
Suppose that T has a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉. By Proposition 47, T has a world
model I = {Ii}i∈V . Define Pr(I) = 1 and Pr(I
′) = 0, for all I ′ ∈ IB, with I
′ 6= I. Then Pr is
a probabilistic model of T on IB. Suppose, conversely, that T has a probabilistic model Pr on
IB. Then, there exists I ∈ IB, such that Pr(I) > 0. Since Pr |= T , this implies that I |= T .
Hence, again by Proposition 47, T has a model I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉. 
4.3.2.2 z-Partitions and Consistency
A probabilistic interpretation Pr verifies an i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] if Pri(φ) = 1
and Pri(ψ) ∈ [l, u] (see also [63, 62]). On the other hand, Pr falsifies (ψ|φ)[l, u] if Pri(φ) = 1
and Pr 6|=i (ψ|φ)[l, u]. A collection F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of conditional constraints tolerates
an i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] under an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V , or
(ψ|φ)[l, u] is tolerated under T by F , if T ∪ F has a model that verifies (ψ|φ)[l, u].
Example 4: We illustrate, using our previous examples, ways in which tolerance of an i-
conditional constraint by a collection of sets of conditional constraints may fail. We consider
again the F-ALCI TBox T = {T1, T2} of Example 1 and we set
F1 = {(FullyInsured|Insured)[0.8, 1], (HasDental|Insured)[1, 1]}
F2 = {(DoesResearch|Faculty)[1, 1], (FullyInsured|Faculty)[1, 1]}
and F = {F1,F2}. Assume, for the sake of obtaining a contradiction that
F1 = (¬1HasDental|PartiallyInsured)[1, 1]
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is tolerated under T by F . Let Pr be a probabilistic model of T ∪ F that verifies F1. Then,
Pr1(PartiallyInsured) = 1 and Pr1(¬1HasDental) = 1. But, since
PartiallyInsured ⊑ Insured ∈ T1,
Pr1(PartiallyInsured) = 1 implies that Pr1(Insured) = 1, whence, since
(HasDental|Insured)[1, 1] ∈ F1
and Pr is a model of F , we get that Pr1(HasDental) = 1. This clearly contradicts the statement
Pr1(¬1HasDental) = 1. Therefore, F1 is not tolerated under T by F .
Similarly, it is easily seen that F2 = (¬2DoesResearch|Lecturer)[1, 1] is not tolerated
under T by F because, if one assumes that a person is a lecturer, then they are clearly faculty,
who are assumed, in general, to perform research and this would contradict the information
that lecturers, in general, do not do research. If, on the other hand, our sets of conditional
constraints included the more specific information represented by F1 and F2 as opposed to the
facts that insured people, in general, have dental insurance and faculty, in general, do research,
respectively, then the more general information would be tolerated by the more specific pieces
of information. 
Concerning tolerance, it is not difficult to see that the following proposition, relating toler-
ance with the existence of a probabilistic model, which is due essentially to Lukasiewicz [64],
holds:
Proposition 49 An i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] is tolerated under an F-ALCI knowl-
edge base T = {Ti}i∈V by a collection F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of conditional constraints iff there
exists a probabilistic model Pr of T ∪ F ′, where F ′ = {F ′i}i∈V , with
F ′j =


Fi ∪ {(ψ|φ)[l, u], (φ|⊤i)[1, 1]}, if j = i
Fj , otherwise
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Proof:
Suppose, first, that (ψ|φ)[l, u] is tolerated under T by F . Thus, by definition, T ∪ F has
a model Pr verifying (ψ|φ)[l, u]. Hence Pri(φ) = 1 and Pri(ψ) ∈ [l, u]. But then Pri(φ|⊤i) =
Pri(φ⊓i⊤i)
Pri(⊤i)
= Pri(φ) = 1 and also Pri(ψ|φ) =
Pri(φ⊓iψ)
Pri(φ)
= Pri(φ ⊓i ψ) = Pri(ψ) ∈ [l, u].
Therefore, Pr is a probabilistic model of T ∪ F ′. For the converse we follow the reverse steps.

A PF-ALCI knowledge base PT = {PTi}i∈V , with PTi = 〈Ti, Pi〉, is consistent if
(i) T = {Ti}i∈V is satisfiable;
(ii) There exist ki ≥ 0, i ∈ V, and ordered partitions (P
i
0, . . . , P
i
ki
) of Pi, such that each P
i
j ,
j = 0, . . . , ki, is the set of all F ∈ Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1) that are tolerated under T by
P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1), where
P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1) = {Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1)}i∈V .
(In case, for some i ∈ V , j > ki, we set P
i
j = ∅.)
The ordered partitions (P i0, . . . , P
i
ki
) are unique if they exist. Taking after [64], the term
z-partition of PT = {PTi}i∈V will be used to refer to these partitions. Intuitively speaking,
the z-partition enables one to resolve contextual inconsistencies by selecting more specific
conditional constraints over less specific ones, as was demonstrated in Example 4.
Example 5: Consider again the TBox T = {T1, T2} of Example 1 and the PBox P = {P1, P2}
discussed in Example 2. It is not difficult to see that T is satisfiable and that there exists a
unique z-partition P1 = (P
1
0 , P
1
1 ), P2 = (P
2
0 , P
2
1 ), given by
P 10 = {(ψ|φ)[l, u] ∈ P1 : φ = Insured}
P 11 = {(¬1HasDental|PartiallyInsured)[1, 1]}
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and
P 20 = P2\{(¬2DoesResearch|Lecturer)[1, 1]}
P 21 = {(¬2DoesResearch|Lecturer)[1, 1]}
Thus, the knowledge base PT = {PT1PT2} is consistent. Note that, in the construction of
the z-partition of P2, the 2-conditional constraint (FullyInsured|Lecturer)[0.7, 1] is in the
first block; it is tolerated under T by P , even though P2 contains the “more general” piece of
information (FullyInsured|Faculty)[1, 1]. 
4.3.2.3 Lexicographic Entailment
Let PT = {〈Ti, Pi〉}i∈V be a consistent PF-ALCI knowledge base, with z-partition
{(P i0, . . . , P
i
ki
) : i ∈ V }.
We follow [64] in first defining a lexicographic preference relation on probabilistic interpreta-
tions and, then, a lexicographic entailment for sets of conditional constraints under PTBoxes.
Given two probabilistic interpretations Pr and Pr′, Pr is said to be lexicographically
preferable or lex-preferable to Pr′ if, for all i ∈ V , there exists ji ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki}, such that
• |{F ∈ P iji : Pr |=i F}| > |{F ∈ P
i
ji
: Pr′ |=i F}| and
• |{F ∈ P il : Pr |=i F}| = |{F ∈ P
i
l : Pr
′ |=i F}|, for all ji < l ≤ ki.
The lex-preference relation implements the idea of preferring more specific sets of condi-
tional constraints to less specific ones. This is used to resolve contextual inconsistencies when
drawing conclusions.
A probabilistic interpretation Pr, satisfying an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V and
a collection F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of conditional constraints is a lexicographically minimal
or lex-minimal model of T ∪ F if no model of T ∪ F is lex-preferable to Pr.
An i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] is a lexicographic-consequence or lex-conse-
quence of a collection of sets of conditional constraints F = {Fi}i∈V under a PTBox PT,
written F lexi (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT if Pri(ψ) ∈ [l, u], for every lex-minimal model Pr of T ∪F
′,
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where F ′ = {F ′i}i∈V , with
F ′j =


Fi ∪ {(φ|⊤i)[1, 1]}, if j = i
Fj, otherwise.
. (4.2)
An i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] is a tight lexicographic-consequence or tight
lex-consequence of F = {Fi}i∈V under PT, written F 
tlex
i (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT if l and
u are, respectively, the infimum and supremum of Pri(ψ) subject to all lex-minimal models Pr
of T ∪ F ′, with F ′ as in Equation (4.2).
Note that [l, u] = [1, 0] when no such models exist. Moreover, we stipulate that F lexi
(ψ|φ)[l, u] and F tlexi (ψ|φ)[1, 0] under PT, for all F and all (ψ|φ)[l, u] in case PT is an
inconsistent PTBox.
Example 6: Consider again the knowledge base PT with TBox introduced in Example 1
and PBox introduced in Example 2. The analysis performed in Examples 4 and 5, together
with the definition of lex-preference and lex-consequence, show that, for any three probabilistic
interpretations Pr,Pr′ and Pr′′, such that
(a) Pr |= P ;
(b) Pr′ |= P\{(HasDental|Insured)[1, 1], (DoesResearch|Faculty)[1, 1]};
(c) Pr′′ |= P\{(¬1HasDental|PartiallyInsured)[1, 1],
(¬2DoesResearch|Lecturer)[1, 1]}
Pr is lex-preferable to both Pr′ and Pr′′ and Pr′ is lex-preferable to Pr′′. Thus, according to
lex-preference, any probabilistic interpretation Pr, as above, will be preferred to Pr′, resulting
in the more specific 1-conditional constraint (¬1HasDental|PartiallyInsured)[1, 1] ∈ P
1
1 to
be preferred in reasoning over the more general 1-conditional constraint
(HasDental|Insured)[1, 1] ∈ P 10 .
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Similar comments apply in comparing the more specific 2-conditional constraint
(¬2DoesResearch|Lecturer)[1, 1] ∈ P
2
1
with the more general 2-conditional constraint (DoesResearch|Faculty) [1, 1] ∈ P 20 . These
choices will be used when deriving lex-consequences to resolve conflicts involving default infor-
mation. 
An i-conditional constraint F is a lex-consequence of a PTBox PT, denoted PT lexi F ,
if ∅ lexi F under PT. F is a tight lex-consequence of PT, denoted PT 
tlex
i F , if ∅ 
tlex
i F
under PT.
An analog of Theorem 4.18 of [64] provides a characterization of lexicographic entailment for
a set of conditional constraints under a PTBox in terms of satisfiability and logical entailment
of conditional constraints under an F-ALCI knowledge base. We introduce some additional
definitions to prepare the groundwork for formulating this analog.
Given an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V and a V -indexed collection F = {Fi}i∈V
of sets of conditional constraints, T ∪ F is satisfiable if there exists a model of T ∪ F . An
i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] is a logical consequence of T ∪ F , denoted T ∪ F |=i
(ψ|φ)[l, u], if each model of T ∪ F is also a model of (ψ|φ)[l, u]. (ψ|φ)[l, u] is a tight logical
consequence of T ∪F , denoted T ∪F |=ti (ψ|φ)[l, u], if l and u are, respectively, the infimum
and supremum of Pri(ψ|φ) subject to all models Pr of T ∪ F , with Pri(φ) > 0.
Let P = {Pi}i∈V be the PBox of a PF-ALCI knowledge base PT = {PTi}i∈V . An
indexed subfamily Q = {Qi}i∈V , with Qi ⊆ Pi, i ∈ V , denoted Q ≤ P , is lexicographically-
preferable or lex-preferable to Q′ = {Q′i}i∈V , with Q
′ ≤ P , if, for all i ∈ V , there exists
ji ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki}, such that
• |Qi ∩ P
i
ji
| > |Q′i ∩ P
i
ji
| and
• |Qi ∩ P
i
l | = |Q
′
i ∩ P
i
l |, for all ji < l ≤ ki,
where {(P i0, . . . , P
i
ki
) : i ∈ V } is the z-partition of PT. Q is lexicographically-minimal or
lex-minimal in S = {Sk}k∈I , S
k = {Ski }i∈V , S
k ≤ P , if Q ∈ S and no Q′ ∈ S is lex-preferable
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to Q.
Theorem 50 Let PT = {〈Ti, Pi〉}i∈V be a consistent PTBox, F = {Fi}i∈V a family of sets
of conditional constraints and φ,ψ two i-classification concepts. Consider the collection Q of
all lex-minimal elements in the set of all Q ≤ P , such that T ∪ Q ∪ F ′ is satisfiable, where
F ′ = {F ′i}i∈V is given by Equation (4.2).
1. If Q = ∅, then F tlexi (ψ|φ)[1, 0] under PT.
2. If Q 6= ∅, then F tlexi (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT, where l = min l
′ and u = max u′, subject to
T ∪Q ∪ F ′ |=ti (ψ|⊤i)[l
′, u′] and Q ∈ Q.
Proof:
The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4.18 of [64] (see page 878).
1. If Q = ∅, then T ∪Q∪F ′ is not satisfiable, for any Q ≤ P . Thus, T ∪F ′ is not satisfiable.
This shows that F tlexi (ψ|φ)[1, 0] under PT.
2. Let Q 6= ∅. Then Pr is a lex-minimal model of T ∪F ′ iff (i) Pr is a model of T ∪F ′ and
(ii) {{Fi ∈ Pi : Pr |=i Fi}}i∈V is a lex minimal element in the set of all Q ≤ P , such that
T ∪Q ∪ F ′ is satisfiable. This shows that Pr is a model of T ∪Q ∪ F ′, for some Q ∈ Q.

4.4 A Modified P-ALCI
In the remainder of the paper, we formulate some inference problems concerning PF-ALCI
knowledge bases. Our goal is to reduce these problems to corresponding problems for non-
federated probabilistic knowledge bases and, then, use already known procedures from [64]
(or slightly modified versions) in order to solve them. Apart from the obvious algorithmic
advantage, we also get the side-benefit of being able to pinpoint the algorithmic complexity of
the federated problems, based on the complexities of the unimodule versions. The unfortunate
fact is that the probabilistic description logic that results by restricting the logic P-SHIF(D),
as presented in [64], by adopting as its underlying description logic ALCI and by disregarding
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its assertional part, does not serve exactly our goal. Intuitively, this happens because the
world models in the semantics of P-SHIF(D) are based in a single set of basic classification
concepts, whereas, our reduction will necessitate the existence of multiple sets of basic clas-
sification concepts. For this reason, in this section we present a single module probabilistic
language P-ALCI by slightly generalizing the semantics of the probabilistic terminological and
terminological default knowledge given in [64]. This modified version will be appropriate for
accommodating the sound and complete reductions of the inference problems for PF-ALCI.
Furthermore, we introduce the main problems that we will consider in P-ALCI. They are
the same as those of Lukasiewicz [64], but refer to the modified semantics. Finally, we argue
that these problems may be solved with algorithms virtually identical to the ones provided by
Lukasiewicz and, as a result, maintain the same computational complexities.
4.4.1 Syntax and Semantics
Since in the federated language PF-ALCI we deal only with PTBoxes, we restrict our atten-
tion in this section to P-ALCI knowledge bases with only PTBoxes of the form PT = 〈T, P 〉.
We assume that among the ALCI concept names, there are |V | names ⊤i, i ∈ V , whose ex-
tensions, intuitively, will represent the parts of the local domains of a PF-ALCI interpretation
corresponding to the various modules, when combined into a single large domain. The TBox
T is an ordinary ALCI TBox and the semantics concerning the P-ALCI roles, concepts and
TBox axioms is exactly the ordinary semantics of ALCI, with the only exception that an ALCI
model I = 〈∆I , ·I〉 must satisfy ⊤Ii 6= ∅, for all i ∈ V . To construct the PBox, fix a collection
{Ci}i∈V of nonempty sets of basic classification concepts or basic c-concepts, which are
concepts in ALCI, such that C ⊑ ⊤i ∈ T , for every C ∈ Ci, i ∈ V . These will be the sets of
relevant concepts for defining probabilistic relationships. This is the main deviation from the
languages in [64], which have one set of basic classification concepts. We adopt this modifi-
cation, as explained previously, because we would like to use P-ALCI to simulate PF-ALCI,
which employs multiple sets of basic classification concepts each of which is used to classify
probabilistic relationships between concepts appearing in a corresponding module of a feder-
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ated ontology. Accordingly, we also obtain |V | sets of classification concepts or c-concepts.
These are defined recursively by taking negations, conjunctions and disjunctions starting from
the corresponding set of basic c-concepts. We also construct conditional constraints of |V |
types, each using corresponding c-concepts. Thus, a conditional constraint of type i is
one of the form (ψ|φ)[l, u], where φ,ψ are c-concepts from the i-th set and l, u ∈ [0, 1]. We
denote by P a finite set of conditional constraints (possibly of many types), called a PBox. A
PTBox PT = 〈T, P 〉 consists of an ALCI TBox T together with a PBox P . For our purposes
a probabilistic knowledge base and a PTBox coincide, since we do not consider individuals
and, as a result we do not consider either classical ABoxes or PABoxes in the sense of [64].
To accommodate the multiplicity of the sets of basic classification concepts, the notion of
a world in the semantics must be modified as compared to the standard one of [64]. Namely,
a world is a collection of sets I = {Ii}i∈V , with Ii ⊆ Ci, such that the concept ⊓C∈IiC ⊓
⊓C∈Ci\Ii¬C is satisfiable, for all i ∈ V . The set of all worlds is denoted by IC . A world I
is said to satisfy an ALCI TBox T or to be a model of T , written I |= T , if there exists
a model I = 〈∆I , ·I〉 of T , such that
⋂
C∈Ii
CI ∩
⋂
C∈Ci\Ii
∆I\CI 6= ∅, for all i ∈ V . A
world I = {Ii}i∈V satisfies a basic classification concept φ ∈ Ci if φ ∈ Ii. This notion can be
extended in the usual way over classification concepts of type i.
It can be shown, now, using the modified definitions that were introduced above that an
ALCI TBox T has a model I = 〈∆I , ·I〉 iff it has a world model I = {Ii}i∈V .
A probabilistic interpretation Pr is a probability function on IC, as in the ordinary case
[64]. It satisfies an ALCI TBox T or is a model of T if I |= T , for all I, such that Pr(I) > 0.
Moreover, for a classification concept φ of type i, we have Pr(φ) =
∑
{Pr(I) : I |= φ} and, for
two classification concepts φ,ψ of type i, such that Pr(φ) > 0, we define Pr(ψ|φ) = Pr(φ⊓ψ)Pr(φ) .
Then Pr satisfies or is a model of a conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] of type i, written
Pr |= (ψ|φ)[l, u], if Pr(φ) = 0 or Pr(ψ|φ) ∈ [l, u]. This notion extends to satisfiability of a set
of conditional constraints, possibly consisting of constraints of more than one types.
A probabilistic interpretation is said to verify a conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] if Pr(φ) =
1 and Pr(ψ) ∈ [l, u]. A set F of conditional constraints (possibly of various types) is said to
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tolerate a conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] under an ALCI TBox T if T ∪ F has a model
that verifies (ψ|φ)[l, u]. These concepts help in defining the notion of consistency for a P-ALCI
PTBox, which is a slightly modified version of the one given in Section 4.2.3 of [64]. A PTBox
PT = 〈T, P 〉 is consistent if T is satisfiable (i.e., has a model; recall that the ⊤i, i ∈ V , must
have nonempty extensions in the model) and there exists an ordered partition (P0, . . . , Pk) of
P , such that each Pi is the set of all F ∈ P\
⋃i−1
j=0 Pj that are tolerated by P\
⋃i−1
j=0 Pj under
T . The ordered partition (P0, . . . , Pk) is unique, if it exists, and, following [64], we call it the
z-partition of PT and define P ij = {F ∈ Pj : F is of type i}, for all j = 1, . . . , k, i ∈ V .
To define lexicographic entailment, we fix a consistent P-ALCI PTBox PT = 〈T, P 〉.
Thus, there exists a z-partition (P0, . . . , Pk) of PT. A probabilistic interpretation Pr is said
to be lexicographically preferable or lex-preferable to a probabilistic interpretation Pr′
if, for every i ∈ V , there exists ji, 0 ≤ ji ≤ k, such that |{F ∈ P
i
ji
: Pr |= F}| > |{F ∈
P iji : Pr
′ |= F}| and |{F ∈ P il : Pr |= F}| = |{F ∈ P
i
l : Pr
′ |= F}|, for all ji < l ≤ k.
A probabilistic interpretation Pr, that satisfies T and a set F of conditional constraints (of
possibly various types) is a lexicographically minimal or lex-minimal model of T ∪ F
if no model of T ∪ F is lex-preferable to Pr. A conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] of type i
is a lexicographic consequence or lex-consequence of a set F of conditional constraints
under a PTBox PT, denoted F lex (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT, if Pr(ψ) ∈ [l, u] for every lex-minimal
model Pr of T ∪ F ∪ {(φ|⊤)[1, 1]}. The conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] of type i is a tight
lexicographic consequence or tight lex-consequence of a set F of conditional constraints
under a PTBox PT, denoted F lextight (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT, if l and u are, respectively, the
infimum and supremum of Pr(ψ) subject to all lex-minimal models Pr of T ∪F ∪{(φ|⊤)[1, 1]}.
For inconsistent PTBoxes PT, we define F lex (ψ|φ)[l, u] and F lextight (ψ|φ)[1, 0] under PT,
for all sets of conditional constraints F and all conditional constraints (ψ|φ)[l, u]. Finally, a
conditional constraint F is a lex-consequence of a PTBox PT, denoted PT lex F , if ∅ lex F
under PT and F is a tight lex-consequence of PT, denoted PT lextight F , if ∅ 
lex
tight F under
PT.
Along the lines of the characterization of lexicographic entailment for a set of conditional
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constraints under a PTBox in terms of satisfiability and logical entailment for a set of condi-
tional constraints under a classical knowledge base that was provided in [64] (Theorem 4.18),
one may give a characterization for the modified language P-ALCI, presented in this section.
Given an ALCI TBox T and a set of conditional constraints F of possibly various types,
T ∪F is satisfiable if a model of T ∪F exists. Again, such a model in the present context is
assumed to assign nonempty extensions to all ⊤i, i ∈ V . A conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u]
of type i is a logical consequence of T ∪ F , denoted T ∪ F |= (ψ|φ)[l, u], if each model of
T ∪ F is also a model of (ψ|φ)[l, u]. The conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] is a tight logical
consequence of T ∪ F , denoted T ∪ F |=tight (ψ|φ)[l, u], if l and u are, respectively, the in-
fimum and the supremum of Pr(ψ|φ) subject to all models Pr of T ∪ F , with Pr(φ) > 0. Let
PT = 〈T, P 〉 be a consistent P-ALCI PTBox, where (P0, . . . , Pk) denotes the z-partition of PT
and P ij , i ∈ V, j = 1, . . . , k are as before. A subset Q ⊆ P is lexicographically preferable
or lex-preferable to Q′ ⊆ P if, for every i ∈ V , there exists a ji ∈ {0, . . . , k}, such that
|Q ∩ P iji | > |Q
′ ∩ P iji | and |Q ∩ P
i
l | = |Q
′ ∩ P il |, for all ji < l ≤ k. Q is lexicographically
minimal or lex-minimal in S ⊆ P(P ) if Q ∈ S and no Q′ ∈ S is lex-preferable to Q.
Analogously to Theorem 4.18 of [64], we obtain for our modified language P-ALCI that for
a consistent PTBox PT = 〈T, P 〉, a set F of conditional constraints of possibly various types
and two c-concepts φ,ψ of type i, if Q is the set of all lex-minimal elements in the set of all
Q ⊆ P , such that T ∪Q ∪ F ∪ {(φ|⊤)[1, 1]} is satisfiable, then
• if Q = ∅, F lextight (ψ|φ)[1, 0] under PT;
• if Q 6= ∅, then F lextight (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT, where l = min l
′ and u = max u′, respec-
tively, subject to T ∪Q ∪ F ∪ {(φ|⊤)[1, 1]} |=tight (ψ|⊤)[l
′, u′] and Q ∈ Q.
4.4.2 P-ALCI Problems of Interest
Concerning the modified language P-ALCI, whose syntax and semantics we presented in
the previous subsection, we would like to revisit the following two computational problems,
assuming that all reals in [0, 1] considered are taken to be rational and denoting the set of
rational numbers by Q:
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PTBox Consistency (PTCon): Decide whether a given PTBox PT = 〈T, P 〉 is consis-
tent.
Tight Lexicographic Entailment (TLexEnt): Given a PTBox PT = 〈T, P 〉, a finite
set F of conditional constraints (of possibly various types) and two c-concepts φ and ψ of type
i, compute l, u ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q, such that F lextight (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT.
Lukasiewicz [64] shows that the problems PTCon and TLexEnt for his version of the
language P-ALCI (in fact for his languages P-SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN (D), based on the
(non-probabilistic) description logics SHIF(D) and SHOIN (D), respectively, which are sig-
nificantly more expressive than ALCI) can be reduced to the following two problems:
Satisfiability (Sat): Given an ALCI knowledge base T and a finite set F of conditional
constraints, decide whether T ∪ F is satisfiable.
Tight Logical Entailment (TLogEnt): Given an ALCI knowledge base T , a finite
set F of conditional constraints and a c-concept ψ, compute l, u ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q, such that
T ∪ F |=tight (ψ|⊤)[l, u].
In fact, Lukasiewicz presents in Section 5.2 of [64] algorithms that reduce both PTCon
and TLexEnt for his description logics P-SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN (D) to algorithms for
Sat and TLogEnt for the languages P-SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN (D), respectively. Some of
his ideas are borrowed from [63] and [43]. His algorithms apply also to the modified language
P-ALCI, that we presented in the previous subsection, that contains neither ABoxes nor
PABoxes. We emphasize, however, that satisfiability for the modified P-ALCI language refers
to the existence of a model that satisfies the additional stipulation concerning satisfiability
of all ⊤i, i ∈ V, and the modified semantics. The following result allows us to estimate the
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number of instances of Sat and TLogEnt that one has to solve in order to obtain solutions
of given instances of PTCon and TLexEnt.
Theorem 51 (Theorem 5.4 (a) and (c) of [64]) (a) An algorithm that solves PTCon
uses O(|P |2) instances of Sat.
(b) An algorithm that solves TLexEnt uses O(2|P |) instances of Sat and TLogEnt.
Sat and TLogEnt, on the other hand, can be handled by reductions to deciding TBox
satisfiability in ALCI, deciding the solvability of systems of linear constraints and computing
the optimal value of linear programs exactly as is the case for Sat and TLogEnt for P-
SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN (D) in [64].
As far as Sat is concerned, it is reducible to deciding TBox satisfiability in ALCI and
whether a system of linear constraints in solvable. First, the set of possible worlds R = {I ∈
IC : I |= T} is computed, using satisfiability |IC | times to decide whether there exists a model
I of T , such that
⋂
C∈Ii
CI ∩
⋂
C∈Ci\Ii
∆I\CI 6= ∅, for all i ∈ V . Then the following result, an
analog of Theorem 5.5 of [64] for our modified language, applies:
Theorem 52 Let T be an ALCI TBox and F a finite set of conditional constraints of possibly
various types. Let R = {I ∈ IC : I |= T}. Then T ∪ F is satisfiable iff the system of linear
constraints


∑
r∈R,r|=¬ψ⊓φ−lyr +
∑
r∈R,r|=ψ⊓φ(1− l)yr ≥ 0, (ψ|φ)[l, u] ∈ F , l > 0∑
r∈R,r|=¬ψ⊓φ uyr +
∑
r∈R,r|=ψ⊓φ(u− 1)yr ≥ 0, (ψ|φ)[l, u] ∈ F , u < 1∑
r∈R yr = 1, yr ≥ 0, r ∈ R.
(4.3)
over the variables yr, r ∈ R, is solvable.
As far as TLogEnt is concerned, it is reducible to deciding TBox satisfiability in ALCI
and computing the optimal values of two linear programs. The following result, an analog of
Theorem 5.7 of [64], details the situation.
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Theorem 53 Let T be an ALCI TBox, F a finite set of conditional constraints of possibly
various types and ψ a c-concept of type i. Assume that T ∪ F is satisfiable and let R = {I ∈
IC : I |= T}. Then l and u, such that T ∪ F |=tight (ψ|⊤)[l, u] are given, respectively, by the
optimal values of the following linear programs over the variables yr, r ∈ R:
minimize
∑
r∈R,r|=ψ yr subject to the linear constraints (4.3)
maximize
∑
r∈R,r|=ψ yr subject to the linear constraints (4.3).
It should be fairly obvious from the work accomplished in [64] (see Theorems 6.3 and 6.4)
that the following result applies concerning the complexity of the problems Sat,PTCon, on
the one hand, and TLogEnt, TLexEnt, on the other:
Theorem 54 (a) Sat and PTCon are in EXP when T∪F and PT, respectively, are defined
in P-ALCI;
(b) TLogEnt and TLexEnt are in FEXP, when T ∪ F and PT ∪ F , respectively, are
defined in P-ALCI.
4.5 Reduction from Federated to Unimodule Problems
We start this section by introducing the computational problems that are of interest when
reasoning with a PF-ALCI knowledge base. We assume, once more that all reals in [0, 1]
considered are rational. Following [64], we would like to study the following decision and com-
putation problems in the framework of PF-ALCI knowledge bases:
Federated PTBox Consistency (FPTCon): Decide whether a given PTBox PT =
{PTi}i∈V , with PTi = 〈Ti, Pi〉, is consistent.
Federated Tight Lexicographic Entailment (FTLexEnt): Given a PTBox PT =
{PTi}i∈V , with PTi = 〈Ti, Pi〉, a finite collection F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of conditional constraints
and two i-classification concepts φ and ψ, compute l, u ∈ [0, 1]∩Q, such that F tlexi (ψ|φ)[l, u]
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under PT.
Our strategy for solving these two problems is to reduce them to the corresponding unimod-
ule problems PTCon and TLexEnt for the language P-ALCI, that were introduced in the
previous section. Since algorithms for solving these problems can be easily extracted as modi-
fications of the algorithms for the corresponding problems for the languages P-SHIF(D) and
P-SHOIN (D), presented in [64], our reduction will provide a solution for the federated case.
Moreover, based on the complexities of the unimodule problems, we can provide estimates for
the corresponding complexities of the federated versions.
More precisely, we provide a reduction of a given instance of the federated PTBox con-
sistency or the federated tight lexicographic entailment problem to an instance of the corre-
sponding unimodule problem. Then, we apply the method of Lukasiewicz, using the algorithms
involving Sat and TLogEnt, to obtain a solution for the original problem. Our task is to
show how, given an instance α of either the FPTCon or the FTLexEnt problem, we can
obtain an instance αs of the corresponding problem for P-ALCI, such that
• for FPTCon, α is consistent if and only if αs is consistent and
• for FTLexEnt, l, u ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q are solutions of α if and only if l, u are solutions of αs.
This will prove the decidability of FPTCon and FTLexEnt and will allow us to draw con-
clusions on their complexities based on the complexities of the corresponding problems for
P-ALCI.
Let PT = {PTi}i∈V be a PF-ALCI PTBox, with PTi = 〈Ti, Pi〉. Taking after a similar
construction, presented in [97], we construct a unimodule PTBox PTs = 〈T s, P s〉 as follows:
The signature of PTs is the union of the local signatures of the modules together with a
global top ⊤, a global bottom ⊥, local top concepts ⊤i, for all i ∈ V , and, finally, a collection of
new role names {Rij}(i,j)∈E , whose extensions in P-ALCI interpretations will be used, roughly
speaking, to simulate the image-domain relations of the federated interpretations. Formally,
Sig(PTs) =
⋃
i
(Ci ∪Ri) ∪ {⊤,⊥} ∪ {⊤i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {Rij : (i, j) ∈ E}.
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To construct the unimodule TBox T s and the unimodule PBox P s, given the federated PTBox
PT, we first introduce a mapping #i, which translates i-concept expressions C of the federated
instance to concept expressions #i(C) of the unimodule counterpart, and serves to maintain
the compatibility of the concept domains. It is defined by induction on the structure of C ∈ Ĉi
(for i = j, Rij is assumed to be interpreted as the identity on ∆
i in any interpretation and, as
a result, may be omitted from the following translation):
• #i(C) = C, if C ∈ Ci;
• #i(C) = ∃R
−
ji.#j(C), if C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi;
• #i(¬jD) = ∃R
−
ji.(¬ #j(D) ⊓⊤j);
• #i(D ⊞j E) = ∃R
−
ji.(#j(D)⊞#j(E)), where ⊞ = ⊓ or ⊞ = ⊔;
• #i(∃jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∃R
−
kj.(∃R.(∃Rkj.#j(D)))), for R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k ;
• #i(∀jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(D)))), for R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k .
Having defined #i, we show how various axioms derived from the structure of PT are added
to T s:
• For each C ∈ Ci, C ⊑ ⊤i is added to T
s.
• For each R ∈ Ri, ⊤i is stipulated to be the domain and range of R, i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R
−.⊤i
and ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i are added to T
s.
• For each new role name Rij, ⊤i is stipulated to be its domain and ⊤j to be its range,
i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−ij.⊤i and ⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij.⊤j are added to T
s.
• For each C ⊑ D ∈ Ti, #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is added to T
s.
Finally, various axioms derived from the conditional constraints in PT, using the transforma-
tions #i, i ∈ V , are added to P
s:
• For every basic i-classification concept φ, the concept expression #i(φ) is added as a
basic classification concept of type i of PTs. Moreover, ⊤i is declared to be a basic
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classification concept of type i of PTs. This defines the collection Bs = {Bsi }i∈V of sets
Bsi of basic classification concepts of type i of PT
s.
• For each i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] in Pi, (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] is added to P
s.
Applying these definitions, we may obtain an instance of PTCon, given an instance of
FPTCon. On the other hand, considering instances of the problem FTLexEnt, the collection
F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of conditional constraints is translated to the collection F
s by including, for
every i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] in Fi, the conditional constraint (#i(ψ)| #i(φ))[l, u]
of type i in Fs. We also translate the additional i-conditional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u], that is
given in the instance of the problem, to the conditional constraint (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] of type
i.
Example 7: In this example, we illustrate the reduction defined in this section by transforming
the PTBox PT = 〈PT1,PT2〉, defined in Examples 1 and 2 using the language PF-ALCI, to
the corresponding PTBox PTs = 〈T s, P s〉 over the language P-ALCI.
The general axioms included in T s are:
Insured ⊑ ⊤1 Faculty ⊑ ⊤2
FullyInsured ⊑ ⊤1 Lecturer ⊑ ⊤2
PartiallyInsured ⊑ ⊤1 MaleLecturer ⊑ ⊤2
FemaleLecturer ⊑ ⊤2
⊤ ⊑ ∀R−12.⊤1 ⊤ ⊑ ∀R12.⊤2
The axioms in T s that are induced by the axioms in T1 and T2 are, respectively,
FullyInsured ⊑ Insured
PartiallyInsured ⊑ Insured
PartiallyInsured ⊑ ¬FullyInsured⊓ ⊤1
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MaleLecturer ⊑ Lecturer
FemaleLecturer = Lecturer ⊓ (¬MaleLecturer⊓ ⊤2)
Lecturer ⊑ Faculty
Faculty ⊑ ∃R−12.Insured
Finally, the axioms in P s that are induced by the axioms in P1 and P2 are, respectively,
(FullyInsured|Insured)[0.8, 1]
(HasDental|Insured)[1, 1]
(¬HasDental⊓ ⊤1|PartiallyInsured)[1, 1]
(DoesResearch|Faculty)[1, 1]
(¬DoesResearch⊓⊤2|Lecturer)[1, 1]
(∃R−12.FullyInsured|Faculty)[1, 1]
(∃R−12.FullyInsured|Lecturer)[0.7, 1]

In the next section we show that the reduction R is sound and complete for both FPT-
Con and FTLexEnt. For FPTCon, this means that PT is consistent if and only if PTs is
consistent. On the other hand, for FTLexEnt, it means that l, u ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q are such that
F tlexi (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT if and only if they are such that F
s lextight (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u]
under PTs.
4.6 Soundness and Completeness
4.6.1 Soundness and Completeness for FPTCon
In this section we present the soundness and completeness proofs of the translations from
the federated problem FPTCon to the corresponding unimodule problem PTCon for P-
ALCI, the modified version of the problem studied for P-SHOIN (D) and P-SHIF(D) in
[64]. More precisely, we aim to show that PT = {PTi}i∈V , with PTi = 〈Ti, Pi〉, is consistent if
and only if PTs = 〈T s, P s〉 is consistent. To some degree, we rely on the proofs of soundness
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and completeness of a reduction from F-ALCI to ALCI, that were presented in [97] (see also
[98]).
Recall that a P-ALCI knowledge base 〈T, P 〉 is consistent if
(i) T is satisfiable and
(ii) there exists an ordered partition (P0, . . . , Pk) of P , such that each Pi with i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}
is the set of all F ∈ P\(P0∪· · ·∪Pi−1) that are tolerated under T by P\(P0∪· · ·∪Pi−1).
On the other hand, as defined before, PT = {〈Ti, Pi〉}i∈V is consistent if
(i) T = {Ti}i∈V is consistent;
(ii) There exist ki ≥ 0, i ∈ V, and ordered partitions (P
i
0, . . . , P
i
ki
) of Pi, such that each P
i
j ,
j = 0, . . . , ki, is the set of all F ∈ Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1) that are tolerated under T by
P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1), where
P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1) = {Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1)}i∈V .
(In case, for some i ∈ V , j > ki, we set P
i
j = ∅.)
Suppose that T = {Ti}i∈V is a F-ALCI knowledge base, B = {Bi}i∈V a collection of
sets of basic classification concepts, and F = {Fi}i∈V a collection of sets of conditional con-
straints. Consider the ALCI knowledge base T s, the collection Bs = {Bsi }i∈V of sets of basic
classification concepts and the set of conditional constraints P s.
To each world I = {Ii}i∈V in IB there corresponds a world I
s = {Isi }i∈V , with I
s
i =
{#i(φ) : φ ∈ Ii}, in IBs. Conversely, to every world I = {Ii}i∈V in IBs , there corresponds a
world Id = {Idi }i∈I , with I
d
i = {φ ∈ Bi : #i(φ) ∈ Ii}, in IB. Obviously, by definition, I
ds = I,
for every I ∈ IBs , and I
sd = I, for every I ∈ IB.
Let Pr : IB → [0, 1] be a probabilistic interpretation on IB. Define Pr
s : IBs → [0, 1] by
setting Prs(Is) = Pr(I), for all I ∈ IB. Clearly, Pr
s is a probabilistic interpretation on IBs.
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Lemma 55 If Pr : IB → [0, 1] is a probabilistic model of T ∪ F , then Pr
s : IBs → [0, 1] is a
probabilistic model of T s ∪ Fs. Moreover, for every basic i-classification concept φ ∈ Bi, we
have Pri(φ) = Pr
s(#i(φ)).
Proof:
The fact that I |= T iff Is |= T s follows from the Soundness and Completeness Theorem of
[98]. Furthermore, we have
Pri(φ) =
∑
{Pr(I) : I |=i φ}
=
∑
{Prs(Is) : Is |= #i(φ)}
= Prs(#i(φ)).
This also shows that, if I is a model of F , then Is is a model of Fs. 
Let Pr : IBs → [0, 1] be a probabilistic interpretation on IBs . Define Pr
d : IB → [0, 1] by
setting Prd(Id) = Pr(I), for all I ∈ IBs . Clearly, Pr
d is a probabilistic interpretation on IB.
Lemma 56 If Pr : IBs → [0, 1] is a probabilistic model of T
s ∪ Fs, then Prd : IB → [0, 1] is a
probabilistic model of T ∪F . Moreover, for every basic i-classification concept φ ∈ Bi, we have
Prdi (φ) = Pr(#i(φ)).
Proof:
Very similar to the proof of Lemma 55. 
We continue the process of proving the soundness and completeness of the reduction PT 7→
PTs for FPTCon by showing that the notion of tolerance in the federated case and that in
the unimodule case are very tightly related. The following lemma expresses this connection
precisely.
Lemma 57 A collection F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of conditional constraints tolerates an i-condi-
tional constraint (ψ|φ)[l, u] under an F-ALCI knowledge base T = {Ti}i∈V if and only if F
s
tolerates (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] under T
s.
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Proof:
Suppose, first, that F = {Fi}i∈V tolerates (ψ|φ)[l, u] under T = {Ti}i∈V . Then T ∪ F has
a model Pr : IB :→ [0, 1], that verifies (ψ|φ)[l, u], i.e., such that Pri(φ) = 1 and Pri(ψ) ∈ [l, u].
Let Bs = {Bsi }i∈V be the collection of sets of basic classification concepts of PT
s, on which
Fs is based. Then, by Lemma 55, the function Prs : IBs → [0, 1], defined by Pr
s(Is) = Pr(I),
is a probabilistic model of T s ∪ Fs. Under this model we have Prs(#i(φ)) = Pri(φ) = 1 and
Prs(#i(ψ)) = Pri(ψ) ∈ [l, u]. Thus, F
s tolerates (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] under T
s.
Suppose, conversely, that Fs tolerates the constraint of type i (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] under
T s. Then, there exists a probabilistic model Pr : IBs → [0, 1] of T
s ∪ Fs, that verifies
(#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u]. Then, by Lemma 56, the function Pr
d : IB → [0, 1] is a probabilistic
model of T ∪F , such that Prdi (φ) = Pr(#i(φ)) = 1 and Pr
d
i (ψ) = Pr(#i(ψ)) ∈ [l, u]. Hence, F
tolerates (ψ|φ)[l, u] under T . 
Taking into account the definitions concerning the relevant notions for P-ALCI and PF-
ALCI, to show that PT is consistent if and only if PTs is consistent, it suffices to show the
following:
Lemma 58 There exist ki ≥ 0, i ∈ V, and ordered partitions (P
i
0, . . . , P
i
ki
) of Pi, such that
each P ij , j = 0, . . . , ki, is the set of all F ∈ Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1) that are tolerated under T by
P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1), where
P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1) = {Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1)}i∈V ,
if and only if there exists an ordered partition (P s0 , . . . , P
s
k ) of P
s, such that each P si with
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} is the set of all F ∈ P s\(P s0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
s
i−1) that are tolerated under T
s by
P s\(P s0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
s
i−1).
Proof:
Suppose, first, that there exist ki ≥ 0, i ∈ V, and ordered partitions (P
i
0, . . . , P
i
ki
) of Pi,
such that each P ij , j = 0, . . . , ki, is the set of all F ∈ Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1) that are tolerated
under T by P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1), where P\(P0 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj−1) = {Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1)}i∈V . Let
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k := maxi∈V ki and set
P sj =
⋃
i∈V
{(#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] : (ψ|φ)[l, u] ∈ P
i
j},
for j = 0, . . . , k, where P ij = ∅, for all j > ki. We must show that each P
s
i , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}, is
the set of all F ∈ P s\(P s0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
s
i−1) that are tolerated under T
s by P s\(P s0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
s
i−1).
This follows from Lemma 57.
Conversely, assume there exists an ordered partition (P s0 , . . . , P
s
k ) of P
s, such that each P si
with i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} is the set of all F ∈ P s\(P s0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
s
i−1) that are tolerated under T
s by
P s\(P s0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
s
i−1). Then, set, for all i ∈ V and all j = 0, 1, . . . , k,
P ij = {(ψ|φ)[l, u] ∈ Pi : (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] ∈ P
s
j }.
Moreover, let ki = max{j : P
i
j 6= ∅}. Then, by Lemma 57, the ordered partitions (P
i
0, . . . , P
i
ki
)
of Pi are such that each P
i
j , j = 0, . . . , ki, is the set of all F ∈ Pi\(P
i
0 ∪ · · · ∪ P
i
j−1) that are
tolerated under T by P\(P0∪· · ·∪Pj−1), where P\(P0∪· · ·∪Pj−1) = {Pi\(P
i
0∪· · ·∪P
i
j−1)}i∈V .

Lemma 58 immediately yields
Theorem 59 (Soundness and Completeness of R for PTCon) Let PT = {PTi}i∈V be
a PF-ALCI knowledge base. PT is consistent if and only if PTs is consistent.
4.6.2 Soundness and Completeness for FTLexEnt
In this subsection we prove the soundness and completeness of the translation from the
federated FTLexEnt problem to the corresponding problem for P-ALCI. More precisely,
we show that, given a PTBox PT = {〈Ti, Pi〉}i∈V , a finite collection F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of
conditional constraints and two i-classification concepts φ and ψ, the set of rational numbers
l, u ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q, that satisfy F tlexi (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT, is the same with that of the rational
numbers l, u ∈ [0, 1]∩Q, satisfying Fs lextight (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] under PT
s. The fact that these
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two subsets of Q coincide shows that the algorithm developed in [64] for solving TLexEnt
in the context of P-SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN (D), appropriately adjusted to solve TLexEnt
for the modified language P-ALCI, that we presented in Section 4.4, may be used to also solve
an instance of FTLexEnt. It also helps in providing a complexity estimate for the federated
problem based on the corresponding complexity for the unimodule problem.
Given a finite collection F = {Fi}i∈V of sets of conditional constraints and an i-classi-
fication concept φ, let us define the collection F(φ) = {Fj(φ)}j∈V , by
Fj(φ) =


Fj , if j 6= i
Fi ∪ {(φ|⊤i)[1, 1]}, if j = i
Moreover, in the unimodule setting, given a finite collection F of conditional constraints, of
possibly various types, and a classification concept φ of type i, let (see also [64])
F(φ) = F ∪ {(φ|⊤)[1, 1]}.
Note that Fs(#i(φ)) = F
s ∪ {(#i(φ)|⊤)[1, 1]} whereas F(φ)
s = Fs ∪ {(#i(φ)|⊤i)[1, 1]}.
Because of the added stipulation adopted in our semantics that every interpretation of a fed-
erated ontology must have nonempty local domains and the fact that the extension of #i(φ)
in any interpretation is a subset of the i-th domain, the interpretation of the two conditional
constraints appearing in the singleton sets above coincide in any probabilistic model. More for-
mally, in the following technical lemma it is shown that these two sets of conditional constraints
have identical probabilistic models.
Lemma 60 Let PT = {PTi}i∈V be a PF-ALCI knowledge base, F = {Fi}i∈V a collection of
sets of conditional constraints and φ an i-classification concept. A function Pr : IBs → [0, 1]
is a probabilistic model of Fs(#i(φ)) iff it is a probabilistic model of F(φ)
s.
Proof:
Taking into account the forms of the two sets of conditional constraints, the following string
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of equalities proves the lemma:
Pr(#i(φ)|⊤) =
Pr(#i(φ)⊓⊤)
Pr(⊤)
= Pr(#i(φ))
= Pr(#i(φ)⊓⊤i)Pr(⊤i)
= Pr(#i(φ)|⊤i).
The third equality follows from the fact that the interpretation of #i(φ) is stipulated to be a
subset of the interpretation of ⊤i in any model of the translation of PT and from the fact that
our models are assumed to have nonempty local domains. 
In Lemmas 61 and 62 it is shown that a probabilistic interpretation is a lex-minimal model
of a federated knowledge base iff its unimodule counterpart is a lex-minimal model of the
reduction of the federated knowledge base. This is the last auxiliary step on the road to
proving Theorems 63 and 64, which establish the soundeness and completeness of the given
reduction from the problem FTLexEnt for a PF-ALCI PTBox to the problem TLexEnt for
a P-ALCI PTBox.
Lemma 61 Suppose that T = {Ti}i∈V is a F-ALCI knowledge base and F = {Fi}i∈V a
collection of finite sets of conditional constraints. If Pr : IB → [0, 1] is a lex-min model of
T ∪ F , then Prs : IBs → [0, 1] is a lex-min model of T
s ∪ Fs.
Proof:
We prove the statement by contraposition. Suppose that Prs : IBs → [0, 1] is not a lex-min
model of T s∪Fs. Thus, there exists a model Pr′ : IBs → [0, 1] of T
s∪Fs that is lex-preferable
to Prs. But then, by Lemma 55 and the definitions of lex-preference, Pr′d : IB → [0, 1] is a
model of T ∪F , which is lex-preferable to Prsd = Pr. This shows that Pr : IB → [0, 1] is not a
lex-min model of T ∪ F . 
Lemma 62 Suppose that T = {Ti}i∈V is a F-ALCI knowledge base and F = {Fi}i∈V a
collection of finite sets of conditional constraints. If Pr : IBs → [0, 1] is a lex-min model of
T s ∪ Fs, then Prd : IB → [0, 1] is a lex-min model of T ∪ F .
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Proof:
Very similar to the proof of Lemma 61. 
Theorem 63 Suppose that PT = {〈Ti, Pi〉}i∈V is a PF-ALCI knowledge base, F = {Fi}i∈V a
collection of finite sets of conditional constraints and φ,ψ two i-classification concepts. Then,
F lexi (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT if and only if F
s lex (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] under PT
s.
Proof:
Suppose, first, that F lexi (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT. Then Pri(ψ) ∈ [l, u], for every lex-min
model Pr of T ∪ F(φ). Assume, for the sake of obtaining a contradiction, that Fs 6lex
(#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] under PT
s. Thus, there exists a lex-min model Pr′ of T s∪F(φ)s, such that
Pr′(#i(ψ)) 6∈ [l, u]. By Lemmas 56, 60 and 62, Pr
′d is a lex-min model of T ∪ F(φ), such that
Pr′di (ψ) = Pr
′ds(#i(ψ)) = Pr
′(#i(ψ)) 6∈ [l, u]. But this is a contradiction.
The proof of the converse statement is very similar, but uses Lemmas 55 and 61 in place
of Lemmas 56 and 62, respectively. 
Theorem 64 Let PT = {〈Ti, Pi〉}i∈V be a PF-ALCI PTBox, F = {Fi}i∈V a collection of
finite sets of conditional constraints and φ,ψ two i-classification concepts. Then, it is the case
that F tlexi (ψ|φ)[l, u] under PT if and only if F
s lextight (#i(ψ)|#i(φ))[l, u] under PT
s.
Proof:
Obvious from Theorem 63. 
4.6.3 Algorithmic Significance and Complexities
In this subsection, we examine the significance of the reductions from the federated prob-
lems FPTCon and FTLexEnt to the corresponding unimodule problems, that were presented
in the previous subsections. In Section 4.4, it was shown, based on the algorithms provided
by Lukasiewicz [64] for the expressive probabilistic description logics P-SHIF(D) and P-
SHOIN (D), that both PTCon and TLexEnt are decidable for our version of the language
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P-ALCI. Thus, our reductions show that both problems FPTCon and FTLexEnt for PF-
ALCI are also decidable. In fact, it is not much more difficult, based on Theorems 59 and 64,
to show, using Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 of [64], that FPTCon is complete for exponential time
and that FTLexEnt is complete for FEXP, the class corresponding to exponential time for
problems that output a value. We formally state these results in the next theorem:
Theorem 65 FPTCon is complete for EXP. FTLexEnt is complete for FEXP.
Proof:
Since FPTCon and FTLexEnt were reduced in Theorems 59 and 64, respectively, to the
corresponding unimodule problems in polynomial time, and, by Theorem 54 (an adaptation
of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 of [64]), these problems are in EXP and FEXP, respectively, we
know that FPTCon and FTLexEnt are in EXP and FEXP, respectively. Hardness for both
problems is inherited from the fact that deciding the satisfiability of a knowledge base with
arbitrary TBoxes in ALCI is complete for EXP (see [84, 95]). 
4.7 Summary
In this paper, inspired by the work of Lukasiewicz on expressive probabilistic description
logics [64], we have introduced the federated probabilistic description language PF-ALCI. This
language is, to the best of our knowledge, the first language presented in the literature that
combines three desirable features:
• modularity, so as to support autonomous but interrelated ontology development in the
semantic web;
• contextualization of all logical connectives so that meaning depends on the module where
a definition is provided;
• probabilistic features that support probabilistic terminological and default terminological
reasoning.
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Probabilistic treatment of both terminological and assertional knowledge was presented for the
description logics P-SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN (D) in [64]. On the other hand, a federated
description logic F-ALCI, based on ALCI, supporting contextual connectives, was introduced
in [97]. Since in the present work, we make a first attempt at integrating all these features
into a single language, we opted to keep the language rather simple. Instead of a more expres-
sive description logic, we based our language on ALCI and chose to deal only with TBoxes
and probabilistic terminological and terminological default knowledge rather than incorporat-
ing also ABoxes and assertional probabilistic statements. These extensions, which are very
desirable for obvious reasons, are left as goals for future work.
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Chapter5. F-ALCIK: FULLY CONTEXTUALIZED FEDERATED ALCI
WITH EPISTEMIC OPERATORS
Abstract
Many semantic web applications require support for knowledge representation and infer-
ence over a federation of multiple autonomously developed ontology modules allowing selective
partial reuse of knowledge, based on a well-coordinated context-sensitive semantics. Feder-
ated ALCIK or F-ALCIK is a modular description logic, each of whose modules is roughly
an ALCIK ontology (ALC with inverse roles and with an epistemic operator). F-ALCIK
supports importing of both concepts and roles across modules and contextualized interpreta-
tion of all logical connectives. Moreover, it allows non-monotonic reasoning, formalization of
procedural rules as well as various forms of sophisticated query formulation, as does its single-
module counterpart ALCIK. To show that this contextualized epistemic federated description
logic is decidable and to evaluate the complexity of the corresponding satisfiability problem, a
sound and complete reduction to the description logic ALCIK, modeled after a corresponding
reduction from F-ALCI to ALCI, is provided.
5.1 Introduction
This paper belongs to the tradition of exploring various description logics as the foundation
for implementing ontology languages to represent ontologies in the semantic web.
Whereas the actual world-wide web deals mostly with information that is geared towards
human understanding and consumption, the vast amounts of information that have recently
been accumulating in the web require that they be amenable to processing by machines. The
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effort to usher this new era of machine interpretable and machine interoperable resources and
services in the web has led to the paradigm of the semantic web [11]. In the semantic web,
information is organized in the form of ontologies and, most often, ontologies are constructed
using ontology languages, such as OIL and OWL [50]. Almost all ontology languages have as
their theoretical foundation Description Logics (DLs) [17, 18], a family of logic-based knowl-
edge representation languages, that are decidable fragments of first-order logic or decidable
extensions of those fragments with various added constructs [2].
Non-monotonic reasoning and procedural rules, which were among many of the desired
features of frame-based-systems, cannot be directly expressed in fragments of first-order logic.
To accommodate these features in DLs, Donini et al. introduced in [35] an epistemic operator
on top of the DL ALC (see [85]). This operator effectively extends ALC to a fragment of first-
order non-monotonic modal logic. It achieves the goal of formalizing procedural rules and,
in addition, enables more sophisticated forms of query formulation. Among these are various
forms of closed-world reasoning. The knowledge operator in [35] is interpreted as in [79, 59].
This enables the queries to refer both to aspects of the external world, as represented by the
knowledge base, and to aspects of what the knowledge base knows about the external world.
Ontologies that refer to one big domain of discourse are ordinarily developed by autonomous
independent groups with specialized knowledge of several different, but partially overlapping,
subdomains of the entire domain. In each of these independent and autonomously developed
modules, the terminology and information is context specific and context sensitive. Moreover,
coordination is needed so that concepts and terms may be partially reused by various developers
working in interrelated contexts, without having to be explicitly redefined or rewritten. These
requirements point to the necessity of introducing into terminological languages two additional
features that are not present in basic DLs. One is modularity, i.e., the ability to develop
independently autonomous but interrelated modules, whose concepts can be easily reused, and
the other is contextualization, i.e., the property that a statement or a query takes a special
meaning depending on the context in which it appears or is posed, respectively. Various
modular description logics have appeared in the literature to deal with the first requirement.
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Among the best known are Distributed Description Logics (DDL) [14], E-Connections [26, 56]
and Package-Based Description Logics (P-DLs) [8]. As far as context-sensitivity is concerned,
it was recognized early in artificial intelligence by McCarthy and his collaborators (see, e.g.,
[69, 20]). Significant effort has been subsequently invested in contextualizing ontologies (in
the non modular setting) [15, 45]. The recently introduced federated description logic F-
ALCI [97, 98] addresses both the need for modular development of ontologies and the need for
contextualization. In fact, it has been the first attempt to contextualize all logical connectives
and not just logical negation, as had been the case in previously introduced modular DLs.
In the present work, an attempt is made to combine all three desirable features that were
mentioned above, namely,
• expressibility of non-monotonic aspects of reasoning and of procedural rules by incorpo-
rating epistemic knowledge operators into the language,
• modularity to allow independent autonomous development of coordinated ontology mod-
ules and reuse of knowledge across modules and
• contextualization of both the logical connectives and the epistemic concepts and roles,
in a single modular ontology language. This effort builds on previous work on the fully con-
textualized federated language F-ALCI [97], which does not contain epistemic operators. The
resulting language F-ALCIK is, to the best of our knowledge, the first language that combines
modularity, contextualization and epistemic operators. When only one module is present,
F-ALCIK reduces to the ordinary DL ALCIK, which is an extension with inverse roles of
the language ALCK, that was studied in detail in [35]. We introduce a reduction of a given
F-ALCIK knowledge base to an ordinary ALCIK ontology, which can be performed in poly-
nomial time in the size of the ontology. This reduction is shown to be sound and complete,
in the sense that the federated ontology is consistent from a specific module’s point of view
if the corresponding top concept is satisfiable in the reduced uni-module ontology and vice-
versa. Soundness and completeness, together with known decidability and complexity results
for ALCIK [35] allow us to obtain corresponding results for F-ALCI. More precisely, it is
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shown that the consistency problem for a F-ALCIK knowledge base is decidable and that it
is ExpTime-complete.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 5.2 we present the syntax and the semantics
of the fully contextualized, federated epistemic language F-ALCIK. The main features are
illustrated using some examples. In Section 5.3, we present a reduction from the federated
language F-ALCIK to its single module counterpart ALCIK. It serves to demonstrate the
decidability of the consistency problem for F-ALCIK, based on the decidability of the cor-
responding problem in ALCIK. An example serves to illustrate the reduction. Section 5.4
contains the main results concerning the soundness and completeness of the reduction. At
the end of the section, some consequences of these results are also explored. Finally, in the
Summary section, we review the main contributions of the paper.
5.2 The Federated Languages F-ALCI and F-ALCIK
In this work, we use the prefix “F-”, standing for Federated, to denote a contextualized
federated language, limited to acyclic importing of concepts, roles and contextualized logical
connectives (see [97]). Moreover, following [35], we append at the end the letter K to denote
inclusion of an epistemic operator (or many epistemic operators) in the language.
We present the syntax and the semantics of the language F-ALCIK, which extends the
language F-ALCI, that was introduced in [97] (see also [98]) and for which a tableau-based
algorithm was presented in [99], with the addition of epistemic operators. One operator Ki is
added for each module i and the intended extension of an epistemic conceptKiC in module i is
supposed to be the set of all individuals in the i-th domain that are in the extension of C in all
models of the distributed knowledge base under consideration. The framework assumes a fixed
domain semantics, i.e., that the domains of all modules are fixed in all local interpretations,
and a fixed image domain relation semantics, i.e., that the image domain relations across the
various modules are also fixed in all federated interpretations under consideration.
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5.2.1 The Syntax
Suppose a directed acyclic graph G = 〈V,E〉, with V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, is given. The intuition
is that its n nodes correspond to local modules of a modular ontology and its edges correspond
to the importing relations between these modules. For technical reasons, we add a loop on
each vertex of G.
For every node i ∈ V , the signature of the i-language always includes a set Ci of i-concept
names and a set Ri of i-role names. We assume that all sets of names are pairwise disjoint.
Out of these, a set of i-concept expressions Ĉi of F-ALCI and C˜i of F-ALCIK and a set of
i-role expressions R̂i of F-ALCI and R˜i of F-ALCIK are built.
Recall that the description logic ALCI allows concept expressions that are constructed
recursively from its signature symbols, i.e., its role and concept names, using negation, con-
junction, disjunction, value and existential restriction and inverses of role names. Its formulas
are subsumptions between concept expressions.
The syntax of the description logic F-ALCI and that of F-ALCIK are defined as follows:
Definition 66 (Roles and Concepts) The set of i-roles or i-role expressions R˜i of F-
ALCIK consists of expressions of the form
R, KjR, where R ∈ Rj ∪R
−
j , (j, i) ∈ E,
where R−j = {R
− : R ∈ Rj}. The set of i-roles or i-role expressions R̂i of F-ALCI consists
of those i-role expressions in R˜i that do not use the epistemic operators Kj, (j, i) ∈ E.
The set of i-concepts or i-concept expressions C˜i of F-ALCIK is defined recursively as
follows:
A ∈ Cj,⊤j ,⊥j,¬jC,C ⊓j D,C ⊔j D,∃jR.C,∀jR.C,KjC, (5.1)
where (j, i) ∈ E, C,D ∈ C˜i ∩ C˜j and R ∈ R˜i ∩ R˜j.
The set of i-concepts or i-concept expressions Ĉi of F-ALCI consists of those i-concept
expressions in C˜i that do not use the epistemic operators Kj, (j, i) ∈ E (either in front of role
expressions or in front of concept expressions).
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Using the concepts and roles of F-ALCI or F-ALCIK, we define their formulas, as follows:
Definition 67 (Formulas) The i-formulas of F-ALCI are expressions of the form C ⊑ D,
with C,D ∈ Ĉi, for all i ∈ V . Similarly, the i-formulas of F-ALCIK are expressions of the
form C ⊑ D, with C,D ∈ C˜i, for all i ∈ V .
An F-ALCI-TBox (F-ALCIK-TBox) or, simply, TBox, when the relevant language is
clear from context, is a collection T = {Ti}i∈V , where Ti is a finite set of i-formulas of F-ALCI
(F-ALCIK, respectively) for all i ∈ V , called the i-TBox. Since, in this paper, we do not
consider RBoxes or ABoxes, the terms TBox, ontology and knowledge base (KB) will be used
interchangeably.
We use, for every i ∈ V , the notation Ri and Ci to denote the set of i-roles and of i-
concepts, respectively, that occur in Ti. These could be in R̂i and Ĉi, respectively, or R˜i and
C˜i, respectively, depending on the language used in T . Ci is a finite subset of Ĉi or C˜i, for every
i ∈ V , and, similarly for roles. A role name in Rj ∩Ri or a concept name in Cj ∩ Ci is said to
be imported from module j to module i.
Example 1 (Syntax): Consider a federated knowledge base with two modules T1 and T2
over the directed graph consisting of two nodes 1 and 2 and a directed edge from 1 to 2. Let
Faculty, Course be 1-concept names and Student a 2-concept name and, also, teaches be a
1-role name and enrolled a 2-role name. Assume that module T1 consists of the formulas
⊤1 ⊑ Faculty ⊔1 Course
Faculty ⊓1 Course ⊑ ⊥
∃1teaches.Course ⊑ Faculty
The first two formulas express the fact that the extensions of the 1-concept names are disjoint
and cover the domain of discourse of the first module. The last formula expresses the fact that
every individual of the local domain that teaches a course must be a faculty. Moreover, let T2
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consist of the formulas
⊤2 ⊑ Faculty ⊔2 Course ⊔2 Student
Faculty ⊓2 Course ⊑ ⊥
Faculty ⊓2 Student ⊑ ⊥
Course ⊓2 Student ⊑ ⊥
∃2enrolled.Student ⊑ Course
Again, the first four formulas assert that the extensions of all concept names, as witnessed
by the second module, are pairwise disjoint and cover the domain of discourse of the second
module. The last formula, on the other hand, expresses the fact that every individual in the
domain that has enrolled a student must be a course. Among the several questions that can
be posed against this knowledge base, are
(i) the one concerning the satisfiability of the concept expression
∃1teaches.Course ⊓1 ¬1K1Faculty
as witnessed by module T1 and
(ii) the one concerning the satisfiability of
∃2teaches.∃2enrolled.Student ⊓2 ¬2Faculty
as witnessed by T2.
5.2.2 The Semantics
In this subsection, we present the semantics for the language F-ALCIK. To do this, we
need to revisit the semantics of F-ALCI.
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Definition 68 (F-ALCI Interpretation) An F-ALCI interpretation
I = 〈{Ii}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉
consists of a family Ii = 〈∆
i, ·i〉, i ∈ V , of local interpretations, together with a family of
image domain relations rij ⊆ ∆
i ×∆j, (i, j) ∈ E, such that rii = id∆i, for all i ∈ V .
Notation: For a binary relation r ⊆ ∆i ×∆j, X ⊆ ∆i and S ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, we set
r(X) := {y ∈ ∆j : (∃x ∈ X)((x, y) ∈ r)},
r(S) := {(z,w) ∈ ∆j ×∆j : (∃(x, y) ∈ S)((x, z), (y,w) ∈ r)}.
A local interpretation function ·i interprets i-role names and i-concept names, as well as
⊥i and ⊤i, as follows:
• Ci ⊆ ∆i, for all C ∈ Ci,
• Ri ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, for all R ∈ Ri,
• ⊤ii = ∆
i, ⊥ii = ∅.
The interpretations of imported role names and imported concept names are computed by
the following rules:
• Ci = rji(C
j), for all C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi,
• Ri = rji(R
j), for all R ∈ Rj ∩ R̂i,
• ⊤ij = rji(∆
j), ⊥ij = ∅.
The recursive features of the local interpretation function ·i are as follows:
• R−
i
= Ri
−
, for all R ∈ Ri, where R
i− = {(y, x) : (x, y) ∈ Ri}
• (¬jC)
i = rji(∆
j\Cj)
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• (C ⊓j D)
i = rji(C
j ∩Dj)
• (C ⊔j D)
i = rji(C
j ∪Dj)
• (∃jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y)((x, y) ∈ Rj and y ∈ Cj)})
• (∀jR.C)
i = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∀y)((x, y) ∈ Rj implies y ∈ Cj)})
In case more than one interpretations are under consideration, the superscript i will be aug-
mented to Ii to make explicit the interpretation that is referred to in a specific context.
Definition 69 (F-ALCIK Interpretation) An F-ALCIK interpretation is a pair (I,W),
where I is a F-ALCI interpretation and W is a set of F-ALCI interpretations, such that, for
every J ∈ W and every i, j ∈ V ,
• ∆Ji = ∆Ii, and
• rJij = r
I
ij , if (i, j) ∈ E.
i.e., local domains corresponding to the same module across all interpretations in W are as-
sumed to be fixed and the same holds for the image domain relations. We define ∆i := ∆Ji,
i ∈ V , and rij := r
I
ij , (i, j) ∈ E. Because of the two assumptions displayed above, these
definitions are not ambiguous.
The pair (I,W) gives rise to a local interpretation function ·Ii,W , that interprets i-role
names and i-concept names, as well as ⊥i and ⊤i, as follows:
• CIi,W = CIi ⊆ ∆i, for all C ∈ Ci,
• RIi,W = RIi ⊆ ∆i ×∆i, for all R ∈ Ri,
• ⊤Ii,Wi = ∆
i, ⊥Ii,Wi = ∅.
The interpretations of imported role names and imported concept names are computed by
the following rules:
• CIi,W = rji(C
Ij ,W), for all C ∈ Cj ∩ C˜i,
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• RIi,W = rji(R
Ij ,W), for all R ∈ Rj ∩ R˜i,
• ⊤Ii,Wj = rji(∆
j), ⊥Ii,Wj = ∅.
The recursive features of the local interpretation function ·Ii,W are as follows:
• R−
Ii,W = (RIi,W)
−
, for all R ∈ R˜i
• (KjR)
Ii,W = rji(
⋂
J∈W R
Jj ,W), for all R ∈ R˜i
• (¬jC)
Ii,W = rji(∆
j\CIj ,W)
• (C ⊓j D)
Ii,W = rji(C
Ij ,W ∩DIj ,W)
• (C ⊔j D)
Ii,W = rji(C
Ij ,W ∪DIj ,W)
• (∃jR.C)
Ii,W = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y)((x, y) ∈ RIj ,W and y ∈ CIj,W)})
• (∀jR.C)
Ii,W = rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∀y)((x, y) ∈ RIj ,W implies y ∈ CIj ,W)})
• (KjC)
Ii,W = rji(
⋂
J∈W C
Jj ,W)
Note that, for every R ∈ R̂i and every C ∈ Ĉi, we have that R
Ii,W = RIi and CIi,W = CIi ,
i.e., this definition restricted to the F-ALCI roles and concepts coincides with the one given
previously for F-ALCI interpretations, if we disregard the set W.
For all i ∈ V , i-satisfiability, denoted by |=i, is defined by (I,W) |=i C ⊑ D iff C
Ii,W ⊆
DIi,W . Given a TBox T = {Ti}i∈V , the interpretation (I,W) is a model of Ti, written
(I,W) |=i Ti, iff (I,W) |=i τ , for every τ ∈ Ti. Moreover, (I,W) is a model of T , written
(I,W) |= T , iff (I,W) |=i Ti, for every i ∈ V . An epistemic model of T is a maximal
nonempty set W of interpretations, such that, for every I ∈ W, (I,W) |= T .
Let w ∈ V . Define Gw = 〈Vw, Ew〉 to be the subgraph of G induced by those vertices
in G from which w is reachable and T ∗w := {Ti}i∈Vw . We say that an F-ALCIK-ontology
T = {Ti}i∈V is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if T
∗
w has an epistemic model
W = {I}, with I = 〈{Ii}i∈Vw , {rij}(i,j)∈Ew〉, such that ∆
w 6= ∅. A concept C is satisfiable
as witnessed by Tw if there is an epistemic model W of T
∗
w, such that C
Iw,W 6= ∅, for some
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I ∈ W. A concept subsumption C ⊑ D is valid as witnessed by Tw, denoted by C ⊑w D,
if, for every epistemic model W of T ∗w, and every I ∈ W C
Iw,W ⊆ DIw,W . An alternative
notation for C ⊑w D is T
∗
w |=w C ⊑ D.
Example 2 (Semantics): We answer the two questions posed against the knowledge base
presented in Example 1.
(i) The first one concerns the satisfiability of the concept expression
∃1teaches.Course ⊓1 ¬1K1Faculty (5.2)
as witnessed by module T1. Note, first, that the concept expression
∃1teaches.Course ⊓1 ¬1Faculty
is not satisfiable as witnessed by T1, since
(∃1teaches.Course ⊓1 ¬1Faculty)
I1,W
= (∃1teaches.Course)
I1,W ∩ (¬1Faculty)
I1,W
⊆ FacultyI1,W ∩ (¬1Faculty)
I1,W
= ∅
However, the concept expression (5.2) is satisfiable as witnessed by T1. To see this con-
sider a federated epistemic model W, with ∆1 = {x, y} and ∆2 = ∅. Let I ∈ W be
the model such that x ∈ FacultyI1,W , y ∈ CourseI1,W and teachesI1,W = {(x, y)}.
Moreover, let J ∈ W be the model with x, y ∈ CourseJ1,W and FacultyJ1,W =
teachesJ1,W = ∅. Then, it is not difficult to see that
(∃1teaches.Course ⊓1 ¬1K1Faculty)
I1,W = {x} 6= ∅.
Thus, the concept expression (5.2) is satisfiable as witnessed by T1.
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(ii) The second one concerns the satisfiability of
∃2teaches.∃2enrolled.Student ⊓2 ¬2Faculty (5.3)
as witnessed by T2. Let (I,W) be an epistemic model of T , such that
(∃2teaches.∃2enrolled.Student ⊓2 ¬2Faculty)
I2,W 6= ∅.
Thus, there exists an x ∈ ∆2, such that
1. x ∈ (∃2teaches.∃2enrolled.Student)
I2,W and
2. x ∈ (¬2Faculty)
I2,W = ∆2\r12(Faculty
I1,W).
Thus, there exist individuals x′, y′ ∈ ∆1, such that (x′, x), (y′, y) ∈ r12, (x
′, y′) ∈
teachesI1,W and, also, y ∈ (∃2enrolled.Student)
I2,W ⊆ r12(Course
I1,W). But then, by
2 above, x 6∈ r12(Faculty
I1,W), whence x′ 6∈ FacultyI1,W and, hence, y′ 6∈ CourseI1,W .
Thus, we get y′ ∈ FacultyI1,W . Therefore y ∈ r12(Faculty
I1,W), contradicting y ∈
r12(Course
I1,W) and Faculty ⊓2 Course ⊑ ⊥. This shows that the concept expression
(5.3) is not satisfiable as witnessed by T2.
5.3 A Reduction from F-ALCIK to ALCIK
In [97] (see also [98]), a reduction R from an F-ALCI KB Σd = {Ti} to an ALCI KB
Σ := R(Σd) was obtained. Since this reduction is going to be reused in the present work in
order to obtain a reduction from an F-ALCIK KB to an ALCIK KB, we review it here. This
reduction will also allow us to show that the satisfiability problem in F-ALCIK is decidable,
since by [35], the same problem in ALCIK is decidable, and to pinpoint the complexity of the
problem.
Let Σd be an F-ALCI KB. The signature of Σ = R(Σd) is the union of the local signatures
of the modules together with a global top ⊤, a global bottom ⊥, local top concepts ⊤i, for all
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i ∈ V , and, finally, a collection of new role names {Rij}(i,j)∈E , i.e.,
Sig(Σ) =
⋃
i
(Ci ∪Ri) ∪ {⊤,⊥} ∪ {⊤i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {Rij : (i, j) ∈ E}. (5.4)
Moreover, various axioms derived from the structure of Σd are added to Σ.
• For each C ∈ Ci, C ⊑ ⊤i is added to Σ.
• For each R ∈ Ri, ⊤i is stipulated to be the domain and range of R, i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R
−.⊤i
and ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i are added to Σ.
• For each new role name Rij, ⊤i is stipulated to be its domain and ⊤j to be its range,
i.e., ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−ij.⊤i and ⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij.⊤j are added to Σ.
• For each C ⊑ D ∈ Ti, #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is added to Σ, where #i is a function from Ĉi to
the set of ALCI-concepts. The precise definition of #i is given below.
The mapping #i(C) serves to maintain the compatibility of the concept domains. It is defined
by induction on the structure of C ∈ Ĉi:
• #i(C) = C, if C ∈ Ci;
• #i(C) = ∃R
−
ji.#j(C), if C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi;
• #i(¬jD) = ∃R
−
ji.(¬ #j(D) ⊓⊤j);
• #i(D ⊞j E) = ∃R
−
ji.(#j(D)⊞#j(E)), for ⊞ = ⊓ or ⊞ = ⊔;
• #i(∃jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∃R
−
kj.(∃R.(∃Rkj.#j(D)))), for R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k ;
• #i(∀jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.(∀R
−
kj.(∀R.(∀Rkj.#j(D)))), for R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k .
The reduction R was shown in [97] to be sound and complete in the sense that, if the
local top concept ⊤w in R(Σd), that corresponds to a module Tw in Σd, is satisfiable in an
ALCI-model of R(Σd), then Σd itself is consistent as witnessed by Tw and vice-versa.
Suppose, now, that we start from a F-ALCIK KB Σd. We extend the reduction R to
cover the contextualized epistemic operators. Thus, we obtain a reduction from the F-ALCIK
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KB Σd to an ALCIK KB Σ = R(Σd). The signature of Σ is as in Equation (5.4) and the
axioms remain the same. The only definition that needs to be expanded to accommodate the
epistemic operators is that of the function #i(C). More specifically, the set of clauses above
is modified and augmented as follows: We first define two auxiliary operators #∃i and #
∀
i on
i-role expressions.
• #∃i (R) = ∃R
−
ki∃R∃Rki, for all R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k ;
• #∀i (R) = ∀R
−
ki∀R∀Rki, for all R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k ;
• #∃i (KjR) = ∃R
−
ji∃KR∃Rji, for all R ∈ Rj ∪R
−
j ;
• #∀i (KjR) = ∀R
−
ji∀KR∀Rji, for all R ∈ Rj ∪R
−
j ;
Then, using the #∃i and #
∀
i -operators, we extend the #i-operators defined previously for
concept expressions in Ĉi to concept expressions in C˜i by induction on the structure of C ∈ C˜i,
as follows:
• #i(C) = C, if C ∈ Ci;
• #i(C) = ∃R
−
ji.#j(C), if C ∈ Cj ∩ Ĉi;
• #i(¬jD) = ∃R
−
ji.(¬ #j(D) ⊓⊤j);
• #i(D ⊞j E) = ∃R
−
ji.(#j(D)⊞#j(E)), for ⊞ = ⊓ or ⊞ = ⊔;
• #i(∃jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.#
∃
j (R).#j(D), if R ∈ R˜i;
• #i(∀jR.D) = ∃R
−
ji.#
∀
j (R).#j(D), if R ∈ R˜i;
• #i(KjD) = ∃R
−
ji.K#j(D).
Note how the newly introduced notation enables us to handle uniformly in an elegant way
the more complex epistemic roles when it comes to the rules dealing with the existential and
the universal role quantifications. When only non-epistemic roles are used, the clauses in the
definition collapse to the ones used previously for concept expressions in Ĉi.
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Example 3 (Reducing a Federated Knowledge Base): Let us revisit the F-ALCIK
knowledge base T consisting of two modules T1 and T2, that was presented in Example 1. We
provide below the ALCIK knowledge base R(T ), that results from T by applying the reduction
that was presented in this section. We use horizontal lines to separate the different categories
of translated sentences, as were presented in the definition of R.
Faculty ⊑ ⊤1
Course ⊑ ⊤1
Student ⊑ ⊤2
⊤ ⊑ ∀teaches−.⊤1 ⊤ ⊑ ∀teaches.⊤1
⊤ ⊑ ∀enrolled−.⊤2 ⊤ ⊑ ∀enrolled.⊤2
⊤ ⊑ ∀R−12.⊤1 ⊤ ⊑ ∀R12.⊤2
⊤1 ⊑ Faculty ⊔ Course
Faculty ⊓ Course ⊑ ⊥
∃teaches.Course ⊑ Faculty
⊤2 ⊑ ∃R
−
12.Faculty ⊔ ∃R
−
12.Course ⊔ Student
∃R−12.Faculty ⊓ ∃R
−
12.Course ⊑ ⊥
∃R−12.Faculty ⊓ Student ⊑ ⊥
∃R−12.Course ⊓ Student ⊑ ⊥
∃enrolled.Student ⊑ ∃R−12Course
We will show in the next section that the extended reduction R is sound and complete in
the sense that, given a F-ALCIK KB Σd = {Ti}i∈V , if the local top concept ⊤w in R(Σd) is
satisfiable in an epistemic model W = {I}, satisfying the property


⊤Ii = ⊤
J
i , for all i ∈ V and all I,J ∈ W,
RIij = R
J
ij , for all (i, j) ∈ E and all I,J ∈ W.
(5.5)
then Σd itself is consistent as witnessed by Tw and vice-versa.
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5.4 Soundness and Completeness of the Reduction R
Let us call an epistemic model of R(Σd) satisfying Condition (5.5) a coordinated model.
The strategy that we will follow in order to show that the local top concept ⊤w in R(Σd) is
satisfiable in a coordinated model iff Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw can be summarized
as follows: First, given an epistemic coordinated ALCIK model W of the KB R(Σd), we
will construct an epistemic F-ALCIK model F(W) of Σd. Then, we will show that if ⊤w is
satisfiable in the model W, then F(W) is a model of T ∗w, such that ∆
w 6= ∅. Moreover, given
an epistemic F-ALCIK model W of the KB Σd, we will construct an epistemic coordinated
ALCIK model G(W) of R(Σd) and show that if W is a model of T
∗
w, such that ∆
w 6= ∅, then
⊤w is satisfiable in the model G(W).
First, we provide the constructions of F(W) and G(W). We urge the reader to keep in mind
that, in the first case, the model W refers to an epistemic model of the ALCIK KB R(Σd),
i.e., W is a maximal set of ALCIK interpretations, such that, for all I ∈ W, the ALCIK
interpretation (I,W) is a model of R(Σd), in the sense of [35], satisfying the extra Condition
(5.5). On the other hand, in G(W), the modelW refers to an epistemic model of the F-ALCIK
KB Σd, i.e., W is a maximal set of F-ALCIK interpretations, such that, for all I ∈ W, the
F-ALCIK interpretation (I,W) is a model of Σd. Hopefully, this mild overloading of notation
will not cause any confusion.
Definition 70 Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCIK KB and (I,W) an interpretation of the
ALCIK KB R(Σd), satisfying Condition (5.5). For each J ∈ W ∪{I}, construct an interpre-
tation F(J ) = 〈{Ji}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉 for Σd as follows:
• ∆Ji = ⊤Ji , for all i ∈ V ;
• CJi = CJ , for every C ∈ Ci;
• RJi = RJ , for every R ∈ Ri;
• rij = R
J
ij , for every (i, j) ∈ E.
Let F(W) = {F(J ) : J ∈ W} and F(I,W) = (F(I), F(W)).
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Note how Condition (5.5) is necessary so that the resulting F-ALCIK interpretation satisfy
the requirements of Definition 69.
Definition 71 Suppose that Σd is an F-ALCIK KB and that (I,W), with J = 〈{Ji}i∈V ,
{rij}(i,j)∈E〉, for all J ∈ W ∪ {I}, is an interpretation for Σd. For every J ∈ W ∪ {I},
construct an interpretation G(J ) = 〈∆G(J ), ·G(J )〉 of R(Σd) as follows:
• ∆G(J ) =
⋃
i∈V ∆
Ji;
• ⊤
G(J )
i = ∆
Ji, for every i ∈ V ;
• CG(J ) = CJi, for every C ∈ Ci;
• RG(J ) = RJi, for every R ∈ Ri;
• R
G(J )
ij = rij, for every (i, j) ∈ E.
Furthermore, define G(W) = {G(J ) : J ∈ W} and G(I,W) = (G(I), G(W)).
The following technical lemma that was proven for the case of a F-ALCI KB Σd in [97]
(see [98] for proof) is extended here to cover the case of an F-ALCIK KB Σd. It will aid in
proving the main soundness and completeness results of this section.
Lemma 72 Let Σd be an F-ALCIK KB and (I,W) an interpretation for R(Σd) satisfying
Condition (5.5). For every concept expression C ∈ C˜i, such that ∃R
−
ij.C occurs in R(Σd), we
have RI,Wij (C
I,W) = (∃R−ij.C)
I,W .
Proof:
The proof can be carried out almost verbatim as that of Lemma 10 of [98]. We omit the
details. 
To connect the interpretation (I,W) with its federated counterpart (F(I), F(W)), we need
to establish a correspondence between the interpretation of the translation #i(C) of a concept
C ∈ C˜i under (I,W) and that of the concept C under (F(I), F(W)). This relationship is
explored in Lemma 75. For the proof of the lemma, we need to know the exact relationship
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between the interpretation of a translation of an existential sentence using a complex role
expression in a model (I,W) of R(Σd) and the interpretation of the sentence itself in F(I,W).
More precisely, we have
Lemma 73 Let Σd be an F-ALCIK KB, (I,W) an interpretation for R(Σd), satisfying Con-
dition (5.5), and ∃iR.D ∈ C˜i, such that #i(D)
I,W = DF(I)i,F(W). Then
(#∃i (R).#i(D))
I,W = {x ∈ ∆i : (∃y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))((x, y) ∈ RF(I)i,F(W))}.
Proof:
Assume, first, that R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k . Then, we have
(#∃i (R).#i(D))
I,W
= (∃R−ki.∃R.∃Rki.#i(D))
I,W
= {x ∈ ∆I,W : (∃y ∈ #i(D)
I,W)((x, y) ∈ RI,Wki (R
I,W))}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∃y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))((x, y) ∈ rki(R
F(I)k ,F(W)))}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∃y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))((x, y) ∈ RF(I)i,F(W))}.
If, on the other hand, R ∈ Rj ∪R
−
j , we get
(#∃i (KjR).#i(D))
I,W
= (∃R−ji.∃KR.∃Rji.#i(D))
I,W
= {x ∈ ∆I,W : (∃y ∈ #i(D)
I,W)((x, y) ∈ RI,Wji ((KR)
I,W))}
= {x ∈ ∆I,W : (∃y ∈ #i(D)
I,W)((x, y) ∈ RI,Wji (
⋂
J∈W R
J ,W))}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∃y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))((x, y) ∈ rji(
⋂
J∈W R
F(J )j ,F(W)))}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∃y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))((x, y) ∈ (KjR)
F(I)i,F(W))}.

A similar result holds for universal role quantifications. It will also help us in proving
Lemma 75, which establishes the main connection between extensions in a coordinated model
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(I,W) of R(Σd) of translated sentences and corresponding extensions in F(I,W) of the original
sentences.
Lemma 74 Let Σd be an F-ALCIK KB, (I,W) be an interpretation for R(Σd), satisfying
Condition (5.5), and ∀iR.D ∈ C˜i such that #i(D)
I,W = DF(I)i,F(W). Then
(#∀i (R).#i(D))
I,W
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∀y ∈ ∆i)((x, y) ∈ RF(I)i,F(W) implies y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W)))}.
Proof:
Assume, first, that R ∈ Rk ∪R
−
k . Then, we have
(#∃i (R).#i(D))
I,W
= (∀R−ki.∀R.∀Rki.#i(D))
I,W
= {x ∈ ∆I,W : (∀y ∈ ∆I,W)((x, y) ∈ RI,Wki (R
I,W)
implies y ∈ #i(D)
I,W)}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∀y ∈ ∆i)((x, y) ∈ rki(R
F(I)k ,F(W))
implies y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∀y ∈ ∆i)((x, y) ∈ RF(I)i,F(W) implies y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))}.
If, on the other hand, R ∈ Rj ∪R
−
j , we get
(#∀i (KjR).#i(D))
I,W
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= (∀R−ji.∀KR.∀Rji.#i(D))
I,W
= {x ∈ ∆I,W : (∀y ∈ ∆I,W)((x, y) ∈ RI,Wji ((KR)
I,W)
implies y ∈ #i(D)
I,W)}
= {x ∈ ∆I,W : (∀y ∈ ∆I,W)((x, y) ∈ RI,Wji (
⋂
J∈W R
J ,W)
implies y ∈ #i(D)
I,W)}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∀y ∈ ∆i)((x, y) ∈ rji(
⋂
J∈W R
F(J )j ,F(W))
implies y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))}
= {x ∈ ∆i : (∀y ∈ ∆i)((x, y) ∈ (KjR)
F(I)i,F(W)
implies y ∈ DF(I)i,F(W))}.

Lemma 75 Suppose that Σd is an F-ALCIK KB, (I,W) an interpretation for R(Σd), satisfy-
ing Condition (5.5), and F(I,W), with J = 〈{Ji}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉, for all J ∈ F(W)∪{F(I)},
such that Ji = 〈∆
Ji , ·Ji〉, i ∈ V . Then
#i(C)
I,W = CF(I)i,F(W), for every C ∈ C˜i, i ∈ V.
Proof:
We do this by structural induction on C. All steps of the induction that involve operators
other than either the epistemic role or the epistemic concept operators can be carried out
exactly as in the proof of Lemma 12 of [98]. Therefore, we will demonstrate in detail only the
case where the main (outermost) connective is an existential, universal or epistemic concept
operator.
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Suppose that C = ∃jR.D, with R ∈ R˜i. Then
#i(∃jR.D)
I,W = (∃R−ji.#
∃
jR.#j(D))
I,W
(by the definition of #i(∃jR.D))
= RI,Wji ((#
∃
jR.#j(D))
I,W) (by Lemma 72)
= rji({x ∈ ∆
j : (∃y ∈ DF(I)j ,F(W))((x, y) ∈
RF(I)jF(W))})
(by Lemma 73 and the induction hypothesis)
= rji((∃jR.D)F(I)j ,F(W))
= (∃jR.D)
F(I)i,F(W).
The case of a universal role quantification may be handled similarly. The only difference is
that Lemma 74 should be used in place of Lemma 73.
Suppose, finally, that C = KjD. Then
#i(KjD)
I,W = (∃R−ji.K#j(D))
I,W (by the definition of #i(KjD))
= RI,Wji ((K#j(D))
I,W) (by Lemma 72)
= RI,Wji (
⋂
J∈W #j(D)
J ,W) (by the definition of ·I,W)
= rji(
⋂
J∈W D
F(J )i,F(W)) (by the definition of F(I,W)
and the induction hypothesis)
= (KjD)
F(I)i,F(W). (by the defintiion of (KjD)
F(I)i,F(W))

The following is our main soundness theorem for the reduction R.
Theorem 76 (Soundness) Let Σd be an F-ALCIK KB, and Tw a module of Σd. If ⊤w is
satisfiable in a coordinated model of R(T ∗w), then Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw.
Proof:
Suppose that ⊤w is satisfiable in a coordinated model of R(T
∗
w). Assume (I,W), with
I = 〈∆I , ·I〉, such that ⊤Iw 6= ∅ is a coordinated model of R(T
∗
w). Our goal is to show that
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(F(I), F(W)) is an epistemic model of T ∗w, such that ∆
w := ∆F(I)w,F(W) 6= ∅.
Clearly, we have ∆w = ⊤I,Ww 6= ∅, by the hypothesis. So it suffices to show that (F(I), F(W))
is a model of the federated ontology T ∗w, i.e., that it satisfies (F(I), F(W)) |=i Ti, for ev-
ery i ∈ Vw. Suppose that C ⊑ D ∈ Ti. By the construction of R(T
∗
w) and the fact that
(I,W) |= R(T ∗w), we must have #i(C)
I,W ⊆ #i(D)
I,W , whence, by Lemma 75, we obtain that
CF(I)i,F(W) ⊆ DF(I)i,F(W), showing that (F(I), F(W)) |= T ∗w. 
To connect the federated interpretation (I,W) with its single module-counterpart G(I,W),
we need to establish a correspondence between the interpretation of the translation #i(C) of
a concept C ∈ C˜i under F(I,W) and that of the concept C under (I,W).
Lemma 77 Let Σd be an F-ALCIK KB and (I,W), with W = {J } and J = 〈{Ji}i∈V ,
{rij}(i,j)∈E〉, an epistemic model of Σd. Then
#i(C)
G(I),G(W) = CIi,W , for every C ∈ C˜i, i ∈ V.
Proof:
As in the proof of Lemma 17 of [98], one may show that, for every J ∈ W, we have that
J = F(G(J )). Therefore, by Lemma 75, #i(C)
G(I),G(W) = CF(G(I))i,F(G(W)) = CIi,W . 
Having at hand Lemma 77, we can now show that the converse of Theorem 76 also holds.
That is, if an F-ALCIK ontology Σd is consistent as witnessed by a specific module Tw, then
the corresponding local top ⊤w is satisfiable in a coordinated model of R(T
∗
w). More precisely,
we have the following
Theorem 78 (Completeness) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCIK ontology. If Σd is consis-
tent as witnessed by a module Tw, then ⊤w is satisfiable in a coordinated model of R(T
∗
w).
Proof:
Suppose that Σd is consistent as witnessed by Tw. Thus, it has an epistemic model (I,W),
with J = 〈{Ji}i∈V , {rij}(i,j)∈E〉, J ∈ W∪{I}, satisfying ∆
Iw 6= ∅. We show that (G(I), G(W))
is a model of R(T ∗w), such that ⊤
G(I)
w 6= ∅.
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We have ⊤
G(I),G(W)
w = ∆Iw,W 6= ∅, by the hypothesis.
Clearly, if C ∈ Ci, then C
G(I),G(W) = CG(I) = CIi,W ⊆ ∆i = ⊤
G(I),G(W)
i , whence C ⊑ ⊤i
holds in (G(I), G(W)).
Next, suppose that R ∈ Ri and let x ∈ ∆
G(I),G(W) = ∆G(I) =
⋃
i∈V ∆
i. Assume that
y ∈ ∆G(I), such that (x, y) ∈ (RG(I),G(W))− = (RG(I))−, i.e., (y, x) ∈ RG(I) = RIi,W . Thus,
we must have y ∈ ∆i = ⊤
G(I),G(W)
i , whence x ∈ {t ∈ ∆
G(I),G(W) : (∀y ∈ ∆G(I),G(W))((t, y) ∈
RG(I),G(W) → y ∈ ⊤
G(I),G(W)
i )} = (∀R
−.⊤i)
G(I),G(W). This shows that ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−.⊤i also holds
in (G(I), G(W)). The fact that (G(I), G(W)) |= ⊤ ⊑ ∀R.⊤i may be shown similarly. Also
along the same lines follow the proofs that the two concept inclusion axioms ⊤ ⊑ ∀R−ij.⊤i and
⊤ ⊑ ∀Rij.⊤j are valid in (G(I), G(W)).
Finally, suppose that #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is in R(Σd). Then C ⊑ D ∈ Ti and, since
(I,W) |= Σd, we must have C
Ii,W ⊆ DIi,W . Therefore, by Lemma 77, #i(C)
G(I),G(W) ⊆
#i(D)
G(I),G(W), whence (G(I), G(W)) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D). Thus, if (I,W) |= T
∗
w, we must have
that (G(I), G(W)) |= R(T ∗w). This concludes the proof that, if Σd is consistent as witnessed by
a package Tw, then ⊤w is satisfiable with respect to R(T
∗
w). (Note that (G(I), G(W)) is indeed
a coordinated model due to Definition 69.) 
Consequences of Soundness and Completeness
By combining Theorems 76 and 78 we get the following
Theorem 79 (Soundness and Completeness) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCIK ontol-
ogy. Σd is consistent as witnessed by a module Tw if and only if ⊤w is satisfiable in a coordinated
model of R(T ∗w).
It is well known that concept satisfiability in ALCI with respect to arbitrary TBoxes is
ExpTime-hard [84, 1]. Thus concept satisfiability in ALCIK is also ExpTime-hard. By the
results presented in [35], it can be shown that concept satisfiability in ALCIK is in ExpTime.
Therefore, since the reduction R can be performed in polynomial time, we obtain
Theorem 80 Deciding TBox consistency in F-ALCIK is ExpTime-complete.
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The following theorem, which is a consequence of Theorem 79, shows that a given sub-
sumption is valid as witnessed by a module Ti of an F-ALCIK ontology T if and only if its
translation under #i is valid in any coordinated model of R(T
∗
i ).
Theorem 81 (Subsumption Preservation) Let Σd = {Ti}i∈V be an F-ALCIK ontology.
Then T ∗i |=i C ⊑ D iff #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) is satisfied in every coordinated model of R(T
∗
i ).
Proof:
Suppose, first, that T ∗i |=i C ⊑ D and let (I,W) be a coordinated epistemic model of
R(T ∗i ). Then, by Theorem 76, (F(I), F(W)) is a model of T
∗
i , whence, since T
∗
i |=i C ⊑ D, we
get that (F(I), F(W) |=i C ⊑ D. This implies that (I,W) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D).
Conversely, suppose that every coordinated model of R(T ∗i ) satisfies #i(C) ⊑ #i(D) and
let (I,W) |= T ∗i . Then, by Theorem 78, (G(I), G(W)) is a coordinated model of R(T
∗
i ). Thus,
we get that (G(I), G(W)) |= #i(C) ⊑ #i(D). This implies that (I,W) |=i C ⊑ D. Therefore
T ∗i |=i C ⊑ D. 
5.5 Summary
In this paper we have introduced a modular ontology language, contextualized federated
description logic F-ALCIK, that allows reuse of knowledge from multiple ontologies. An
F-ALCIK ontology consists of multiple ontology modules each of which can be viewed as an
ALCIK ontology and has several important features that, to the best of our knowledge, appear
together in a single ontology language for the first time. Namely,
• it is modular, i.e., provides a semantics for independently developed, autonomous but
interrelated modules, that can share parts of their vocabulary without the need to redefine
their meanings;
• it is fully contextualized, since all its logical connectives assume a different meaning
when used in different modules; a module using a “foreign” connective is calling for its
extension to be computed in another local domain and then imported via inter-domain
relations;
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• it provides support for the use of contextualized epistemic operators in each module;
whereas the epistemic role operators can be applied only in front of roles defined in their
own module, the epistemic concept operators can be applied in front of arbitrary concept
expressions, as long as the necessary importing relations are fulfilled.
A case has been made in [35] that the knowledge operators allow non-monotonic reasoning,
some forms of closed-world reasoning, formulation of procedural rules as well as various forms
of more sophisticated queries. Since our language, when restricted to a single module, has the
same semantics as that in [35], these nice properties are inherited in the present context.
F-ALCIK supports contextualized interpretations, i.e., interpretations from the point of
view of a specific module. We have provided a reduction from an F-ALCIK ontology to an
ALCIK ontology that allowed us to use the results of [35] to show that the consistency problem
for a F-ALCIK ontology is ExpTime-complete.
It is an interesting problem to develop a distributed reasoning algorithm for F-ALCIK by
extending the algorithm for F-ALCI, that was presented in [99]. This algorithm was based,
in turn, in similar work of Bao et al. [4, 6] and Pan et al. [73].
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